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INTRODUCTION.
I
Chapter I. General Remarks.
-§ I. Historical outline of women's part in the society
and its economic activities.
" But here, lease you he deceaued,one thinge you muste looke
more narrowly upon. For seeinge they hestowe hut VI houres in
woork,perchaunce you maye thinke that the lacke of some nece -
ssarye thinges herof may ensewe.But this is nothinge so. For
that small time is not only enough,hut also to muche,for the
stoore and abundance of all thinges that he requisite*other for
the necessitiesor commoditie of liffe.The whiche thing you also
shall perceaue,if you weye and consider with yourselfes how
great a parte of the people in other countries lyueth ydle.
First, almost all women,which he the halfe of the whole
number" /Thomas More /'Utopia Chapter IV./.
i
These words of the f-amous social philosopher whon nohody i
can suspect of dt^ending vested interests prove as/blearly as
possible how the work of women was underestimated 'throughout
the ages.Even the most nohle,most idealistic minds as Thomas
More were misguided in this respect either hy wrong hut well es¬
tablished popular opinions favouring the work of the "stronger" :
sex or superficial impressions caused hy small sections of vo¬
latile women,usually from the top of the society.
Many of these prejudices have survived till our days,many
of them ,although officially condemned,are $h&ping to create a
genral atmosphere around the working women, Many men and even
women are suhconsiously or semi-consiously influenced in their
attitude to the question of women's work hy the centuries and
centuries of men's domination and resulting from it discrimina¬
tion in treatment.
0 *■ 1
It seems therefore reasonable and helpful,"before descrt-e^ j
the contemporary economic situation of women and discussing I
its problems,to pass in a short review how the pojte&Lon of wosiJ
men in a society was "being shaped throughout last few centu¬
ries. Such a review can help' to trace the roots of contempora-
.
ry prejudices and inequalities and to create a proper perspec- '■
tive for questions of to-day. jj
Feudal system. i„
>*
The rough customs of Barbarians talcing over the Roman Em- .j.
pire heritage were generally softened by the influence of the ij
Christian church.They were influenced also in respect of the
I
relations of men towards women.But legally the women were &ura|;;
all their life under the authority of the men,with one outlet |
I
only - the monastic life.Nevertheless an agricultural and feu- j
dal society in its early stage had to allot much of the work tc,j'
* i
the women.Sferyone connected with agriculture knows very well
i
what an Essential part women play in this occupation.Moreover ;
i
the higher classes of such a society offered to the women very!,
i
responsible posts in the administration.The wives of lords had !
to handle the administrative part of business of the castle. !
The institution of chivalry carried with itj ^ semi-platonic
cult of a chosen lady,often fictitious.This spreading of an 1
ideal of womanhood together with the chivalrous rules of cour-
teous,protective and honourable relations to the women stren-
i
t
gfthened the position of these latter.It is also a proof of the
coming into existence of a class of leisured ladies. It seems
useful to mention the peculiarities of women's position in Po¬
land at that period.
The Slavonic tribes which formed a. Polish State during the Xth
century were chiefly of the agricultural type.Agriculture had
to remain the basic occupation for centuries.The monogamy and > i'?
, I :
/ ' {"I
the patriarchal/pattern of social life were the bases of woman's !_
position. Poland's rulers decided to accept Christianity from thej 1;
Western Roman Catholic Church in opposite to the Ruthenian ru- ' 1
lers who were attracted by Constant inopol and Ortodox Church. ■ ;j
This decision in a most essential way influenced the following ,
development of Polish culture connected firmly with the West. !
i j
The clergy, the artistb, the scholars were flowing from the West J
'
or were educated there.The Latin alphabet was adopted by Poland : \
while her eastern neighbours stuck to the Greek alphabet,tran¬
sformed afterwards in a special alphabet incomprehensible to the'
Western peoples. This circumstance® rendered accessible for Polan
automatically all the cultural and scientific achievements of
'i
the West. (
These bojmds with Western culture wefe strengthened further
by the successful opposition of Poles against the invasions of
Tartars. The Tartars conquered most of the Ruthenian dukedoms one
invaded Poland.They defeated Polish forces at Lignica in 1241 be¬
fore the German Emperor decided to come with help.But this victo
r-r nroved to be so costly that the Tartars did not venture an;'
" ' • * t 1
farther and retreated into the steppes beyond Dnieper end into
Crimen.nevertheless they kept in bondage the Russian dukedoms
for two hundred years and often organised highly devastating
expeditions to Poland.These circumstances are mentioned in. order''
to explain the origin of the cultural foctors influencing the !
i
position of Polish women/s The "borders of Poland were actual (
I
herders between West and East.The woman in Poland was not' affec-j
ted by Eastern ideas of xoSssm^s women's unfLeanliness,harem se- j
elusion etc. The difficult conditions of life,the scarcity of mci
i
i
terial resources did not allow more sophisticated relations to- '*
wards women.The society,repelling vigourously the invasions
from the West and the East needed strong women "s companions able
to replace tflMS sen during war-time in the cultivation of land.
Hence, the Polish women in. the mediaeval times resembled very nuc'
the Greek women of the Homeric period.Their way of living was il
lustreted by their participation in hunting the most dangerous
animals,
Incidentally,the institution of chivalry,firmly rooted in
Poland showed a comparatively weal: development of the cult* of
a Knight's Dame.Generally sneaking Polish mediaeval society had
1/
rather a patriarchal thanafeudal character.The feudal period was
almost non-existing in Poland's history.Thus the mother's oosi-
2/
tion was very strong and in particular esteeneiad. This circum¬
stance together with the pagan Slavonic tradition fostered the
flourishing of the worship of Hoi?'- Virgin Ilary,God's llother, one
I/.There arc several proofs of the protection of women against
the abuses of patriarchal authority.E.G.in XIV cent, several Acts
of Parliament prescribed a special proceeding for a woman wanted
to get maiuied against the will of her guardian.
2/.There were severe penalties for the libel or insult of woman
being mot' rr a on well as against the honour of woman. It scene in¬
teresting to not- b- at at the end of XIV cent, when a noble did
some libellous remarks about the Queen he was judged according t
tbe regulations defending the honour of every woman and vmc pu¬
nished accordingly.
of the moot characteristic features of Polish religious life ,ij
; i j
till our times. Succesively it influenced the social status of a >. |
Polish ino mier« i | i
As in other countries at that time' the women had not politi-| |
cal rights. Their influence on political affairs depended on (
. !
their personality and was helped "by their position in the family' j
•i
's life. It scans interesting to mention that there were tradi-t ' j
tions of somen-rulers in Poland. In X cent, the, legendary prin¬
cess Wanda,famous for her "beauty,inherited the throne of Poland h
l "
and is said to have conducted the Polish army,repelling the in- 1 ji
Li;:
vasion of the German prince who was refused her hand.Princess
Wanda in order to avoid further bloodshed downed herself in the: 'i
!
Vistula. g |
The other, strictly historical feminine person .in Poland's •• j
mediaeval history is Queen Hedvig who-in 1334 was elected to the ,j
• 1
throne of Poland after the death of her father Ludovicus,Icing off
Poland and Hungary.Against the will of her heart she accepted
the marriage with the Lithuanian king Wladyslnw Jagiello ,*both .
for political and religious reasons.At one stroke the last Eu-
'
f!
ropean pagan nation was converted to the Christian faith- and the • %
j{
union of Poland and Lithuania was carried out,making it possible rj
!'
for both countries to repel German invaders.Queen Hedvig played l' ij
. t rj
thu3 a ver- eminent part in Polish history,being famous for her ' ,|
physical beauty,moral virtues and high educntion.^cr patronage •* |
for culture and science was expressed bv her v;cill. At her deathx • }
in 1399 she left all her personal possessions,particularly je- ;i s
wels,on behalf of the University of Cracow. 111
The Renaissance end the modern period. i |
Uhen discussing this period it seems necessary to pa^ still ■ '<
greater attention to the divergencies of "both countries.
The Renaissance rendered the individual development far
easier.
■ ]'iThe women of trained intellect are more numerous, they are ' Jj
showing great independence of mind and taste.Queen Elizabeth is ' ,j.
one of the most representative women of Renaissance period. !
'xhe Protestantism adopted in man-r countries emphasised in a
■̂I I!
very vivid vey the rights of human "beings to preserve their con- • j
victions.Protestontism bv its individualistic character helped 1
'J
also to recorrnise the rights of women,possessing the same imnor- j!
1
tal soul as the men.But some peculiarities of the Puritan out-
looh on life influenced the situation of women in a rather ne- :
t
gativc way. The greatest stress put on sexual morality, the re- !,
born spirit of the first ^scetic Christians together with the re- j
newed,rather subconciously idea of woman's "uncleanliness"produ- ''
ced a curious contradictory conception of woman's position.The
biological functions of both sexes were associated with the sin.
Haturally this sin was reflected principally on the weaker party- :
the woman,not the man v/as a source of evil .At the sane time ,' t I
the social and moral conditions limited the activity of women to ,
the strictly domestic sphere,their essential part being to feed
and nourishvhrhich was thought a ver-' important function ,an" to




to "be associated' with the ides of seduction and the ancient ;
Christian definition of tlie Gateway of evil. :
1
They aroused suspicions of the societ--, eCTressed^nnumerous :
j
processes against witches mostly found guilty. The abolition of
r
monasteries in Protestant countries saved perhaps many girls frorj
"being sent there for economic purposes as e.g. to avoid giving i ,
» •
them dowry.But at the same time this circumstance deprived the ur j' '
i
married women of an important outlet- for their activity,"both ad¬
ministrative and intelectual as well as of the hind of refuge,
vhere they were able to get a social status not less important
to that of their married sisters. }
The gradual reduction of domestic industries as brewing,spi¬
nning which were transferred to the specialised wo^shops reduced c
the economic, port played by women through their domestic duties.
On the other hand the enclusipn of women from such on important
part as colonial expeditions, connected with trade etc. reduced
the economic importance of women still further ir^countries of
colonial Empires.
The progress of rationalism put down the Puritan abomination
of scrual matters and removed the stigma of seductress from the
woman.Contrarily this part of seductress made the woman more in- j
teresting and coveted. In the second half of XVII cent . the sta- *
. i
bilisrtion and enrichment brought the usual results. Hie rising i
standard of living and the increase of the wealthy class in the
population together with the changed political and social condi-
tions transformed the wav of life of the uwocr classes of society11
" : 8 -
The transfer from the castle to the palace,the amenities of lr
:jt
every-day life,the development of town amusements,gaining, in \
importance throughout the XVIII cent.-, all these factors produced;
the new type of a leisured lady in increasing numbers. |
— f!
The secular boarding schools in Protestant countries like j
! IGreat -Britain and convent schools in Ca:&olic countries such as
H
\ i
Prance swiftly specialized themselves in educating women for sue' ||
d functions. Tire would-be ladies v.rerc good manners, a bit
of literature, singing,plashing, speaking Italian with a few gene¬
ral notions about the. subjects which were ct the moment in vogue.




women to acquire actual independence, although their legal status ■§',
H,
remainded unchanged. In the society loving brilliant and light c ij;
discussions, the exchange of v/itty sayings, the refined manners -
a sociable lad:'- could easily take a leading port.The literary '
♦




contacts of eminent minds exchanging ideas.The general inclina¬
tion to earthly pleasures loosened the marital obligations. Often
the marriage was only a superficial and conventional institution f.
both nartics enjoying bersonal liberty b;/1 mutual consent. jil
i'f
It is only just to say that the women who grasped the oppor- fr
'
1!
tunity for the intelectual and spiritual development were conpa.-- jj
• i
rativclv rare.The general trend of social conditions,the ecluca- ; 'I
i:
mm
tional system of women favoured rather a type of volatile, ego- • 'j
centric lady,occupied exclusively by gossip society events and _ ]
,1
the latest fashion in dress. This type was the prevailing one. .t j;
1 I.




upper oncl richer classes of the society.But being the most spec-'
taculnr and most enviable,because of the top position,this type [
of a leisured lady v;os bound to influence the whole of womanhood'
Moreover it influenced formidably the men in their opinion about1 '
the women.The behaviour of these latter confirmed the general 1
opinion,incidentally very comfortable to the men that there was
a fundamental difference between women's and men's minds,that
the women as whole were unable by their nature to exercise the
functions reserved to men \vith few very rare exceptions.The si¬
tuation of women in the poor classes of the population remained
much the same as previously.Jhe abolition of villeinage,far
earlier in Qreat ^ritain than in other countries,while impro¬
ving the individual liberty of peasant; affected indirectly their
womenfolk, freed from the semi-patriarchal authority of the land-
owners.But economically, the formation of the lawless peasantry
had to influence badly the position of women too.They had to do
the menial work or to become the unqualified agricultural la¬
bourers,both outlets rather discouraging.
'■i-'hc- trend of events in Poland was to a large extent differen
owing to the different ws.vs of social - and noliticol development i
Economically,the Renaissance period brought the decline of
the Polish towns owing to the geographical discoveries the' i,
I**' i
„ .if
swinging of the Eastern trade from land routes, crossing Poland (j'i
i
to the seas.At the same time agriculture finally secured its pc--~ j
i
sition os chief occupation of the population.Politically, the no-;I i1
8 '
■1
bility class stabilised its ruling position.This class,relative- j
ly numerous /7-KX' of the population/governed the State through
*
Parliament and elected officials, tlr "basis of its political power' 1
"being the military duty. 1 ;
' f"
^Qie Icing also elected was more and more limited in his power!
; )
xhus there was established a Icind of democracy' as the percentage-
ij
of citizens having the full political rights was the sane or j
higher than in the Athenian democracy.
•
■ j
Protestantism -found only a limited number of converts. There . j
1
were no religious persecutions on a West European scale,but the !
Ll;
numerical weakness of Polish protestnnts limited only to a class> |
of nobles,hampered their influence on the society. • ]
^he women played an important part in economic activity of £ j
the nobles.Often they were the chief administrators of estates,
usually supervising all domestic duties,including numerous and
flourishing domestic industries.Many wars,keeping the men away '
t
forced the women to take the place of these former in estates.
Tlic Polish middle class,before its eclipse owing /the a.fomentio- i
ned events,produced also a t^/pe of energetic woman, able to cope ■
with the difficulties of the trade.But mostly these women were
widows,fairlv numerous in the East of Poland owing to the inva- ,
1/
sions of Tartars.
I/.In XVI cant.a middle class widow Anna Lacks owns a shop with" j
spices,trades in wines,imports from England cloth exporting it H
afterwards to Rumania, imports from the East furs. She rvkes Ivr- *
self book-keeping, exchanges the commercial letters with En-gland
Xtalv and Germany,conducts personally cases in the courts,execu¬
tes very ohrcymly due sums.
The best ?:nown diarist of XVII cent.Paselc notes that he lev1' 1
sod one of his villages to rars.Gobuchowsks, a widow.
In XVIIIcant.the national Theatre in Warsaw was owned end
conducted by the polish actress Truskolacka.
- u -
As it concpns the villeinage forms were milder 'than in
other European countries .From the feminine point of view it
seems useful to mention that the law from XVI cent.made legal
the custom of that time that the peasant girls could get mar¬
ried without the permission of lanxtfcorcl.
The XVIII cent.rationalistic movement affected Poland's
social fabric with delay and to a relatively limited extent.The'
new political ideas of rB1aehstone, I.Iont e sqieu or Rousseau resul¬
ted in movement* aiming at political and social reforms.Finst in
Europe Ministrv of Public Education was created in Poland,the
U
educational reform modernised the schools and universities. ,
The political reform was expressed by the Constitution of
I.la^(5,1791,abolishing the privileges of the nobles. e
But these movements were not much reflected In woman's po¬
sition. The bulk of the society remained unaffected in its cus-t
toms - the conservatism of agricultural population being prover¬
bial. In the middle of XVIII cent.the upper crust of the society
took a lead from France.There also leisured ladies who changed
the national clothes for the French fashion.Their way of life
did not differ from that of their Western sisters.As these la¬
tter mostly\they were doing nothing,while some of them were wo¬
men of great intellect and character. '=
i
It is necessary to emphasise,that the feminine ideal of that
time was that of submission and refinement of feelings passing •
into exaggerated sensibili ty. itany of the leisured ladies stuck -






ness o^> sentiments as a comfortable shield against husband and 1
securing noto"ble independence as a matter of fact.But these wer<,
exceptional cases.As a whole women legally were non-existant.
.The woman was orought to the legal life only "by the assistance .
of a fother,hrotheryfj^ardian, shortly - the man/as every/where
at that time/. i
flie Industrial Revolution caused the growth of two essential
factors :
first of all - the work of women in industry on an ever in¬
creasing scale. In this, way the v/omen "broke the framework of
their specialisation in domestic work, they proved to "be able to f
work independently from their guardians to whom only their ear¬
nings "belonged.Particularly importance of this phenomenon con- E
sists in its general character .It affected the "bulk of women. ^
/ '
The second factor is the decline of household industries
* ' }
owing to the development of manufacturing industries. The econo-
kC-- •
mic importance of woman - housekeeper dimi/shes,many products of
household "being produced cheaper and "better "by manufacturers.At
the some time taking part of the "burden from the shoulders of a
housewife this factor made easier for middle class momen to fo¬
llow the example of a leisured lady.
Both these factors, although in a different way, created "base/
for the position of women in next period,strictly connected wit?'
r-
our times (period containing rjiost of the germs of pros lens of to¬
day.
-13-
2. The growth of niodern n rob lens.
si;
i
The beginning of the politicol and social stabilisation ,
after the Napoleonic wars contained several, at first glance con-
trodictory^tendencies,shaping the women's position in the socio-'
•
ty. The type of a leisured lady was spreading quickly throughoutj
all middle-classes of the society.But it was undergoing noti-
I if!'
m t j
cenble changes.The volatility of XVIII cent.disappeared.The re- • t!|!i I
tionnlistiq tendencies of the XVIII cent.,Espressing themselves pi;
|i'i'
in French Revolution and its ideological background, caused as n-
!
reaction the renewal of religious feelings and the increase of j
Li
importance of sentimental part of human character,reffected in ;
S
literature and philosophy by Romantism. The religious upheaval
was manifested particularly strongly in Great Britain and France
The early Victorian period brought forward the Puritan concep¬
tion of sexual morality.Thug,the type of leisured lady was to
undergo proper transformations to bejsdapted to the strict and
• *
severe code of morale.The physical chastity,modesty and submi-
fly *■ UflvMttM. 1At i\Q4kMdtf itUfc <f\ ft. UtfMfCW • •
ssion weeiioxf goddess,subtle and sensible to the limits of
n
1or even beyond thwfortsanity put forcibly the woman oh the altar. !|
The ga.n between man and woman was widened by the conventional J|-
•i
ritual of relations between two sexes.A rigouous code of social
conduct was spreading quickly, the lower middle-classes taking a '''
lead from the upper ten thousand. The popularisation of domestic
amenities and substitutes made such a following easier even for \
i
the families with the great divergcnc?r of incomes.A strong,heal- j
thy woman was thought to be common, a breach of social rcgulatior
- a crime. The design of dresses of these times reflects the £&* .!
neral standards of women's positions.
^ , .
T]ie dresses twisted the natural shape of "body,hiding /"before '
undecent looks, acting under general qbs/ession of carnal sin.
The education was suitably adjusted, aiming to teach women r
onl^r how to get husbands without bothering to teach them how to
be wives.A well educated girl could sing,play.At the same time
this extraordinarily'- sheltered class of women leading an exi¬
stence confined in|a framework of strict rules of decency lived
in tile society innwhich developed the othe\ class of women dc- W
prived of such shelter,that of industrial workers. j
It was not indecent,notwithstanding the rules of morality " !
and modesty to allow the women to work in mines almost -without i
clothes mixed with the men.This example illustrates well the res
pective standards of these two classes.file appalling conditions
of women working in the industry during the second half of XVIII_
and first half of XIX cent.,and following protective legislation
are sows well known that it se:ns superfluous to describe them
here.It is sufficient to mention them and to draw conclusions.
Although exploited -women-industrial workers opened new'outlets
for women outside of the traditional domestic service and needle .
'work, fie possibility of gaining actual economic independence *
prepared the ground for future legal and political reforms.On }
the other hand the exploitation of female workers created a new
injustice in the form of lower wages.The female competition
aroused the defensive movement from the part of the men.This la-
tter factor combined with. the exploiting; tendencies facilitated
"by lack of political and social experience of women,caused the <
limitation in accepting women to the "better paifi. occupations 01
&
posts. This was helped "by the protective legislation ■ which easir
to' some extent the fate of working women emphasised conspicuous:
ly by discriminative protection the inequality of their work
in respect to the men.It was always first class excuse to offer
women lower wages and to refuse promotion.
Such a statt of affairs did lead to revolt.The ideological
movements of XVIII cent, expressi&p} themselves politically in
French Revolution.It is true to say that the ideas of liberty, ;
equality and fraternity did not bring to French women political
rights ironiccliately.But the overturning of many established idc^
the abolition of class privileges,the emphasis put on the eque«
lity of human beings influenced tremendously the human mind in '
respect to th.c discriminative treatment. For the sincere follo¬
wers of such a political faith it was more and rapr£ difficult
to accept the peculiar exclusion of half of the humgxi o c i ri£j s
from the benefits of the social progress.
Vdiile th.c Frenchmen proved most vigorous in shaking off the
remnants of the degenerated feudal system the leading part in
the revolt of the women was ' taken by the British.
The famous book of Iisry V/ollstonccraft "Vindication of the
rights of women " ,although was not the first step,has a mxgni-
ficancc of initial landmark by bold and straight statement of
the disabilities and injustices of women/u£>osi ti on. 11or-" T.'oole to¬
necraft claimOfl for a woman to obtain a character of a human r.
being regardless of the distinction of sex. f
XIX cent.witnesses, the striving of women for obtaining re- j
cognition of their rights .Several problems,seemingly separate
in reality stricter interconnected, arose as 1/ the legal- rights
of women in family relations,2/ the rights for equal education, ,
5/ the rights to work,4/ the political rights. '
It seems suurrfl/Sus to remind how these rights were gradua !•* 1 I
lly vindicated.The names.of leaders,women and men,in these mo- j|
vements are well known. Their struggles,failures and successes
are well known too. (
ii
A£ it was already mentioned the industrial development crec
ted favourable conditions for the increase of number of women
working outside their homes.The movements for reforms of wo¬
men's position was based not on few precursors,women of outstai |
ding personality,having particularly favourable conditions,be-
♦
cause of their family connections or wealth,but it could be bo-
m
clccd -by masses of working women. The question of women's enan- !
cipation was thus transformed from extravagant exceptional case
into a social mass phenomenon.
Step by step the women gained access to the educational
institutions as universities,formerly shut for them.
The possibility of having education and training on almost
equal footing with the men helped the women to obtain better
»■
posts. Tlie women are entering the professions although'with con¬
siderable. opposition.IIany of the social decorums were chatte¬
red, others were crumbling.How. iiudecent would seem for nnnv
people to be a woman-doctor while it was thought difficult for
ail ill woman to uncover her "body during a medical consultation, j;
The enlarged educational facilities have multiplied the num-h'
"ber of women who besides their character and inborn abilities
had sufficient knowledge and intellectual training to become
leaders.The easier access to better paid occupations and posts |.
, i
helped also to create groups of women of independent minds and j
means. Thus, there were sufficient elements for the formation of !
• (
♦
politically minded organisations of v/omen.
On the other hand the general political trend of liberalism
and democracy favoured the cause of'women.It was more and more (
difficult to justify why tk v/omen v/ould not enjoy the same rightj J
as men. ' !
This atmosphere helped the development ofaspirit of inde¬
pendence amongst the women,even most strongly embeddedin the so¬
cial fabric of the XIX cent, family.
• *
But it is only just to say that the opposition was power¬
ful.All legal institutions concerning the relations between men
and v/omen v/ere as designed for this purpose.lt was necessary ;
then to reduce the privileges of the men.By whom ? By the men
themselves.
The economic conditions,combined with the educational system
for a long tine kept women in forcibly subordinate position.
*
Eventual equal training and equal rights to work and career
j—
threatened the men with the'new competitors formerly unknown.
The aemission of these new-comers was to b/(granted by the men
Hie -social decorum,resulting to the large extent from the
generation of a leisured lady type,proved also to "be a very
serious obstacle. A lady discussing any matters in public,fre¬
quenting meetings,going without chaperon s$hoclced enormously
not only men but women as well.
xhe gradual overcoming of obstacles to education and wort:
ctccustomed slowly the society to the breaches of sociable code
which was beginning to crumble in many points. ■
^ho activity of women in charitable and social work,so bril-
II
liantl-"- initiated in XIX cent.b->- Elisabeth Pry and her reforms oi ''lij
prison regime,proved to be a very good initial stage to their
political frenchise.lt seems therefore quite natural that the lo¬
cal government franchise was granted comparatively essil" in se -
. i
venties. This form of activity seemed towait well\_women, whoygproved
yujWifli-fr Cm twwuvf-
by experience to be fit for . the v.ror1cVoT~Toca1 governm'
Butthe intensification of the activity of the women was
bound to cause the reaction.Hie sheer increase in numbers of
"emancipated" women changed the face of the problem.lt was not ;
only the question of dicussing some principles,or some indivi-
m
dual breaches of social decorum by some extravagant feraales.lt X2
was shaking the very foundations of family,a basical social unit




At the same time this increase in numbers-caused also men to
feel more uncomfortably the women's competition on a labour mar¬
ket. The competition was felt not only among the labourers but ;
also among the middle class.This transformation,mentioned befo- |
re of the feminine problem into the mass social phenomenon vans
perhaps to some extent subeonciously, one of the principal cau¬
ses of this formidable defence staged by the men' against the j
equality of v.'omen symbolised bjr the political franchise. '
xhe suffrage'movement,born in V^eat Britain,is also histo-
J
rically well known and does not need to be described. The Pan- ■
khurst family stays for a symbol of women's equal rights not
only for Britain but for the world.Here it seems only necesser->-
to remind that women proved their political ripeness by staging
a campaign involving great spirit,sacrifices,organising abili¬
ties, tenacity in fighting against formidable odds,*one of the
most formidable of them being the fear of ridicule and' social
decorum.
xhis campaign proved to. the world that the women were poli¬
tically minded, that they were able to carry out ffoe political
fight while striving to achieve their aims,not worse than the
-of
men. Although, this campaign was/victorious in its first stagesjit
prepared the gphond for the final victory. Its significance is
all'human.The sufferingpoth physical and moral,undergone by the
British women and girls in early years of XX cent.were not only
•
for the sake of their compatriotcs.Tfoe British "suffrage" mo-
5
vement was the teaircase for other nations who often earlier
v
than the """ritish people have come to the proper conclusions fw;:i
these experiences,avoiding in this way painful conflicts.
The trend of events in Poland showed the peculiarities owing
. - to -
to the distorted social and political life.At this period. Polan*
tcs politically divided between Piussia,Russia and Austria. The
X/Ogal framework,both in political and private sphere,could not
"be influenced by the'bPolish society'-. There were few exceptions
1/
as e.g. the so-called "Congress Kingdom" where some Polish law
AS-,
mostl?;- froni the. ITapoleonic period survived,"but 'they could not
i
"be changed "by anybody else than the Russian authorities Poles
i
stuck then to them. V/hen p ar1i ament ary regime was introduced in
Germany and Austria the Polish population could vote,"but "being
in minority they were unable to carry out any reforms in other
vray than it was done for the corresponding States as entities.
But the lega.l framework,notwithstanding its importance is










tiiere are other such currents of thought in the societ:^, • |,|-*
v,
a
actual formation of social opinions and standards,its economic
■
. f •
structure. In these respects the Polish nation preserved a con- i
sidcrsble degree of independence,"besides or against the imposed jjl
I
reulations of occupying Powers.Therefore it seems justified
. : i
to say^few words about these social and economic transformations j
of the Polish nation under the pressure of abnormal political j
" t
conditions. -
_ —-1— _ — —— ———_ ———— ———— ———— ————— — * I
l/"Congress Kingdom"-part of Central Poland, granted an autono- j,
my by the Congress of Vienna in 1015. In TOGO all political -v.-
tonomy was abolished by Russia, who incorporated it in Idno ng-iz
an-'- international agreements.Pew separate laws siuvm.vcd'^tJivil
Code, the Family Law, the Ferriage Law. They were far ^liberal t'wan
the corresponding Russian lows and were based on French and >j
Polish laws.
There rcvc two predominant interconnected -circumstances :
1/ The fight against the occupying Powers,2/ the formation of
town middle-class from the agricultural class,"both nobles and ,
peasants.
The fight against the ocoup/ring Powers was led incedsantl?/-
from the last war of independence against Russia in 1992 and the
collapse of insurrection in 1794. The forms of these fights cliffe
red.Prom tine to time they were expressed in armed insurrection
as in 1850 or 1865,meantime consisting chiefly in keeping the
national soul,in preserving the language and in efforts to in-
J
prove the economic situation of Polish society.
In unofficial or simply illegal activities the legal restric
tions are inoperative. Thus,Polish women quickly found, their
way. They were taking part in every form of underground movement.
Un^der the German and Russian regimes the teaching of the Polish
♦
language or history "being partially or wholly forbidden the se¬
cret schools spread everywhere,the women playing a very promincr
part in this form of national activity.
They were involved also in armed conspiracies,carrying me¬
ssages, arms or giving shelter to the conspirators.
This active port of Polish women in the freedom movements ■
«
hastened. vcr?>- much the growth of feelings of comradeship and
J
equality between men and women.
i
'x'he fighting for freedom .against the occupying Powers,ruled
by monerchs, the inborn instinct for political rights of and- in-
indivicinal influenced also the general attitude of the society
- a-
in respect to the problem, of women's rights.This attitude was
therefore more liberal than in other countries.
The second factor consisted in changes in economic structure
and the-shifting among the social classes.
""ho development of industries in Poland was seriously handi-
J.
caped by lack of political independence.Tlxe formation of modern
i




XIX cent.The newly created centre of textile industry in L6dz,'
acquiring/great importance,absorbed numerous women's workers »
Hut (t* feflkfjftttVMcta&i0|. filialWuli
on the Western Surone aodelVxriw formation of middle uoper and lo' || il
ii ; •
wern classes was quickened following the general tendency of the
- !)•
i;
occupying powers to squeeze out Poles from the land.Political
repressions often took the form of the confiscation of landed
property together with the penalties of prison or death.As a re-1
ij
suit of such repre3sions/chlKf±y undEr numerous families were
deprived of their formeijmenns of subsistence as well as their j
male heads. The burden of bringing up children had to be under- j
taken by women who had to adapt themselves quickly from the
well-to-do larTy to the working womanA s positionbften handicanpo 1 j<1
. pi
by the lack of proper training.They were forced to take the few ;*j
t |
openings allowed to them by the imposed legal framework and the 11,
# ' f
existing economic conditions. They concentrated thus 011 boarding
*
*
house,industry,teaching the "feminine" subjects such^as lengua- •
5-
ges or piano,playing, clothes industry,ha&grdnshery,shop assi¬
stants etc.
'■^.lesc conditions favoured the formation of a tree of rather
- S3 -
enterprising v'ontm.^le pressure under the German refine had
MA
teleen chiefly economic form, including forced purchases. Being
more systematic and regular,hut acting within certain legal ru¬
les this pressure helped contrary to its designed A-pris,to im¬
prove the occupational structure of Polish society.By forcing
the landowners,"both 73ig and small, to /^6he tonus it helped to
>
make the strong typical..middle class,the position of woman in
the family got adjusted to the average European standards of ±
that time. -.
It seems necessary to remember that Polish society was in ;
12







posed of small holders who had little chance if any to improve
their situation as there were very few opening^in industry and
towns,while the cultivated area could not he increased and the
population was increasing considerably.Thus the emigration was
♦
bound to he a most effective outlet.
^he situation of woman in a peasant family did not show j1
any considerable difference. The family division of work assigns j'
her to the domestic duties,the care of livestock,the auxiliary ^
cultivation work.nevertheless the general social changes influ- f
; I"
f
enced her status too. A passant girl had new outlets opened - th j
tor,n /chiefly domestic service/ and the seasonal emigration for j
5
agricultural work,principally in Germany. j!
5—f"
In this wo7'" she was. able to find the• work outside the vi- !i
f!
lloge, to make some savings, strengthening her position after re- I-,
turn to th-=- n>'it^lf faimi.
Tlie situation of women on the eve of the I9I4-I9I3 war con
"be briefly characterised as follows :
^liey have node good progress in everjr respect. The rights
for .eoual education were granted to them in many countries.The
emancipation in family laws was not yet achieved,a1thpugh many
injustices were abolished.The economic independence secured "by
*
many women actually,in industry and professions,played a promi¬
nent part in the vindication of women's personality.When in £
I9II Olive Schreiner has written her booh "Woman and labour
a book corresponding to Mary Wollstonecraft's book*hundred yeam
i»
earlier,she claimed hot for rights but for the opportunities to
work;a proof of the undergone changes.
The political franchise was not yet obtained,but the esscn-
tial propaganda work was done and the g$und prepared.
Jbhc women thus have secured very important improvements in
tlici r si tuati on.
. But it seems only just to emphasise that there was s gap
m'vinii I
between the legal reforms and the socialYdepcadence of the soci< j
i
ties,the general feelings of women's inferiority and the nece- j
"WvllA * *
ssity of general different status being very common. Tne econoni- j
j
Xplly independent women, fut^Ly emencipa.ted from the authority of '
the'man, were still thought as an the social structure
still reposing on o family unit with a woman as a juration and ;
v—
subordinate partner, if partner at all. The women's rights were f:
far better recognised from the theoretical point of view,while
the society was'still not dccid: d how to adjust its social fa-
h
- is -
"brie to the conning changes.Many' sections of the 'society were
clinging, often subconciously, to the leisured lady type and its
social■decorum.
W
.In econo'nic field it was reflected "by strong opposition, to
accept women to many, occupations or posts,thought improper or








The further illustrations were their lower wages for women ever
11 '•'!
for the same worh,to some extent the protective legislation etc ji'j;
f j1:!
It seems justified to state that under the-pressure of pro- Ml.
minent women-leaders, the changes in economic structure, logical ^ |l
j|i. L'
arguments and general. liberal tendencies the society of men
hashielded many concessions to the women withput well realising
■what t"■ey implied "both in economic and social meaning.The socie¬
ty was inclined to follow the legal lines of these reforms whi-



















Chapter II.The subject of the reseasch and the methods applied.
1'he foregoing historical review of an introductory character
gave a general idea of the scope of the problem, concerning the
position of women in the society,its different aspects and reci¬
procal "connections.
Thus, it yields a kind of backing for the formulation of the
subject of the present research,its limitations and the methods
to be applied.
I
First, the definition of the subject proper: it has to give j;
*■
"I
a general idea of the economic atuation of women in Gre&t Britaii,




comparison.The interconnection of social,political and economic !l>
t' j'
aspects of the problems of the position of women, shown above, i,
it i;i
makes/necessary to give a general description of each aspect in ;i
M
• 1 '
order to form an adequate background.As a rule it seems useful (
*. |
to put emphasis on the circumstances,peculiar to the given coun- j,
!'•
try. * '
Thus*it is necessary to describe the national peculiarities j'
of the social position of the woman e*g« her position in the fa¬
mily,her possibilities of self- dependence.This makes necessary
to give a general picture of the legal framework,both in the po- :
litical and private sphere of i|ife, such as the franchise and the f
property rights of married women. Such a political and social des-f
cription must be completed by a brief consideration of the cha¬
racteristic of the general economic situation of the society in
3 Hi»
- a? -
order to facilitate the understanding of the part played "by wo-'
p i
men in the national productive processes as well as in the dis-
I
i
trihution of the national income.
After establishing such a general framework it will "be pos¬
sible to tackle the proper subject.The initial step ought to
consist of the ananlysis of the popualtion data,particular;^
the age structure ,marriages #birth and death rates as well as
the general percentage of the working women.
Such an analysis should give a general idea of the importan¬
ce of the question and the general characteristic of the women
in the demography of a given country.
The next step vail be the more detailed deaiillag^wi^bh the da¬
ta concerning women's labour.In this way it will be possible to
establish in what industries and to what extent women play an
active part*
This will be followed by a more detailed analysis by indust¬
rial branches in order to show the position of working women
in respect of wages ,working hours»promotion etc.
After this rather descriptive isanner of treating the subject !
it will be necessary to come back to the first descriptionjof of
\
general social,political and economic background in order to l"(:
tOY*Vf>0^ * ,
confront the results obtained^ thus, the problems arising fuom
'h
the flow of women to non-domestic work will be discussed.Par - ' f
ticularly the discrimiantion of women's labour in comparison ii
. I








will necessarily "be dealt with. It seems also desirable to dis
cuss the economic and social repercussions and consequences of
the feminine invasion of the field of economic activity.The in
crease of the percentage of the percentage of gainfully occu¬
pied population,the eoonomic independence of a large part of
women, the gainful work outside the home,all these and others | I
1 =
connected with thest phenomena are "bound to cause perious dis- jj'.r




Without having the audacity to put forward any definite 'I I
solution of these closely related and wer recurring questions |"
a
it seems useful to try to trace their mutual connections and ,
to establish their possible influences on the future economic |
and social development of nations. j,"|
As a result of the abqye considerations the problem will Kj!
be dealt with as follov/s. The economic position of women will j >
be analysed separately for each country,Britain and Poland. •'}
r
This analysis will be comp&sMii in each case of three parts | !i
hI/the general background,2/the analysis of actual data concer- M
ning the quantitative share, the wages etc. ,3/the summary of *'[j




It.is necessary to explain that the subject of the research^
although it has been often discussed in a very controversial j_,
manner in literature,in politics and in the daily press,is ve- !
ry scantily illustrated "by objective data.The statisticians
of "both, countries have shown a particular indifference or neg¬
lect to this aspect of the economic problems of labour.The da¬
ta are either very general or lack any regularity or continuity;
In one year one "branch of industry is better illustrated ,in
the next year - another.Thus,there are considerable difficulties
in drawing a general picture and in carrying more detailed ana¬
lysis. These difficulties are only increased in thes case of
Poland*as there is only some general and fractionary data avai¬
lable in this country*while the first hand data are no^T acces¬
sible at this moment.
Chapter)]!. The importonce of the I9I4-I9I8 war.
On the eve of First Worlcl War the British society was ten-
dine: towards the full political emancipati^on of women.The pio¬
neering spirit of the "suffragists"'was overcoming with pains,
and shocks, the formidable obstacles of centuries of traditions
and beliefs.As was mentioned before the defenders of the "sta¬
tus guf>" were slowly giving ground in the legal sphere, while
the acquired rights were being given far more slowly any practi¬
cal meaning from the social and economic point of view.
This reluctance of the society to look the feminine problem
J. '
y^us/K/lty in the face and to draw the fear reaching conclusions foi
k1
the readjustment of its- social and economic fabric ('overcome
somewhat abruptly,partially and, for the 'time being at least ,by'
the outbreak of the war in 1914.
The initial slump in industry and trade caused a very scver<
unemployment among women,occupied in the branches which sufferec
the most such as all luxury trades,the cotton industry etc.But
the increase of demand for industrial goods for war purposes,
surpassing any calculations of military and economic erpcrts,
quickly abolished this temporary unemployment.
•froyv
T-e sheer economic necessities arising <tne lack of men-
workers turned into soldiers and from the increase in the de¬
mand for labour, caused b;?- the new way of waging .war, forced the
Govern:lent and the society to tap the new sources of r..en-pow. r.
The nan-power /how ironically sounds this word nov./ was still
- 31 -
vv(iQ
to Toe found -miong the veinen at that time v/ere not yet to "be in¬
cluded on a larger acole into services.
It seems just to emphasise that this sharp increase of the ;
Cc
female labour had not merely "fere numerical meaning. Important as •£
it was the increase in numbers would be reduced easily by the
return of mender more important factor was the encroachment of
women into new occupations and posts,hitherto thought as unsui¬
table or too difficult physically or mentally for women.
Prom Tabic I it is easy to see that the increase in the em¬
ployment of women was. not equal in all occupations.
The enormous,in new time terms, demand for girls in the war
industries was chiefly met by transfer from other industrial
occupations,as the initial war unemployment among the women,men¬
tioned before,disappeared. The middle and leweg-lower-middle cla¬
sses having greater reserve of unoccupied women were able to
supply relatively larger numbers of fresh workers,chiefly for
the clerical staff both in private businesses,depleted by the a
call up of men to the colours,and in the much expanded war-time
Government agencies.
The absence of men made it necessary to trust women with mo¬
re important thxn posts than before in the offices/as in banking,
while in .industry and transport several new branches were opened
to 'then.The most spectacular feature was the introduction of wo-"
men into the engineering trades.notwithstanding the lack of pre¬
vious skill and training the women revealed'unexpected.powers on
processes hitherto performed by men and did work 6f which any ma¬
le mechanic might be croud.
- 32-
Table I
A. Empl07nnent of women during the 1914—1916 mar
Occupation





of men "by women




Industries 2175.5 27o4. 5 27o8.5 5o3 23. o
Gvt. Establish¬
ments
2* o 213. o 2o9. 5 197 847o.o
Gas,Water,Electr.
/Under L. A. /
0.6 4.6 5.1 4 722.5
Agriculture 8o
/Permanently empl./
87 74 31 39.3
Transport /excl.
tramways ofL.A./
17 94 93 78 46o. 3
Tranwa7/-s under Lo¬
cal Authorities
1.2 18.2 18.2 - 16 I57o




Professions 5o. 5 Ioo.5 100.5 22 43. o
Hotels,Public Hou¬
ses, Cinemas etc*
181 2o9 2o7 45 24.6
Civil Service
/Post Office/
6o. 5 Io7 Io8 53 86.8
Civil Service
/Other/
5 75 81.5 7o 1410.o
Other sefvices
under L. A.
196.2 226.7 226.2 24 12.5










i) vu low Uk.M n.
For the first time in the industrial history of Great Bri¬
tain v/omon were ashed to serve their ountry "by talcing up jobs
in industry and commerce.
B.Increase or decrease in the numbers of fennles employed since
July 1914 no to January I9I8~in industrial and commercial
occupations shown by firms,making returns. ~l7
industrial occupations Increase/*/ Commercial occupations Incre
.or decrease or decre
/+/in thous. in. thous
I.Ieta 1, trades + 579 Wholesaled reta.il
drap er s,hab erda sher s
Chemica1 trades 55 clothiers * 53




Food trades 31. 5 shmogcrs, dairymen * .27
Papers printing- trad. • — 5 Wholesale stationers
boohselers + 12
Wood trades 30 ♦
Retail boothshoe shop+. ?3
.
♦ Retail chemists shops-* 15
All industrial firms All commercial firms
making returns - 533 making returns - 345
Some reservations must be made while reading these tobies.
The tables do not show the number of about 400 000 tronsferred
from domestic service, small dressmaking & worhrooms to other
occupations. The women employed in the services are not included
althought there wore considerable numbers of them e.g. the '.Vo¬
mer.'s Army Auxiliary Corps being some 20 000 strong.
The work of women had been until then considered as tcr.no-
1/ Labour Gazette,April 17,1918.
rnry / e.g. the girls working "before marriage/ or additional.
ITow, tlie woman industrial worker "become a person of importance.
Slie was praised for her patrotism and. skill,her fSocl end com¬
forts were interesting the State and the sDcietjr as well. She
had to under trice man-r jobs previously unknown and being on ex¬
clusive privilege of men.Woman's"true sphere" principle was
cast away to a considerable degree.
On the other hand the terrible human losses,suffered in
that war,made society think about the increase of population,
i. e. about the importance of motherhood.
Even during the war it was pointed out that the improvement
in the maternity services and sanitation could result in the in
crease' of men .feji recruiting age by many hundred thousands, that
at the bach of the army stands another army of poor,.-,.-omen,under
fed overworked,badly housed,insufficiently educated,who have to
' •
bear children.
" cfiaaml^^riefly the influence of the war of I9I4-I9I3 on
v>
the position of working women it is possible to put forward the
following statcmenstj :
I/Thc society came to realise the value of women as workers
This was bound to influence the status of women as members of
society as generally the political and social importance of wor
kers was greatly increased by the new kind of warfare, flic "indu
serialisation" of the war ,although on a far smaller scale,than
nor;, created the problem of the "Home front", almost forgotten pre
v&ously.
3/ "The war- time necessity of replacing tlie men "by women
caused the breclc up of many prejudices as to the "woman's true*
sphere". The slow and laborious process of women's penetration
into new occupations was very considerably hastened.
3/ The importance of motherhood as a social and even politi¬
cal function was to be realised to a larger extent than -before, j'
11
Thus the increased stress put on maternity and child welfare.
Chapter III.General analysis of actual data.
§ I.Torktng women and the dote of total population.
Before mailing general statement about the problem of the
inter-war period it seems necessary to proceed to the analysis
of the discussed question. Such an analysis should be, as far as
possible,based on the objective data.Thus,the statistics have '
i
to be used wherever available.
i





A. The total number of females and their proportion to the men. ,!
/number's of males - 100 for resoectivc vears/. l!|
1901 I9II 1921 1931 1935 1956 1937 1938 m|
Females ner :!|
100 males 106.4 106.6 109. ID 109.0 103.8 103.4 103.0 103.0 ;!|
Fchales in
millions 19.1 21.1 22.3 23.3 23.7 23.8 23.9 24.1
SumTug of fe¬
males over m.a- 1.2 1.3 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 I.
les in millions
B. Births pr 1000 of population
1901 I9II 1921 1931 1933
23.1 24.5 22.6 16.3 15.5
^/statistical Abstract of the United Kingdom 1933.
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ffiius,the number of women surpassed that of nen with the
constant tendency to increase.The war of I9I4-I9I8 has caused
a sharp increase in the percentage of women owing to the huge
losses suffered by the male part of the population.The natural
factors have "brought some improvement during the inter-war pesj
ri'od,but the level of I9II was not regained. The surplus of wosa j
i
i
men over the men was thus considerable,expressing itself in cil I
ca two millions. Thus,there were two millions of women who by
the rules of arithmetic could not chose th-9 marriage as a ca¬
reer in a monogamous society.
At the same time the steady decline in the birth rate pro¬
ves that the women were gradually slipping away from the "bur¬
den" of motherhood.
Meantime the percentage of women in the gainfully. occupied .•
I!
population was fsirlv constnnt. !i
,• •> fiTable j —!l
ii
j!
The percentage of working women in respect to:A. The total nun- jj
ber of gainfully occupied populotion.B.Total number of
females.
I9II 1921 193I
A. 29.55?$ 29.4-5/5 29.76?$ ■
B. 23.0% 25.5"' 26.9?$
It is necessary to emphasise that the housewives arc not
.included into the number of gainfully occupied population.
The gainfully occupied women with this exclusion numbered
'B
iw
circa 6 millions during the intcr-war period. 5
!.
The composition of this number, according to the groups of !
j
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5 424 5 701 6 265 100.0 100.0 100.0
If.If.
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It is essy to fp.ess that there v/as a common tendency,"both
for men and women of decreasing percentage share in first age
group up to 15.
As a v.hole the distribution of women among various age grou;
differs sharply from that of men.





ages among women.Erg. the group "18 to 84" has the percentage of^
total number of working women circa 32/,while the seme figure
for'the men is 17-10,o%.The group of "25 to 34-"being the stron- |
\
gest male group with the share of 21-2o% shows the same pereen- ^
tage for the women,is then largely surpassed by the female g j
group of "13-24". The percentage of older grouos of eve is dclli-.
! r j |
ning Quicker for v/omen than for men. ;f
; i
Further hints concerning the age structure of female labour p
; l |
are to be found in the table below. £,|
Table' 5 '' M1'..
I
Percentage of gainfully occupied females in various age groups
in respect to the total number of females in a given group. '/j
/Corresponding data for males in brackets/. jl-1
Ago group I9II 1921 1931
F I! P U F II
14 & 15 43.0 /7I.0/ 44-.8 /64.8/ 50.7 /S4.5/
16 & 17
15 & 17 69.5 /92.0/ 71.0 /91.5/ 75.7 /83.5/
13 to24 65.5 /97.0/ 66.5 /97.0/ 71.0 /96. 0/
.111
• i
25 to 34 29.3 /93.5/ 35.6 /96.5/ 56.5 /93.5/ a\
35 to 44 .22.8 /97.0/ 24.4 /93.0/
*
45 to 54 21.5 /94.0/- 20.8 /97.0/ 21.0 /95.5/ i
55 to 64 19.0 /92.0/ 17.7 /91.5/ ■ -
65 to GO II. 4 /5I.3/ 15.1 /79.5/ 12.1 /G5.0/ 1
70 -nd ov< i" 6.3 /4I.0/ 5.5 /53.3/
') %mkm w ^ Ww w of ioU * fttunfcilu o^'xl
l(. U. I
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As it concerns the absolute level of percentages in parti¬
cular groups the highest percentages of gainfully occupied are
in three youngest groups :14-15,16-17 and 13-24.The pealc is
attained "by 16-17 group.In the next groups the percentage is
quickly decreasing.For instance the 25-34 group shows 35.6-36.5®
in comparison with 66.5-71.0% of the 18-24- group.
Vflien looking on the data concerning women in 1911,1921 and
*
<
1931 it is possible to notice that there was a general tenddncy
of an'increasing percentage of gainfully occupied women in the I
younger classes. This tendency was comparatively stronger in the_-j
Inter-war period than in the inter-censal period of 'I9II-I92I j
i
and was more outstanding in first groups of age,slowly declining ,
in the middle age groups.The older age-groups of 55 and over
have showed even the decline of percentage of gainfully occu-■ j
pied women. , i
H$ve thscse observations any general meaning or ore they -
just only in respect to the women? In order to give a proper
answer it is necessary to have a look at the corresponding data
for males.
As wos observed before from other general data the percenta¬
ge of gainfull;/ occupied males is for higher than that of fema¬
les in on-r group of age.But there are other ,more interesting
peculiarities, to be noted. First of all .the 7/oungest age groups
are shoeing 0 quite opposite tendency to these of female labour,
homely in the 14-15,16-17 and even 13-24 age groups the percen¬
tage of gainfully occupied rules is on decline or almost stable.
hhile comparing tlie data for males and females in the increase
sins order of age groups it is easy to guess also the inverted
tendencies in "both data. The female percentages are on decline
"beginning from the 16-17 age group with a very sharp fall from
the group of 25-34.The percentages of gainfully occupied males
are on steady increase up t» 54—44- age group, slowly decreasing
through the groups of 4-5-54 and 55-65.Thus the discrepancy both
in numbers and percentages "between male 'and female labour is
increasing sharply after 18-24 group.
The next general data is concerning with the economic posi-'j:
j
tion of the gainfully occupied women,i.e. whether they are en- ^
ployers,managers or independent.Unfortunately the data_of 1921 '
census is not comparable, striclly spealcing,with the data of Ti
! ■




1921 census specifies three classes r 1/ employers,2/ employees,
3/working on own account,while the 1931 census specifying also
three classes,defines two of them differently,the first being
of those in managerial worlc, the second- that of operatives.Mo-
Ireover,I93I census talccs into account three above mentioned ' •f||
classes of the gainfully occupied in worlc, leaving'/the fourth
class of those out of worlc of all three classes together,
si-t-r- to the method of the census of 1921.
'therefore it seems advisable to loolc at the data of those
I
two census^separately. ;
- f (: -
'Table 6 1/
Princix>nl occupn tional classes of the gainfully occupied popu¬
lation after the' census of .1931. /in ///.







1. / of total number
of gainfully occupied
2.% of females in res¬
pect to the lumber of
gainf.occupied females
3./S of males in respect




























4:.% of females in respect
to the total number both II.3
of females and males in•
a given class
Points I and 3 are for the purposes of comparison,while
the points 2 and 4 concern directly the female labour.It is
easy to guess that the women *had far smaller share in t-.e class
of employers. There were only 1.5^ of employers among.the gain¬
fully occupied womcn\L. e. three tines less than among the men.
This difference was absorbed by the employers class,having a
percentage shere for males higher for' some 3/.It is curious to
register that the percentage share of the class of those wor-.
king on own account was the same both for males and females.




males in total numbers of particular classes. There were rou--hl-r
one third of /'rules both in employees'and working on own accour /
e-la.ftoe- ova ^cuc&Ui !
classes. ThucVuhilc there' was only one female among ten employers •'
I/.Compiled from the Statistical Abstract of the U.K. 1934.
>4
Principal occupational classes of the gainfully occupied popu¬
lation after the cecsus of 1951 /lii &>/. fc
Out of work Managerial Operatives 'Working on
all classes work • own account
->
1.fo of total num- II. 9 • 5.S 76.5 6.0
"ber of gain, occuo.
2,fZ of females in =
respect to the nun- 3.9 2.4- S3.1 ^ 5.6
ber of gain.occ.females
5. % of moles in res¬
pect to the number 13.3 6.3 73.2 6.7
of gain.occ.moles l
A- 1 o *i ■>*"} .
respect to "the to- 22.0 12.9 52.4 27.6
tal number both of i
females and males in
.a given class
The composition of' the female part differs from that of ma¬
les. litere were only 2.4/5 of all gainfully occupied females in
* »
the managerial work in comparison with 6.3^5 for males. The per- •
centoge • of working on own account among the*femalcs v/as smaller
/5-Gfj/ than that among the males /6-7?$/.But the situation was
bound to be reverse in the operatives'class,this class having
73.2?> shore in the total number of gainfully occupied males, the
corresponding percentage for females being higher - 33.1/5. These
data are to somcjextont made inaccuraters by the fourth subdivi¬
sion "out of work,all classes" as from each of the remaining
classes a certain ,unknown number out of wrork was included in
ojia class.
I/. Compiled from the Statistical Abstract of the ukX., 1903.
- ^3 -
j!
nevertheless it is possible to o"bserve that there was a j
i
higher percentage /I3.Z%/ of unemployed among the men than amoi 1 1'
! t
the Y/or.ien./8/Vh ~ 1
j
Hie data, concerning the percentage participation of fcnol ■ ;
' i
les in each class confirm the above mentioned nronortions. uij
'I:
Roughly speaking for ever-/ eight members of the managerial J 1
f j
class there tos one woman while in the operative class there - \f:
was one woman in every four.But in the unemployedns class there
waa only one woman in every five.
At last it seems interesting to compare the data of the 1
married and single for both sexes in the gainfully occupied po-=
pulation.After the census of 1951 there were 59^ of married 5
among the working men while from all gainfully occupied women
onl-r 15. 2% were married. H
t t
:i;
The most important results of the analysis of the general- *|!5
i
peculation data can be put together in the following concltisiofhj
; P"
I/. T^erc was the constat tendency'- to form a considerable J .
surplus of women,hastened by the war of I9I4-I9I8. ' 1
This surplus tended to the figure of two millions.Sintita- > !
neously the rate of birth tended to decline. » .
2/. The number of gainfully occupied women showed a slow,but
constant tendency to increase both in absolute numbers and in
the percentage in relation to the total number of women.
C/.The percentage of gainfully occupied wowen in relation
to fie total number of gainfully?- occupied population' was pwilt?
constant, fie women forming between one fourth and one third, of
- ft -
i
of tli.e total number.
4/. The percentage of woihen in the employers or managerial \ i
i i
class was three times smaller than it should be if the t»ropor<4 • \
I (
tions of the operative class were kept.
§ 3. The general occupational distribution of '.vort-in- women.,
At the first glance, at the occupational statistics it is
cosy to guess that there are essential differences between the •
occupational structure of male and female classes,not only in
the positions held,but also in the distribution among the vas>
rious occupations.The advisability to work out a separate occu¬
pational division for women in the statistical abstracts gives
a good initial hint.The table below contains the distributions
of both sexes among the three groups of occupation.:
q v .Taale h *
I.Agriculture,fishing,mining. Il.IIcinufacturing industries. 'f.
III. Services./Commerce, finance, transport,personal scr :j!
, vice etc/. "i,
1 ' - II III 'jj
I.TOtol gainfully oco.popul. 12.2/ 33.3/ 49.0/ 1
1
'!i
2. Total number of males gain. 17.1/ 39.4-/ 43.5/ J
occupied
3. Total number of females 1.5/ 38.3/ • 60.3/ ;j
gainfully occupied
4./ of females in a given 3.4/ 23.0/ 37.2/
branch
f
I/.Calculated on the basis of the data on ppa 8/835 of the
23nd Abstract of Labour Statistics of the U.K.
Table 9.
numbers of females in the undermentionea occupations at the
censuses of 1921 and_^93I
Occupation 1921 1931
% of t<-■■hous. % of total Tbuus.
female lab. fen. lab,
I.miscellaneous, incl« 283 4.9 277 4.3
farming, pottery,metal
2. Textile workers ' 634 . II.I 656 II. 0
3.Makers of textile goods 587 10.3 532 to9
& articles of dress
4.Maimers of foods, drink 82 1.5 92 1.4
& tobacco
5.Workers in wood &furn. 19 0.3 21 o •
6.Makers of paper, statio¬ 60 1.0 74 1.2
nery^ aper articles
7.Printer s&phot ographer s 40 0.7 ' 43 0.7
8.Painters, decorators etc- 30 0.5 40 0.6
9.Workers in other material§2 0.4 23 0.3
10. " in mixed or undefine 22 0.4 23 0.3
ned materials
II.Transport&comnrunication 75 • 1.3 82 1.3
12. Commercial, f inance&ii).- 587 10.3 7oo II. 2
surance occupations
13.Public administration 78 1.3 3 •
14.Professional occup. 391 6.9 438 7.0
15. Sntertainment&sport 22 0.4 24 0.4
IS.Pecsonal service I 845 32.3 2 122 350 9
17.Clerks & typists 498 8.7 657 10.8
18.Packers,Y/arehouse as¬ 141 2.5 171 2. 6
sistants
19. Other&undefined v;orkers29I 5.2 244 5.9
Total-females occu-ied 701 100.0 6 255 100.0
pied
o-| ft* W. \l Icj1J * IS 3 S-
- *h -
... j ii
here arc very few women in the primary industries as agri- .
culture and mining. In the manufacturing indusiries the women iMy .
. '!i'
are gaining in importance,forming more than one fourth of the f Jj
!*t ! i
total number of emnlo^ed.Tn the group of services which account f • ;•**" *•* x
v { <
for almost two third of women,there is one woman in every three I'
! |
persons. Thus, two most important differences in the occupational \
■ i -
structure of women are : 1/ the smaller share in the agricultur "ml;
• ''
end mining,S/the larger share in the services, 'group. 1 '■
I
The ta"ole i:o 9 contains data about the principal female oecu* ; jj
' ' t
pations.There ore IB different ooccupations with few subdivi- 1 [j :
!' j
sions. Tlie most important /numerically/ are the following occu- j
pations,enumerated in the descending order o^ their respective
percentage share in the total numbers of gainfully occupied i\
'women according .to the 1951census :I/ personal service /55.9y/.. 1 ;
2/ eocrancreial^finance and insurance occupations, II. 2fo, 3/ ten- £j| ■
tile workers /XO. 3f'/, 4/ clerics and typists,/IO. Q%/, 5/ makers of i.
textile goods and articles of dress /9.3fb/>S/ professional occu- j
pations /7. Oy/. i h
i;'
These dx classes account for themselves for 82.9/a ofjc.ll >
gainfully occupied women.But it is only just to observe that !•:
some of these classes contain -pretty different occupations. This
is particularly true inn respect to' the professional occupn- I
t,
tions,or the commercial and financial class.Although the occu- : • !
m
pations of these two classes may be very closely connected they'
m J
differ ver-r much socially and-by the kind of work and its indi¬
vidual character as e.g. the occupation of shop resistant ml a
- 4- 7 -
shop owner. On the other hone!, the socially important class of ' (
civil scrvoiyts or of Local Authorities'employees is parti-- en- i|<
gulfed "by the class of clerics and twists or professional occu- .
pations.lt seems therefore advisable to carry outacloser analysi f*:(
i
of these principal classes with the addition of the class of ■ 1
i
civil servants. j
If irst choice xuwt, made of the six classes from the table
! ■
with the highest pernentage of female labour in respect to the 1 1
total number in a given class it would be as follows :I/ per- ' .f;
t i
sonal service /3I//,2/ malcers of textile goods and articles of • tj
dress,/6S. 5^/,3/ textile workers /65//,4/ makers of paper, sta- | J
[ . • 1
tionory endpaper articles /62.5%/,5/ professional occupations i g' f
/52. Op/,S/ clerks and typists /43.5//. .'ijii
1,;' '
;Thus,with high degree of accuracy it is possible to sts« !
, ^ 'te that the mentioned six classes of occupations are £(l
t
not only outstanding in their absolute numbers of females wor¬
kers,but also they showily- as a rule a very considerable
share of female labour in the total number of gainfully oceupie< :
in a given class. ■ / 1
Incidentally there are several other classes,numerically •
!'
less important where the female labour holds a high share.Skin
•V .
and leather /3o%/ or makers of bricks'glass and potter-" /go//, ij
Ej
or entertainment and sport /I9.4-// can be cited as such example; • i
ITov; it would be intcrexsting to test if there v;c: e any in- |
* l-
portaiit changes in the interccnsel dntx of tin: period of 19 .K
(
1931. This con be done by comparing the corresponding data of
- H8 -
in fc n -i - I , c , , . V . .tne tnljlc^. jsiprder to cverry w such a comparison/easier si;-:
most importnnt classes were eliminated^and put together in the
table "below.
Toole lO
Si:: principal classes of female occupations in 19212: 19-51
Class of occupation 1921 1951
Tlious. of fo of to- foot Thous. foot ^of
tal women won. of wo- total- vonwomen
'
i:i a men womcn in
t class clas
Personal service 1345 rr ryo 2 . o , 33.5 2132 55. 9 81.0
2. Commercial, finance 537 10.3 33.0 700 II.2 50.1
h- insurance oceupot.
3. Textile workers 634 II.I /•» r" ***60. o 656 10.3 65. 5
4.Clerks and typists 573 10. 0 40.0 657 10.8 43. 5
5.t!akcrs of textile 537 10.3 65.0 582 9.3 66. 5
goods & articl.of dre d oO KJ
6.Professional 391 6.9 56. 5 433 7.0 52.0
be ei\pat ions
- M ,H 17 30.9 83. 0
Both from the numbers of -the occupied as from the percen¬
tage figures it is to he seen clearlyVthat as a wlio.le these si
principal classes of female occupations have held their ov.n,
showing even r\ slight increases. Incidentally these si:: classc
accounting for more than foui;-fifths of gainfully occupied womc
.Klrrt^y
vrer-e- oupirJ-g sns jfer1 a -Hor /less than one thir6/e===t- of the wor
ng men.
Chapter .VhThe analysis "by classes.
g I.Agricultural occupations.
Although relatively few women are engaged in the rgricultu
+{vt/U.0\<
ral occupationsVhcveral reasons for carrying out an anal--sis o
this "branch, from the point of view of female labour. On; of the
reasons is the essential importance of this question in Pol.' nf
-frOW Jf&ttc&i MjM (ft & 'W
mini r ( i ,.f jftf.....
- «f3 -
and rcr;ulting from it the necessity of a comparative yardstic":
in British conditions.The other is the peculiar part played b-r
agriculture in the general economic and social structure of any
"vM.oUcCvtiW
country. Its predominance or weakness, e-=n e-t g-inut g-Lenas sh-s- <'t
Mu, tjjfvuAco( t^v<tvatC<A n
generally a given country.
«ucU
Ahere were- about one/third of million or gainfully occupied
persons in agricultural occupations in I95I.It makes only 6.3^
of the total number. The women formed a quite unimportant group
of some seventy thousands i.e. ohout 5% of this clcss..But it is
a well known fact that the agricultural occupations are among
<J/V IXj&A-cU
the most controversial and. difficult to assess gropcg-lr* the num-
her of really occupied persons.There is always a question of tin
ov.ncrs of the holdings, their wives and other members of family.
In order to illustrate the numerical importance of the pro¬
blem the table 11 is given.It includes the number of workers em-
♦
ployed in agricultural holdings,family members inclusive and th«
numbers of such holdings,the figures excluding occupiers'wives
and domestic servants.
Thus, including the family members, casually or regulerl-- em¬
ployed, the female labour in agriculture accounted for some 130
thousands in 1033 decreasing to less than half a millxey 00
thousands in 1933.The number of holdings being less than half
million - the number of / agricultural" housewives must be less
than that, Then, the question of part-time agricultural work of




ITunber of workers emplosnerd in agricultural holdings of more
than one aero and total number1 of such holdin,gs in





1.1:ales under 31 161.8 157.1 103.6
2. IGales 31 and over 4-34. 5 494. 2 454.5
3.Females 79.8 82. 5 56. 6
ITumber of casual workers
4.Holes, under 31 23.3 12.2 3. o
5.Hales 31 and over 85.3 67.6 53.9
6.Females 52.3 35. 5 30.7
7.Total regular and casual 892.4 829 697.5
8.Total number of holdings 437.3 467.8 440.0
The number of ^omen working on their own account is almoc
negligible in comparison with men "being less than 1% of the t
tel.
The minimum totes of wage 3 were generally fixed in week r
/
tes for men and hour rates for women. The tablet! gives some co
parable data in this respect.
Table























JWuU WiU. Va ll.lt. M/h
) IWnd of d4roW far ilulilt- //
The minimum rates for women were on average attaining 75p
of the men's rates,while their weekly earnings were at still
smaller ratio - some ob% - owing .to the shorter hours of worh. .
§ 3. T crti 1c indu stries, 3
2hc textile industries form a most important "branch in the
industrial occupations of women as more than 35^ of women wor¬
king in -the industries are engaged in this "branch.The distri¬
bution of women "between different textile industries is to "be
found in the table O •
The women hod a majority "in respect to the men in all bran¬
ches except dy^feng,bleaching, printing and finishing.Host spec¬
tacular was hosier-,r inhere the share of women exceeded four fift
of the total number of occupied in this branch.Absolute numbers
of occupied wromen were more or less stable,but percentage of to
tol number of gainful^ occupied women showed a general tenden¬
cy to decline in accordance with the corresponding data for men
The bleaching after the numerical expansion of female la¬
bour in I9II-I92I was atflbilised up to 1931.The only -expanding
branch was1'that of silk, showing an interecnsnl increase of al¬
most IOOp,but it is fair to remark that the increase of the ma¬
le workers was even more spectacular.
The discre?pnnc->- between the wages of men and women is shn
&%*-
0 . 1 li
Table 13
Manufacture of textiles,numbers of females en";arced.
I9II Total Cotton Wool& Silk Flax Dyeing 7*
worsted . hemp etc.bleachet ;
I, Females in thous. 744 388 143 23 64 2o '
2.Hales in thous. 585 257 118 II 40 91
4,% of total gainf.. 4.5 2.0 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.7
occupied males
5. Intercensal deer. +7 +11 +3 -19 0 +4-3
or increase of f.
/% - or +/
6.Intercensal deer. +16 +19 +9 -14 +9 +30
or increase of m#
/% - or +/
19 21
1.Females in thous. 753 386 145 20 55 29
2. Males in tlious. 540 234 115 14 33 .89
4.% of total gainf# 4.0 1.7 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.7
occupied males
5.Intercensal decf. -3 -I +1 -7 —14 +40
or increase of f.
6. Intercensal deer. -8 -9 0 +23 -19 -2
or increase of m.
/% - or + /
1931
1.Females in tlious# 776 374 140 40 54 27
2.Males in tlious. 542 217 109 35 31 89
3./o of total gainf# 12.3 6.0 2.2 0.6 0.9 0.4
occupied females
4. % of'total gainf. 3.7 1.5 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.6
occupied males
5. Intercensal deer* +3 -3 -3 +96 -2, -5
or increase of f*
/fS - or +/
6. Intercenssl deer* 0 -7 -6 +136 -4 +1
or increase of m.
/£ - or +/
') Hi-1* ftk&aA. 0| VkU W-.l(. ^{v 1 Ill's






3./£,of total gainf. 13.2 6.8 2.5 0.3 1.0 0.5 ;




Minimum time rates of wages at 31st Dec.1936 fixed for adult
workers under the Trade boards Acts.
Hourly tfcme rates /weekly hours 48/.
Occupation Males Females
Cotton waste reclamation 10 l/2d 6 l/4d
Flax & hemp 10 1/3 6
Jute 9 3/8 6







Rope,net section 10.1/2 6 1/2
Sack and bag /I 7
On average the rates of wages for women amounted to circa '
60% of these for men.But it is necessary to put forward that
the men usually occupied mofet of the better, paid posts.Althougl
abput 65% of the textile workers were women,only 8% of the fo¬
remen and overlookers belonged to the female sex,92% being men.
§ 3.Personal service.
This class is numerically the most important,accounting
for one third of the total number of gainfully occupied women,
and itself equals the number of ail women working in the indue
stries.The subdivisions of this class are to be found in the
%
table below / nr. :r /•
x'he most important branch was that of private domestic ser¬
vice - about two third of the total. In this branch women pre¬
vailed, forming four-fifths of its numbers,the share only surpa¬










l&ales Females % of fe- Males Females % of fe-
/in thous./ mal. in a /in thous./ mal. in a
given 'branch given bra
I. Total 571 I 675 75 740 I 906 72
2.Private 248 I 117 82 300 I 325 81
dom.service
3.Lodging & 14 143 90 19 103 85
board, houses
4.Restaurant,51 90 64 76 134 63
Cater.Couffee
houses
5.Hbtels,innI£E 122 46 169 128 43
public& beer
hpuses
6. Clubs • 23 14 38
7.Laundries, 25 114 81 40 140 78
dyiing,dry
cleaning




is interesting to note,that|the number of women working on their
own account, was almost equal to that of the men,while in the
managerial work the proportion of women was even smaller,
xhe financial position differed widely.As a rule the women
were drawing smaller wages than the men. On average the condi¬
tions in the private domestic service improved greatly,presu- t
mably because of relative scarcity off servants and other compa- E'
ratively mpre attractive openings for working women.The female •.
servants inja well-to-do house could expect some L 50 or more
• per annum,board and lodgings inclusive,what comppres favoura¬
bly vdth many industrial jobs.In this branch too men occupied :
Jtol'oJ A (Acid IU.15H- IS li ^ him
"better paid jobs as butlers etc.
§ 4.Commercial,finance and insurance occupations.
Commercial,finance and insurance occupations are forming an
important group of female labour even when the clerics and typi¬
sts are excluded..general characteristic figures are in the
table below.
!gable I b




I. Females in thousands 587 700
2•% of females in this class 33.0 30.0
3.Proprietoresses,manageressess of 135 169
retail and whole sale bus.in th. 1
4.Shop assistants in thous./females/ 411 484
5»% of /3/ in respect to f<A/ , 33 32
6.Proprietors & managers of wholesale 464 543
sale & retail businessess in thous.
7. Shop assistants males in thotis. 352 510
of #6/ in respect to /7/ 131 108
AS it was mentioned above female labour is playing an im¬
portant part in this class,at least numerically,because the clo
ser inspection of its structure shows outstanding differences
in respect to the position of men. Such a first oustanding fea¬
ture of the female class is the prevalence of two kinds of jobs
- this of proprietoressess of wholesale and retail businessess
and that of shop-assistants.Both of than put together account
for more than nine-tenths of the total number as while the co¬
rresponding proportion for men was only seven tenths. While com¬
paring the respective numbers of business proprietors or mana-
i) viW'iW IW-lSlt
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gers with, these of tradesmen and shop assistai^p for "both sexes
it is easy to guess that the position of men was more favoura-
"ble. The men-shopkeepers or managers were far more numerous than
the women "both in absolute and relative terms. Although the wo¬
men accounted for about half of the total number of shop assi¬
stants, their share in proprietors'class was only one fifth -
one fourth.The proportion of women-proprietors or managers to
the female shop assistants way as one to three:while the same
proportion for the men was as six to five,Thus the women's
position was remarkably worse than that of men.
After deducting the proprietors and managers groups from
the general numbers of the managerial and working on ov/n accoun'
group there are left some 13 thous. females in comparison with
%
135 thous.of males.lt is possible to deduct from these figures
that the proportion of women independent or in higher posts out¬
side the wholesale and retail businesses is in respect to the
men e^i worse,being one to ten instead of one to four a£ in the
previous case.
§ 5.Makers of textile goods and articles of dress.
This class covers a typical women's occupation,which was
assigned to thenr even in the periods of their greatest dependen¬
cy. It ehjoyed also an opinion of a very suitable occupation for
the women as calling not so^for physical strenth as rather for
endurance,patience and skill. The bad v/ages ,the sweating condi¬
tions of work are also proverbial,the trade being permeated by
numerous small enterprises,sub-entrepreneurs or workers,working
- 57 ©
on their own accountant practically wholly dependent from one
of the many sub-enterpreneur s.
The principal subdivisions of this occupational class are
to be found in the table below :
nTibia If
Makers of textile goods and articles of dress proportions
of female labour. ;
1921 1931
I.Total numbers of women 587 582
2.Tailoresses & dresmakers 305 275
3.$ of /2/ in total number of 78$ 78.5$
tailoresses
4.Boot factory operatives/females/ 38 47
5.$ of /4/ in total number of boots23$ 26$
op.
6.Sewer,sewing machinists 113 136
The tailoresses and dresmakers are thus the most important
group in this class,unlike the men for whom the group of boot-
factory operatives is numerically the largest one.The percen¬
tages of those in managerial work an(k working on own account
is again unfavourable for women.Although the figures for 1921
and 1931 censuses cjstn not be strictly compared,but it is possi¬
ble to guess that generally the women not only did not improve
their situation but even had to give ground.
The workers of this class were occupied in their majority
in the industriesjmanfacturing clothing.lt seems therefore inte¬
resting to have a look at the branch structure of this industry
from the point of view of the distdbution of the female labour.
ih U-K. rtSf.UMt/iCW flviwm 0-
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Table 1?
Manufacture of clothing /figures in "brackets concern male
labou//.
I. Total number of females in thjsus. 2. percentage of the labour
in a given branch in respect to /I/* 3.Percentage of females in
a given branch in respect to the total number of workers in
this branch.
1921 1931
I. 2 3 1 2 $
% % % %
Mnf.of do- 536/336/ IOO/UDffl/ 61.5 542/337/ 100/100/ 62.0
thing
Tailoring, 177 33/41. 5/ 56 174 . 32. 0/38/ 57. 55
blouse
Dress makingI6I 30. I/I. 0/98.0 167 31.0/2.8/95.0
Mnf.of shirts30 5.5/1.2/86.0 52 9. 6/2. 2/87. 0
collars,overalls
Milliner-^ mnf40 7.5/0.5/93.0 28 5.1/0.5/93.0
Mnf of hats 20 3.8/4.0/57.0 23 4.1/5. 0/56. 0
and caps
10. 2/45. 5/26. 2Mnf.of boots 55 59 II. 0/46. 5/27.1
shoes,slippers
Accordingly torn the data of this table tailoring and dress
making were the most important branches.Dress making,manufactu¬
re of shirts and millinery were almost exclusively supplied, by
female labour,while boot-making had the smallest percentage of
women. In tailoring and manufacture of hats there was a strong
percentage of men. The branch structure of labour from the point
of view of female percentage showed a considerable stability.
'^"he y/agws for men and women were based on separate rates.
The table 13 contains some examples in this respect.




Rates of wages In the manufacture of clothing. 'i1
A.Boot & shoe national agreed minimum rates /shillings pEr
week/.
Men Wcsaen
age: 22 21 1/2 21 20 19 1/2 18
36
33











1.Boot & shoe repairing 1/2-1/4 10 1/4 j
, I
2.Corset I/l 7 j,
3.Dressmaking & women's
light clothing/England & 1
Wales/. ,;"1
a/Retail "bespoke dressmak. I/O 6 1/4,7,7 1/2
t jl
"b/Other "branches 1/0 7 .
4. Par I/I 7 1/2
'* *\
5.Hat, cap,millinery I/O 7
6.Ostrich & fancy feather I/O 7
& artificial flower
7.Ready make & whole "bes- II 7
poke tailloring t';
8.Retail "bespoke tailoring: -j'
England I/4-II/5/8 10-7 1/2 ,:i
i
Scotland I/I-II 71/2-7 yl
9. Shirtmaking I/I 7 I
10.Wholesale mantle & II 1/2 7 j
costume







'•^'he rates of wages for women reached usually the amount of 1 '
i '
I 1 i '
60 - 65% of the corresponding rates for men, eren in the most ty-V ,
pical female "branches as millinery or artificial flowers.
§ 6.Typists and clerks. [ *j
It is almost impossible to think about a contemporary offi- j
ce of Government or Local Authority service or of a private bu- '
'
j
siness without any women-clerks and typists.Particularly this '.-1
latter kind of occupation became a virtual monopoly offemale
manspai sex and one has grown accustomed to see overywhere the J,
i.'
women shorthand typists The branch distribution of this class is \>
iw in the table 20.
1/ !
Table 20. ' <1
Clerks,typists, etc. according to the 1931 census. ,i(
Females % of fema¬ % of fema¬ % of ma-
in thous. les in gi¬ les in the les in -
•
ven branch class the class |
I.Secretaries&regi- 2. X 9.1 0.3 2.1
trars of companies [
institutions etc. i,
2.Heads of managers 2.6 7.4 0.4 3.6
of commercial offi¬ | ■
ce dpts. ; :
3. Draughtsmen 6.1 10.9 0.9 5.8
4.Costing and estima¬ : i1
ting clerks 5.1 15.8 0.7 to• CD
5. Typists 238.7 99.5 36.2 0.5 i
6. Other clerks 402.0 35.6 61.5 85.2 . E
From the data above the following conclusions can be safely
I/.Census of population .1931.Occupational section.
E
- ei -
drawn : 1/ The women were more concentrated in classes of typists
and other clerks/i.e. less^aid occupations/than men./. 2/The i-l
V !
typists'class was a monopoly of women. 3/ln the better paid and "
J *
more qualified occupations the share of women was relatively r
. small. I
It is difficult to define a general margin between the wo- J
, i
men and men rates of wages,but ifc is generally know$n that such ,j
i
a discrimination existed.Further proof of thkt are the different
i'
rates of salaries for men-clerks and women-clerks adopted by !
Government Departments or GPO.
'Si
there were very few persons in this class working on their , j
own account or in managerial work but even in these small num- !'■
1 I
bers the men showed the usual preponderances. In the managerial
class there were only 6.8$ of womeb while in the operative class





This class includes many diverse occupations,several of±s , ,
then of a particular importance,both from/economic and social
point of view.Therefore it deserves to be analysed in a more de- 1
tailed way. . *
The Table 21 contains general data concerning this class and |'
t; I
is a point of departure in the analysis. , •
■^'rom this table it is possible to discern several groups of Ej
professional occupations.First of than is a group of liberal
I
professions which is important not so by its numerical share,as
by its social and economic part. Then there are two groups strong
E '
n




Women in -professional occupations / 1951 census/. ^ 1
Total num.- ^~ofTiiri7~~^~oF~thF~to^%of the j j
ber of fem. in a gi- tal numbero.f totalnutj,
vein branch fem. in the ber of ''
class men in i •
the clas
1. Judges, Stipendiary- ,80 2.2 . 0.8
magistrates,barristers
2. Sollicitors 133 0.7 • 4.7 i;
3.Physicians, surgeons, 3331 II.I 0.8 7.5 t ,!
medical practitioners
4.Dental practitioners - 469 4.0 0.1 3.0
5.Midwives 7064 100.0 1.6 -
6.Siclc nurses I344I3£ 98.0 30.7 1.0
7. Teachers 206024 70.0 47.1 22.1
8.Music teachers I9I55 77.0 4.4 1.3
9.Professional engineers 400 0.1 0.1 12.4
10.Authors, editors, jour- 3409 16.7 0.8 ' 4.4 .|«j
nalists,publishers
II.Social welfare wor- 5705 45.0 0.9 I.I |
kers. 3 "j $ 13 3 1
in numbers r A.The group of nurses and midwives'connected with
1 •
the medical profession and forming about one third of women in
the professional class.B. The group of teachers,accounting for
more than a half of total number of women.Thus,it seems necessa-




A. Liberal professions. r [
The fight of women for entrance to the liberal professions isJ
strictly connected with thifeibr trend for education.Quite logically^
after having acquired sufficient legal or medical knowledge the '
women wanted to make use of it.The medical profession as it was
mentioned before was the first to give way. The legal and techni- :
- 63 -
cal professions were more conservative.Only after 1919 the women ,t
! i
have gained access to the "bar,gradually "being admitted to the
professional institutions of engineers. {
i' •
While looking at the table 21 it is easy to guess that nume-(,
rically the liberal professions do not play any important part.
Putting togetherHiost prominent liberal professions / as law,
medical and denial profession,professional engineering authors, , , j
and journalists / their percentage amounts only to 1.8% of the
(f.
total number of women in the occupational class of professions. j
But the corresponding percentage for men is 32.7%. This difference
is caused not only by smallwnumber of women but also by the in- ;|
I
elusion of typically women's occupations as teaching and nursing. J
l^refore it is safer to have a look on the numbers of women and ^
their percentage in given branches. There are very few women in
the legal profession,both as barristers and solicitotrs. In the 1,
I1
medical profession women are far better established,the number of
t
women-doctors rising two thousands,the percentage being at 11.1%.''.
t"
t1
The number of female dental practitioners is surprisingly small. ,
The class of professional engineers shows a very small percen- !-
I
tage of women.This is rather normal sign, as both legal and engi¬
neering professions were 2>nly recently thrown open the women.
I
Thus only the pioneers were able to enter then. j
Ei
B.Sick nurses and midwives.
m
These two occupations are an important outlet for the women, j
Both of them are regulated in respect to the standard of educa¬
tion, conditions of work and Salaries.As they were thought from j
i
ancient times to be proper occupations for women there wbeb no :
limitations in joining them "by women.Now,the midwives'occupation^ j
is is 100% female,while the nursing reaches the same female sa- ,«j
turation, showing 98% of women.Because of their numerical stren^tf •
/ .some 140 thous./ and rather favourable conditions this group
plays an important part in the general economic situation of x
working women. j j
0. Teaching: -profession. ' ,
i
This is another group of x occupations v/here the women pre- j
vail.It's numerical importance can "be illustrated "by the fact
that x there were some 400 thous. women occupied in teaching. The§
re are two different groups : I/teachers under the Local Autho-
» * *
rities,3/ other teachers.Strictly speaking the teachers of the ,i|
second group only are included in the professional occupations, . i
first group being put under the heading of Public Bdministra-
*
tion.But because of the affinity of qualifications and of the
character of work it seems justified to discuss both these groups Î '
together. The female teachers under the Local Authorities numbe- ;;
AUft.«ufu ,(totluv WW Ol&f fw M i(m\-
red circa 190 thous^ofmen4 teachers. The percentage of women is
thus almost the same as in the second groupb,oscillating around
some 70%.Numerically the women of the second group are stronger i!
reaching some 230 thous.The scales of salaries for women-teachers!'
e
differ from these for men,as it is shown in the table eeIew 22.
m"
Incidentally,the men as a rule were chosen to the higher (
posts. In the Government Education the women were in a minority,
numbering some 654 against 1799 men.
I
- fo5 - r
Table 22.
Scales of salaries for teachers under Local Authoritiei
"/in L per annum/.
Completed Provincial scale London scale |
year of service graduates non-graduates graduates non-grad* <
M P M P M P duates
M P
0 234 216 186 174 276 264 204 192
I 234 216 186 174 276 264 204 192
5 294 264 234 210 336 312 252 228
10 369 524 294 255 411 372 312 273
14 429 372 342 291 471 420 366 309'
18 480 384 384 306 528 420 408 342
:i!
There v/as still another discrimination in respect to the
women-teachers.They were forbidden to marry.Any woman-teacher
I ! '
when marrying had to leave her post. There were a few exceptions in '!
some English counties,"but as a whole the rule was strictly applj^1
particularly in Scotland. . l'
§ 8.Civil Service. i j
The employment of women in the Civil Service has its long {'
history.lt will be dealt with in this place in a rather summary |
way giving only essential notions,necessary for the purpose of
L
the general picture.
The first and most important employer was the Post Office, jj
if i
which introduced women-clerks and took over the female manipula-
tive staff from the old Telegraph Company.This introduction J
weighed heavily on the future development, the women heing intro- .}
duced only as second-rates^auxiliary employees, thought to he fit (
for manipulative duties.
liv -i\Ci; a\) :
I*:
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The war of I9I4-I9I8 has played Its part in this fiEld too ij
) ,
and the inter-war period witnessedoisubsequent development to- I'-jj
i Pwards equality. r«j
In 1921 the House of Commons laid down a principle, accepted ''
by the Government, that women should "be admitted to the Civil
Service within the United Kingdom under the same regulation as j)
men. The Sex Disqualification / Removal.?/ Act and its resulting
regulations opened ±s msasc,all grades to women in the same terms p
as applied to men, equal payment excepted. .(|
s.
On the other hand the principles of common seniority lists In
and common employment were meeting considerable obstacles in
their realisation.
i - 1
"A,he problem of common seniority lists was not wholly solved i1*
as it concerned vested interests of large numbers of men employ-'!.1
ees.It was relatively easy to.arrange such a lists for new en- jl
f
trants from common examinations,but the re-shuffle of the exi- {t
I
sting separate lists in the face of different scales ofl sala- t*
ries etc. UU 'KiCVt 'j
i t
The common employment principle was to be decided in the '
departments. Yfliere women were comparatively recently introduced
< i
this principle was accepted without difficulty,as it did not j(
threaten the long service male staff. j'j
In the Departments employing women foe a long time the posi- . I
* !
tion was dif^ent.The lack of discrimination in supervising of 'j
men by women or women by. men was most complete in the Ministry
%
of Labour,while in the Post Office the principle of segregation J
was the most widely adopted. As it employed about half the total
number of women in the clerical and higher grades there was the ,
\
large number of women in the Service who were not employed uo- ,
i
der the same conditions as men.
The table 23 contains the data about women Civil Servants.
1/
Table 23.
The number of men and women emploed in each of groups of
the Civil Service in Great -Britain as on April. 1954.
Grade gnopp Established Others Total
M P U P M P
I.Administra¬ 1182 24 28 I I2I0V 2
tive
2.Executive 14990 702 147 42 I5I37 74
3.Clerical 40810 9765 10447 1722 51257 1148
class
4. Inspectorate 1714 428 59 2 1733 43
5.Professional 4626 54 1503 35 6129 8
scient. techn.
6. Subordinate, 6215 239 2743 610 8957 84
superv. technic.
7.Messengers, 904 14 . 8802 7295 9706 730
porters, clea¬
ners
8.Unpensi enable 2340 55 2340 5
9.Minor § mani¬92401 25567 45259 14533 137660 4010
pulative
10.Writting 7136 200 733
assistants
II. Typing gra¬ 49 6200 27 2704 76 890
des




While comparing the above data with the data of I9I2-I9I4
one sees that the advance in total numbers was not so marked.





/ In 1914 some 64,000 were empl<^pd /.But there was a remarkable
progress in other prospect.The numbers of women in so-called
manipulative grades have decreased by 1^000,while the numbers j ;
in clerical, executive and technical classes have increased from
4000 to many times this number. i
Nevertheless several disabilities remainded. The most impor¬
tant, outside the legal reforms,was resulting from the actual si-i J
tuation, that all better posts were previously occupied by men.
Thus,automatically there were vested interests against the new¬
comers. This was reflected in promotions.E.g.In 1928-1935 on ave-,L
rage there were circa 6000 women in the Tneasury clerical grade
as compared with 14000 men.The proportionate promotion of women ,
to the Executive grade should amount to 100 women while there (i,1
were only 23 women promoted. tl-j
,J-he most important bars were : l/'^e exclusion of women from j
♦ i
all class I examinations except those admitting to Heme Civil '
1 I
Service,the Indian Civil Service etc.2/The marriage bar.This barj;
had Btarui*istimes.First it hampered the promotion of wo- ;
men, as it caused the release of many women from the service Just
after they acquired sufficient knowledge and practice for promo- j,:
tion.All the same it caused the uneconomic wastage of personnel. !'
y i
n I
The women-civil servants after being trained ,often at a consi-
derablejexpense, could not fully repay their training owing to the
t
compulsory release at their marriage.lt was cited that in the De¬
partment of Inland Revenue 9 to 10 men on probation for an Ins¬
pector of Taxes duties were kept while 4 to 10 women only were
t
left in the service.In this way 5 years of training were fully
. I i
wasted in 60% of cases in respect of the women. Such a practice vi1 j
was hound to make the authorities somewhat reluctant in training*-j
, ll
women for higher posts. At the same time it favoured to use women •
for ""blind alley" types of occupation in the Civil Service. 1 '
Thus,the "routine workers" grade as Writing Assistants heca- ■ >
me a women's grade.In this way a new form of sexual segregation l,J
"began threatening the achievements of women in the Cigil Service ; j!j
Incidentally, in the inter-war period there were some excep- ,{
tions made from the principle of revising women upon their ma- lit
i'' ^
rriage.These exceptions were devised to concern the cases of the;1
women-civil servants particularly qualified and were so rare !• 1
i -
that they had no practical meaning. tljj'l
3/The exclusion of women from many important posts in the Seisi
vice as engineering expGtft^But these reservations were showing j|
a definite decreasesarticularly in the Inspectorate grade. i
"fhe unequal pa^ principle was prevailing in the Civil Servi-
ce as in other occupations.For every post there were two scales ;
of salaries - male and female.Not only the ssal salaries for men
and women varied if there was a nominal ^.difference in functions I:
the effective work "being the same,"but even in the cases of com- j;
p
plete equality the salaries varied.There were only very few ex- |",
E '
ceptions as for lower grades of Factory Inspectors. I
m







Scales of salaries in the Civil Service /includ."bonus/ i'!
1934 in L per annum.
Male scale
I.Administrative class














L 60 on entry
80 at 18
by L 5 to 100
at 22
by 2i 10 to 120
at 24
"by L 15 to 150
at 26








L 60 on entry
80 at 18
"by L 5 to 120
at 26
by L 7.10 to 180
at 34
I "J
§ 9, The educational problem,?
The fight for rights to education was cariied out by women
rather succesfully.At the beginning of the ppiod discussed the
i,
women, at least in theory,have acquired the same rights for edu- |
cation as men.But there was a large gap between the theory and j.
K
the practical application of equalitarian principles.The cumpul- !
sory education has played a great part in this respect as even tl| j
j.i
the poorest girl! and boys had to attend the same schools.But the'
re were still many differences in the private educa^ion,universi- '
ties,professional training,apprenticeship,etc. 'I
First of all many educational institutions of exceptional
standing were set up years ago for men only and they were keeping
|J \rlQWJM cW RaJ dft/WVW . 5). . 13 3lf.
IT
? i
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i
their masculi$n2 character. It could not "be reproached, Eor in-
;|
stance,that the public schools such as Eton or Winchester were < !j <■
for hoys only.But it is a well known fact that the former pufsilsji
oijfeuch schools are in a far bettr position in pursuing their ca- • |
reers thafa others. It is true that they could outdistance their ! 1
male competitors as well,hut it is also true that such chances
were practically non-existant for any women. To some extent such J ,s
a situation existed in the leading residential universities. The js"'i
i ■
women gained ,as a rule their access to Oxford and Cambridge hy I
the way of nev/ly formed colleges which did not enjoy the same u
11 ■ 1 s
fame and tradition as those foe men.Moreover women were practi- i ,'
i
cally left out of nany social and sportive enterprises of under-. • i,
11 .
graduates. These circumstances have a practical meaning while cofi<' [!
'
f " '
sidering the future of a possessed educational standard and co- ^ I
liege ties in the pursuing of careers. ' j I
Naturally these remarks are just in respect to the well-to-
t' 'i
do classes of women, although they can he justified also in res- t; 1; i ,
pect of many holders of "bursaries. ; 1
i
But it is possible to find a counterpart in other classes of !
gainfully occupied population.Not only the business or professic.; 1 .
i '
nal training was affected hy this male priority hut also the x jj
working population. The apprenticeship system adopted hy the Bri-,'j
f
tish industries and strictly applied and maintained by the power j
ful Trade Unions proved to he a most effective check.The Trade j
Unions hy devising to a large extent the conditions for appcen-
J '
ticeship simply did not allow women to train,and thus to enter
the better paid jobs in a given branch, of industry.
i
In this way a part af a very important technical lower edu- (l
cation was practically closed to the women,reflecting in the j
most negative way on their economic position. !
lh.e general attitude of the society towards the education
j. i
of women was another factor worth mentioning. '!
I
While analysing the age groups of gainfully occupied popu¬
lation / table 4 / there are some characteristics changes to be '
emphasised.The groups of"16-17/ and "18-24" of girls are showing
,1
a steady increase of percentage of gainfully occupied in respect
to the total number of females in a given class while the comes,
ponding groups of males are showing a slight decrease.This can
y
be explained by the general inclination of giving additional , j
education /beyond compulsory one/ to the boys rather than to th !
1'i
girls.If the family means did not allow to give higher education I
i!
to all children then as a rule the choice was made on behalf of 1
I
the boys.Moreover,the British educational system offerfe^j many ,
i *
very expensive, although usually .well repaid in the future, varie- ,,
ties of education as public schools- and residential universities
.this was true even for the well-to-do classes.The daughters of
r-
comparatively opulent families were to be sent to some inferior !
\
educational establishments in order to give the possibility for :i
'!
their brothers to get more expensive education.
The geherally known difficulties for women to find openings
Ofcl. )
in more attractive careers influenced also inat a dish.ear1p.ng way
the parents to invest their money in the education of girls.
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At last,"but not the least, the question of marriage "bar in
I
many occupations and the social custom to drop the career upon 1
i
the marriage exerced a strong influence.lt seems for almost eve- '•« j
rybody a waste of money to provide an additional training for a
\ fl
woman, who has many chances tot work foe a few years only and to
retir&^on her marriage voluntarily or forcibly before being able
to draw any more important profits from the personal efforts and
money spent on education.
Talcing into account all these above mentioned factors it is ,]
easier to understand the figures contained in the table 25. !
Not in one caseHhe percentage of women students has attii- 1
ned the percentage of women in the jjotal populalion number. It is •
interesting to note that this percentage fluctuated rather arouncij
another figure - the percentage of working women in the total nmrl
ber of gainfully occupied population, as there were 28-23$ of wo- ,|
UyvVW
men students, the figure being about 29-30$. The percentage of wo- 1
I'
men among the newcomers was slightly larger,but it had the same -V
II
decreasing tendency. The same proportion was kept in the degrees ;
l
and diplomas' figures.
Next observation is concerned with the distribution of women-
students between different university departments. The women stu- <j
dents are chiefly grouped in the Arts departments which reflects '■]
i
the large part played by women in the teaching profession. The per j
centages of women-students in other departments are far smaller, j
being almost negligible in technical and agricultural studies.






A. Dumber of students
1.Uewcomers/full time only/
Men 8 oo5 II 031 10 505
Women 5 842 ' 3 830 3 558
2.number of talcing courses
/Pull&part-time/
Men ■ $0 831 49 114 48 228
. Women 16 306 15 SS6 ■ 14 042.




Men 10 393 16 129 15 o46
Women 8 583 .8 659 7 304
2.Pure Science
•
Men 5 203 6 598 5 900
Women 2 199 2 159 I 849
3.Medicine incl.Dentistry
Men 8 866 10 426 II 423
Women r 998 I 526
. I 913
4. Technology, incl. Enginee¬
ring, Chemistry,Architect
• ture,Mining etc. Men 4 652 4 344 4 690
Women 57. 95. 87
5.Agriculture incl. forest.
Men 753 701 826
Women 98 101 146
University degrees and Diplomas
I.Degrees-total Men 8 299 8 149 3 698
Women 3 611 2 752 o 446
2.Degrees -hi££er Men I 401 I 256 i 503
Women 405 184 153"
3.Diplomas
Men 2 498 3 283 5 553
. Women I 102 I 493 1 533
'] JWAJ htiW jw 14 W-1< • -3? •
"by comparing the percentages of women-students throughout the j
inter-war period. These percentages are decreasing in all respecti1
The first impetus of few post-war years was promptly checked and i,
{*
i
the influx of women to the higher education not only stopped in j.
increasing hut even "began to weakexvMoreaver, the women did not j
make any considerable progress in new fields of studies of tech- I
!;
nical subjects,being there in negligible numbers till the end
of the inter-war period. There is still one observation to be ma¬
de about the higher university degrees : there the women's per- ij
centage was smaller than it would be if the general proportions j
>
were kept, as it amounted to some 22$ instead of 30$ in 1924 and •
declined to 11$ instead of 22$ in 1938. •
Chapter VI. The legal position of working women.
i
t!
Before tackling the regulations, directly ruling the position j
] I
of working women it sees^s useful to make a brief account in%hor !j
test possible way about the general legal position of women. It »*jf
I"
i
clear that any discriminatory regulations in respect to women ,t !
have some influence on their economic donditions at least throug
, >
their social status. For instance, the right of husband to dispo-
I •
se with ttyoarnings of his wife would naturally influence detri- j




The reforms,both in law of marriage as in the proprietary j
rights have^^actically the abolition of all regulations which i
* •
• <
subjected personally or economically the women to the men. ,
A single woman has practically the same legal positLea as ;'i
I
a man.There was a transitory period in acquiring "by women the i
i.
same citizen rights,particularly in respect to the Parliamenta- j'
1/
ry voting. But after 1928 the discrimination against women in !
this respect has disappeared completely.In respect to married •
I
women the Matrimonial causes Act,1923 has altered the existing !
t i
English law,gnanx&s introducing the full equality "between the
i
sexes with regard to the grounds of divorce, in Scots law these ;|
i i
grounds always being always the same for both parties.The woman >1
retained her rights for alimony and husband's name.Her national
r̂
statue depends decisively from the marriage as she acquires her j1
Husband^nationality and domicile. '
The Married Women^ Property Acts, even before the I9I4-I9I8
war had granted to married women full propriety rights. Thus, a 1
married woman,as well as an unmarried woman,can now hold and deal'
l 1
with property as a man. There is only exception in regard to the
property being subject to restraint osa anticipation.But even sucl'
♦
restraint can be now removed by the Court at the request of the '
married woman.
'jhe inheritance law has certain peculiarities worth mentio¬
ning. It is interesting to note that any persong can exclude by
will any members of family from any share in the property on the '
death of this person.
I/.According to the Parliament /Qualification of Women/ Act,I9I8
women were eligible for election on the same terms as men /2I of
age/.But a woman had the right to vote only on fulfilling additic
nal conditions as the age of 30 and being either a Local Govern¬
ment elector or a wife of the Local Gvt.elector.
I ^
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For a long tii&e,there was a considerable discrimination
against women in the inheritance law. In the English law this di¬
scrimination has "been abolished groin January 1st, 1926, onwards.
The surviving husband or wife of the intestate are treated simi-
1/
larly.
Thus,it may be stated that few exceptions set apart there
were no important legal discriminations against the women,genera-r
Hy.
As it concerns the working women,their position differed con-lj
siderably, although in some cases in their favour. :
For the sake of clarity it seems advisable to describe the
regulations concerning the working women, under several separate
,1
headings. ^
I. The professions. 1
!
There are professions with statutory conditions fa of entran-|
ce and practice and the profesions which are not restricted. j
Naturally the legal discrimination against women was prac-
tised in statutory professions.Without entering into details it •
is possible to say that at the beginning of the inter-war period
the women haejf gained access to all those statutory professions. "•
The medical profession long before 1914 had admitted women. The
legal profession in both branches was made accessible to women
after I9I9.Many professional societies admitted at that time wo- I
I/.There was left still one diference of secondary character - J
a husband is liable for the funeral expenses of his wife,but the
wife is not liable in the reverted case. On the other hand it is
necessary to emphasise that the Scots inheritance law showed a nn
considerable discrimination against women,particularly in respect :




men to membership such as the Institute of Chartered Accounts,
the Royal Institute of British Architects,while several enginee¬
ring institutions decided to doYalso a few years later.
The admission to the Civil Service has "been discussed sepa¬
rately,with discriminatory regulations against women.
The teaching profession was put under indirect and partial
control of the Board of Education which granting financial assi¬
stance to the schools prescribe a minimum standard of education
and training without discrimination of sexes.In the private scho«3
any person could teach. \
Among other professions those of nursing and midwifery should
be mentioned. The midwifery he enrolled by the Central Midwifes
Board after obtaining a certificate of fitness from the Boa&d.Thd
training and education standard are set by this Board.
The Nurses Registration Act,I9I9 established a ^eneral Nur-
• ;l
sing Council.This council administers the register of nurses.In ;iif
1925 training and examinations rules came into force. Thus, the"re-;j
gistered" nurse may be regarded as a statutory profession,althoug;
there was no obligation to register.The rates of salaries for re- ,
gistered nurses were also established.
2. Other occupations. !
i
The most important bar for women in the industrial occupa- •! >'
i '
tion was provided by the restored Practices Act in I9I8.Not only j 1
bulk of women had to leave their war-time Jobs but in the future j
they were debarred grom most of these Jobs by the conditions og
i
apprenticeship and the attitude of the Trade Unions. ; ,
- 39 - .
While speaking about the conditions of work and wages one
touches upon the most controversial topic of the ppecial pro¬
tective legislation for working women.
It seems superfluous to give any historical outline of this ■
so well known subject.One ought however to remember that the pro^
tective legislation for women has played a very prominent part ir
the welarfare of the working classes not only in respect to the »j !
women bit also by influencing the conditions of workers as a
whole.This was particularly true in the case of hours of work, )
when often the standards put down for the women had to be adip- ^
ted afterwards for all workers in a given branch.
There were toojnany changes and fluctuations to be reported
here.Therefore one must limit oneself to give a short picture of 1/
'i
the situation which has arisen at the end of the inter-war pe- 1
. _ ! i' |riod. 1,15 •;!
I.Maternity leaves.
17"
The regulations concerned women employed in factories,inclu-
ding laundries etc. The insurance was compulsory for all wage-
earners over 16 except those covered by similar schemes,casual
2/
workers and non-manual workers,earning over L 250 a year.
During 4 weeks after confinement employment was prohibited.
■Uvt
There were following indemnities during abstention from employ¬
ment : a/ a lump sum of L 2 whether the woman vras married 4>r not, j!
/42 wweks' membership of insurance fund and 42 weeks' payment of
I/Factories Act,1937,ch.67,schedule III,part II /London & Scot¬
land/ and Public Health Act ,I936,ch.49,§ 204,205,347 /England/. 1
2/ National Health Insurance Act, 1936, ch.32 § 32 and 57-72. :
contributions/,"b/ a married woman who abstained from all paid
employment for 4 weeksjhfter confinement received a second allo¬
wance benefits tXMs. dSns of L 2rc/ in case of illness due to ;
confinement ordinary sickness benefits from the 5th week folio- •
wing confinement for maximum of 26 weeks.
If necessary further invalidity benefits.The welfare autho¬
rities may make provisions for the care of expectant and nursing,
mothers.
1/
Hours of working. ]
i. Women employed in factories of any sort ^6 public or private |
includ. establishments for printing,production of films etc.home- ;
work /two oijmore persons employed / - hours of work 9 daily,48
weekly.The period of employment should not exceed II hours,fallijj
between the same hours for all women in anv given establishment. »j
i
There were exceptions as for instance because of the specialj
. i;
character of the work, 5-days week etc. ;!
li.Women employed above ground in coal mines and mines of iron
stone - 10 hours daily, 54 hours weekly.
iii. Women employed in factories on a shift system - 8 hours
daily average,48 hours weekly.
Minimum rest -periods.
A.During working day.
i.Hot more than 4 1/2 work without a break of at least 1/2 h. j
Breaks must be at the same time for all women in any one factorv.!
— — - 1-'
I/.i.Factories Act,1937,ch.67 sec.70,73,75,77-80,82,84,89-96,I0& '
-106,110,150-152,158.
ii.Coal Mines Act,I9II,ch.50 sec.92.
iii.Employment of Women and Young Persons Act,1936,ch. 24.
There were several exceptions because of the character of the
work,etc,allowing for less restrictions.
ii. Not more than 5 hours without a break of 1/2 h. or 8 hours
without a break of I 1/2 h./Coal mines/. .
B.Weekly.
i. Saturday - no work after I pm. or other day, appointed by the
Secretary of State.
Sunday - no employment whatsoever with exceptions analogous to
these for working hours.
ii.No work on Saturday after 2 pm. and on Sunday.
C,Holidays.
Specified holidays.Exceptions under certain conditions with ,
compensary free times.
Night work, ^
a/ Women employed in factpries - interval of prohibited employ- j
roent 8 pm. to 7 gjm.with permanent or temporary exceptions exten¬
ding it to 9 pm. - 6 am.
b/ In shift system - interval between 10 pm. and 6 am.uninte-
c/Interval - 9 pm.- 5 £jm. ,rest period - 12 hours.
a/Women employdd in industrial work in industrial establish¬
ments /as defined in International Labour Convention No 41/ rest J
period - II hours.
1/ a/ Factories Act,1937 sec 70,73,92-95,104,106,150,158. jb/Employment of Women,Young Persons and Children Act, 1936,ch. '
24,sec.I.
c/ Coal Mines Act , ch. 50, sec. 92. ).
d/ Hours of Employment /Conventions / Act, 1936, sec. I and 2.
1/
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Employment in dangerous work.
Except the genial regulations of Factories Act,1937 there is
a long list of some 16 different regulations concerned with the •.
particular industrial "branches of especially dangerous character/
The general provisions of Factories Act authorise the Secretary ,
of State to make special regulations about the materials or pro¬
cesses used and the classes of persons employed or hours of work \
i|
if he considers that there is a risk of "bodily injtiry.
"'"he "branches of industry affected "by special regulations we- ]
jl
re the following: manufacture of paints & colours,casting of brail
smelting na & and manufacturing of lead,bronzing in letter press
printing,manufacture and decoration of pottery,india rubber, elec-
r
trie accumulators, woolen and worsted textiles / lifting of heavy j
weights/ metalliferous mines,buildings' painting etc. -jj
■i
Employment was toti&ly prohibited in brass casting and seve- 1
hwk. ■ "!




In other cases special hygiene measures were prescribed as
provisions of milk for all women starting work before 9 pm. at
*
specified processesss innthe pottery industry.
Carrying heavy loads was also prohibited,the lifting of j
weights in the woollen and worsted textile industries being limi¬
ted to 50-65 lbs per load. j
Minimum wages fixing. j
On the basis of the Trade Boards Act,20 Oct.I90S were issued
i.
several regulations fixing the rates in certain occupations whe- |
- S3 -
re sweating conditions of work prevailed. There were cited above
some examples of such, fixed rates of wages. For certain women -
employing industries as laundring,embroidery - rates have been
fixed f^r women only. In other cases rates were fixed for all wor¬
kers in a given branch. As a rule the rates were fixed with refe¬
rence to the sex of the worker and lower for women.E.g.Laundries,
dairies,the tobacco,textile and clothing industries. I
i
Women as well as men may be members of the Trade Boards sand
the Trade Boards set up for industries employing many women must
have at least one woman-member. I
♦
Benefit rights under social insurances.
Under the ^ritish system of social insurances the contribu¬
tions and benefits were at flat rate. Both of than were lower for J!,
women than for men. The table 26 gives some examples in this res--j
pect. 1/ J
Table 26. (I ,i
Rates of contributions and benefits provided under the 1
Unemployment Insurance Act /I934/1 <
Weekly contributions Weekly rates of be-'
Employers Employees Exchequer nefit after 6 days
Men /2I-64/ IOd IOd IOd 17/0
Women/21-64/ 9d 9d 9d 15/0
Young men/l8-20/ 9d 9d 9d 14/0
" women/I8-20/ 8d 8d 8d 12/0
Boys /I6-I7/ 5d 5d 5d 17- 9/0
16- 6/0 ]
Girls /I6-I7/ 4 I/2d 4 I/2d 4 1/2 17- 7/6
16- 5/0 J
Plus 9/0 inrespect of wife or husband and 2/0 for each de¬
pendent child. |
The lower rates for sickness for women than fo^r men were
|
assigned partly because of the slightly lower contributions of '
I/.22nd Abstract of Labour Statistics pp 69/945. -
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women Taut mainly "because women were showing a higher morbidici¬
ty experience.Married women' benefits though not their contribu¬
tions, were lower than those of unmarried women.The marriage of .
a woman contributor entailed her transfer to a lower scale of be¬
nefits and affected her status as an insured person.
Disablement benefits were paid under the health insurance
scheme,both contributions and benefits at flat rate being lower „
for women than for men.
Under the general scheme of pension insurance a widow re¬
ceives a pension irrespective of age,need or capacity for work, j
while w widower can in no circumstances qualify.
A father's insurance provides in the event 6f his death,allo¬
wances in respect of his children in supplement of the pension
payable to his widow and orphans' pensions if the widow dies sub-j
'i
sequently. j* s,
A mother's insurance provides no allowances for children | I
whose father is living when she dies and no orphans' pensions i^
the event of his subsequent death.
Under unemployment insurance contributions and benefits are
.. >
lower for women than for men and married women can only benefits
under certain conditions as e.g. the prospect of finding work.
Thus, the social insurances schemes contain many discrimina¬
tory regulations in respect to the women.
<
Chapter VIISummary and conclusions, , ! I
§ I.The general economic,social and political conditions
affecting woman^s position in the inter-war period.
It would he far too hold a scheme to make an analysis of
the economic, social and political conditions prevailing in Bri¬
tain, during the inter-war period,This subject or rather group
of subjects is too vast and too complex to he treated satisfacto"
rily as a side issue,But it seems possible to give a short zks
accpunt of principal economic, social and political tendencies '
influencing the economic position of women in the inter-war pe- 1
riod, such an account being based on the general knowledge of this
period.
The peace following the war of I9I4-I9I8 has brought forward.1
two essential tendencies.First of them,prevailing chiefly in thei
political field,was that o„f democratisatioruThe sedond tendency i1
was to be noticed mostly in the economic sphere.It tried to go
l
back as far as possible to the pre-war conditions and therefore j
was bound to affect women adversely. ■
I
The political democratisation being the international ten¬
dency and resulting from the war experiences affected positively 1
f
the legal status of women. Several legal reforms brought the po- .
litical franchise to women.Their voice was to be taken into
account,first as potential,then as actual voters.There were to I
be women M.P. 's.It is only natural that the political franchise J
of women in a country with the Parliamentary system of Government
was bound to result in a series of acts, aiming to put women on
an even footing with meruMore or less,with some exceptions the
legal reforms of marital law etc."brought the equality of the ] ,
legal status of women with men.But the mere fact that the pro- j
cess of legal "equalisation" had to take many years after poli- ' i
tical franchise ,still being not ended at the outbreak of the
present war is a good hint of both the insufficient political ^
consciousness of women and the strong conservatism of the whole
society in this respect,Otherwise all such inequalities concer-1
t
ning more than 50$ of voters would be swept away in one Parlia- j !
mentary session. *J
The other proof is that women 4 M.P. 's were far less nume- 1
r I
rous than the men and that the Ministerial posts were filled by
women rather exceptionally.There has not been a woman-Prime
after m;
Minister.But it is^iecessary not to overlook a fact that ffke war-i ;
of I9I4-I9I8 women have progressed a good deal towards a share
1 i
in the Government. The women-Members of the Government werb few,l] ;
but they were-breaking thus one of the most important bariiers. ■;
In respect to social conditions fostering the self-depen- 1
l
f
dence of women it is necessary to emphasise the results of the' , '
political reforms - the legal franchise in the family. The women ( I
as wives acquired practically equal rights with their husbands, ;■ |
shaking off many previous bonds. The reforms in the married per-»|
sons'property laws or divorce laws enfranchised women socially
very much. ^
i
On the other hand further development of ema»£ilties of urba
î-
life favoured also the increase of the type of independent sin-i
gle woman. :
The massjand relatively cheap amusements as pictures, the po¬
pularisation of the motor-car helped also to diminish the impor¬
tance of family life and even threatened it with disruption.
At the same time far reaching importance must he assigned
to the changes in the outlook on the sexual morality. The sprea¬
ding of beliefs in individual freedom of disposing with one'5
body was considerable. The "Victorian" morality was crumbling to
a serious extent. The post-war type of "garjonne" demanding the
equality of sexual rights with men was reflected in European li-
V
terature, such as authors as D.H.Lawrence preaching the libera¬
tion and of sex from under the pressure of social and legal in¬
stitutions and resulting frpm them, limitations of nature. Incident
tally, the word"nature" was being assigned often many meanings, de-!
pending on the inborn inclinations of a given author.This tenden-i
cy was helped greatly by technical improvements in birth control.!
The easy and relatively cheap means rendering possible birth con-|
trol have abolished to a large.extent one of the most formidable )
sanctions of the sexual code - the illegal motherhood.Thus,the
changes,partially at least,in the social opinion on the sexual
problem,together with the birth control and possibility of work 1
and independent career helped to create a type of independent wo-j
I
man. *
The war. as it was mentioned before,has haste^ the process of I
infiltration of women into new occupations.But it is necessary to!
emphasise that the positions once won were better helped by women
in commerce and professions th8n in industry. The further develop-®
I/Famous French novt! \ vfe IUo(Ao\ fc
k o^v/vtcf 04 ik o\cWihka\M d'WWa'- \ $ wmAm AmIja oi O'fkm
im Mm 1w .ft- •jww Mud -IrijjWu wwsk twACf
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I
t
merit was hampered by conditions opposing the female work. >
Till now there were emphasised the tendencies, ohserved in th<
inter-war period,favouring the independence of women in the way
of acquiring equal rights with men.
But there were many quite opposite phenomenons which must he
mentioned in order to give the full picture.
She most important perhaps was the unemployment which is suci-
a characteristic feature of the economic position of Britain and !
most ©f European countries in the inter-war period.After the ten-i
porary post-war hoom the economic depression caused a sharp rise 1
in the numbers of unemployed. 11'14easy to guess thai the conditions
of labpur market created by mass unemployment were to be far fron
favourable for new,pioneering efforts of introducing additional <
female labour. While it was possible for women to keep their pla- 1
ce in the trades in which they were long and firmly established
the entrance into new trades was extremely difficult.The Trade »
Unions rules put most effective harriers to the women's penetra- -j
r
tion into new trades. The somewhat rigid / in comparison with othe'
countries/ system of admission or promotion to the different jobs
of skilled workers made practically hopeless for women any effort's
of overcoming the prohibitions of work in better paid occupations
The situation was still more difficult because it could not be r
changed by legislative means only.There was no sufficient force, }
both from social and political point of view, to overcome the ves-j
sted interests of men in .this sector. On the other hand the chro¬
nic unemployment of the inter-war period provided men with a very!
- E'9 -
good excuse.
The disequilibrium "between demand and supply on the Labour
market resulted, among others, in the efforts to reduce the supply,
The most characteristic perhaps of these efforts were the mea¬
sures aiming at the reduction of women's labour.
It was chiefly done by the refusal of the right to work to
married women. The public authorities were carrying out this prin¬
ciple Hfftgg ±hs± rather strictly by releasing immediately their
women-employees after their marriage. The woman-civil servant or ]j
Local Authority teacher was bound to makefc choice between wedlocl
and her job.
It seems necessary to point out the renewed social tendency
connected to some extent with the above mentioned discriminative
treatment of women.This tendency consisted in a new cpnception o*
a"woman's true sphere" put ^forward by some political movements o:
the inter-war period,the Fascist movement in Italy helding chro-5
i
nologically the first place and being closely followed by the Na-j !
■ i
zi party in Germany and their political: sympathizing groups in
other countries.These political and social ideas are toox well ^
vy>
known to be/need of description here.Nevertheless they ought to *
be invoked as an illustration of the social reaction against the .
new phenomenon - a working and independent woman. On the other haf
the social function of woman as a mother was strongly emphasised?
I
and put forward as her essential life goal. I
I
X Although the totalitarian ideas represented in Britain by <
t
Sir Oswald Mosley and his followers did not find any popularity ;
i •
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the importance of th&& conception of woman's position lies in thi'(
■
'!
emphasise of a clash of opinions about women's position in the <j
L- I
society.These ideas were stirring all the society which without # j
accepting all that the totalitarian "bias implied - was in many j,
j j
of its sections strongly opposed to the "New women". j
i..
On the other hand it seems only just to remember that the im¬
portance of motherhbod for the nation was being realised in Bri-;
tain independently from the Italian and German well advertised !!
movements. The inter-war period witnessed a very considerable de- \
velopment of Maternity and Child welfare. j
But it witnessed also the crystallisation of an important j
I
ideological problem. The emancipation of women, almost fully achie-';
ved in the legal sphere, was making a considerable headway in so- 1
cial and economic spheres too,notwithstanding remarkable diffi- '
culties.Now,the proportion, of independent women,in fact or poten-
ij
tially^increasing a clash was bound to develop between such a •
conception of an emancipated woman and the existing social fa- j I
!
brie of the society based on the family as a social unit. Althgugl
I ,
the rigidness of family as such a social unit was considerably j
slackened and there were even opinions of its progressive dis- * '
ruption nevertheless the society did not still develop any new
generally adopted social form of the sex relations combined with!
JrC \
breeding and bringing up children. The working wornen,pursuing the3
independent career while being single were not taking part in th«
multiplication process of the society.The increase of their num¬
ber was a direct menace to the very existence of the society. !
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(
Thus, the principle of freedom in extra-marital sex relations to-;(
t |
gether with the "birth control as helping the women to choose a
celibatarian, statusas as their normal social status Btfts opposed ,
1
not only to the family conception "but also to the tendency of ,
(
favouring the natural increase of the population. Therefore this j
modern phenomenon of a woman,finding an independence , economic !
wmcvua :
and social status outside the family unit was causing mush trou- ;
"bie, although rather in a semi-conscious way. The growing appre¬
ciation of the importance of the population as the greatest ass^;
►
pf the society was expressing itself as it was mentioned "before, j
in the development of maternity and child welfare provision.At tl 4
the same time the family as an instrument of breeding children
* I
| '
was getting more attention.The efforts of the society did not \
go as far as in the totalitarian countries.But there were noti-es
ceable measures carried out to help the family $n& bringing up
I
children as the housing schemes of the Local Authorities,the be--'
ginning of the cheap mi lie schemes etc.Mea&fcime the discussions j
of the case for family allowances went farther on. There v/eie j
some moves in connections with them as taxation rebate foj? fami-
I
I
ly tax-payers ,but as a whole the question was left undecided. 5
r
Nevertheless it influenced the economic position of working wo¬
men as an argument for the inequality of pay, a man being consi¬
dered as a potential family bread-earner. <j
But while discussing the general back/srounsJ of the inter-
-war period it is necessary to avoid the overemphasise of the
importantt of a neij type of emancipated woman . Thia type, although
- 3)2 -
multiplied,was still far from forming any major social gDoup.But|j
it was sufficiently strong to put forward the question how to
make it fit into the existing social fabric, if it could "be fitt^
at all. Far more important were the potential possibilities of
gaining the full independence which forced the revision of many
beliefs in women's inborn duties. On the other hand there were
masses of women sticking very closely to the traditional solu-
tion of their way of life by marriage and family. The independent
I
existence proved in practice to be not entirely free from many j
hardships. On the contrary it involved many new hardships such as j
I
direct fight for a job etc.
she social and economic position of a married woman still
i
II
did not lose its attraction to the large majority of y/omen.It is.i
!1
very striking for a foreigner to notice'how deeply the concep- i
i
tion of a housewife,her duties and priviledges,was rooted among ! i
the British girls,Haw conservative they were in this respect not-1
withstanding many modern habits often of a'rather superficial j
meaning.The self-dependent,working girls,with rather few excep- ,
tions among higher qualified,were expecting to throw any work
away at the moment of their marriage. The man had to earn suffi- J
ciently to keep the house and famlly^without the help of his wi¬
fe who had to concentrate on the housework. I
Thus,broadly speaking the general background of the inter-war!
period was that of confusion. The full political emancipation of
women was not accompanied by their full emancipation from the
economic and social point of view.Moreover,there were very pro-
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i
rainent tendencies of limiting and even opposite character.The (
practical application of the emancipation of women on the ini- |
tidily adopted lines while leading logically to the revision of 'j
the exisfang social fabric was not only opposed "but there were |
i
even put forward the renewed conceptions of the woman's true x& j
sphere, these last tendencies were perhaps less "brought into j
i
prominence in Great -Britain from the political point of view,"but
nevertheless they acted powerfully enough from the social point j
of view. >,
i
§ S. Conclusions. t
|
After having brought forward some of the most prominent ^en-;
dencies,forming the general background of the economic problem 1
t
of British women it is necessary to look more closely at the S4-&
play of these tendencies as well as to put together the conclu¬




Broadly spacing, the economic position of ^ritish women coult
beds defined as follows : 1/slightly less than one third of them
were gainfully occupied,2/about one sixth consisted of children
below 15 who as a rule were to be cared for by family bread-wi¬
nners, 3/the rest - about one half of the total number - were
grown-up women not earning their living directly.
The third group has to be further subdivided.There were so- j
me capitalists living on private means,old women - grandmothers,
or aunts,unable to work and last the bulk of this group the
housewives.
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Taking into account the number of marriages,the groups of
ages and the number of married women,gainfully occupied one can
presume that the married women, fit to work,but not working out¬
side their home formed a group of about one third of the female 3
population. 1
Tht&sf^ there are two most important groups from the point of
view of the present analysis : I/the housewives ,2/the gainfully
occupied women. 1
!
Although the legal reforms have brought full independence to
the wife in respect to her property ,they did not solve the pro-.<
t
blem of a housewife.Most of the wives have not private means,but
have to depend on the earnings of the family bread-earner,usually
1
the husband.In such a situation the economic position of a house-
wife depends on the economic position of her husband "Snd on his
goodwill and general relations between the members og the family
unit.Naturally ,this is a reversible process^but to some extent 1
only. The proper use of husband's earnings'eventually the savings,-
depend largely on the psychological features of his wife. Is she
sufficiently laborious, thrifty or easy spender?This question ofte
decides the welfare of the family.But this ddes not change the J
fact as a rule the housewife has to arrange her expenditure up tc;
the sum,got "by her husband as his earnings.Mbreover,there is stil
the question how this sum is to be got by the wife.If the general!
family budget is formed under her influence or is she to get a
lump sum for the upkeep of the house and for her own expenses,
while the man can keep the rest of the money to spend on his plea'
- 35 -
sures,the rest defined "by himself ? The practice of a<3ministe*>± • ■
ring a family "budget varies largely. In one case a man keeps so- 1
me pocket money, the "bulk of his earnings giving to his wife,who
is to administer the expenditure side.But this pocket cgtn heco- ™
me a very considerable part of earnings.In other cases a lump 1
i '
sum on the house upkeep heing strictly assigned, a housewife roust
ask her hmsband for the money for any of her personal expenses.
"Jhere is no place to discuss the typical relations in the j
I
family in respect to its practical budget administration. These . j
circumstances are only brought forward to illustrate the econo- •< 1
r . ■
i
raic dependence of such a large section pf female population.
Some examples of legal character give a further illustration 1 i
I • 1
to the practical meaning of such a dependence. |
Thus,the husband being obliged to keep his wife,is obliged j 1
^5$* i |
among otherVTo provide her clothings.But his duty is fulfilled ! i
' 1 I
if he lends the clothes to his wife. So, the housewife for all her ' •
hard work may be deprived,in the theory at least, of her clothes. ' |
The other case is also of practical meaning.If the housewife is
given a lump sura for the upkeep pf the home she is presumed to >
act as an agent of her husband. Thus, if she is working more than L ;
on average and can spare some money tie savings do not belong to '
her but to her husband. ' -
^he economic position of housewife is therefore fully depen- '
dent .She is assured only board,lodging and clothes.If she did th'
the same work as cleaning,washing, cooking, outside her home she . :
would be able to secure board and lodging plus wages as domestic :
- &6 -
i
servants usually do. - |
l
r
But it would "be a gross exag^pration and ineaccuracy to put j
any statement a"bout the full actual dependence of a housewife.
Usually she is on her own, she can make savings which are in prao .
tice common property, she has her pocket money often in a far con ^
siderahle degree than her husband. This is a good example of in-
social institution
terdependence of economifposition of the women,^and general cus-
i
toms of the society.
Tirpajj conclusions can "be drawn r
I/Economically the housewives, forming about one third of th<
female population were fully dependent,2/the social customs as
well as personal feelings upon which the family is built have
i
weakened or often made to disappear this economic dependence,3/
the work of housewife was economically not properly appreciated.
The second group of female population consists of the women
gainfully occupied. '
.While analysing particular data the peculiar features of thi£
, group as the occupational composition,age groups,etc,were often
mentioned,It seems therefore useful to put than forward now be-<
fore coming to the conclusions. '
•Xhe gainfully occupied women were only half the number of the
gainfully occupied men.But their part in a total economic effort
6f the society can not be overlooked as there was one womq?i in
every three gainfully occupied members of the society.
As a rule this section of women was composed from unmarried
ftA*
women belonging to the younger/groups. The legal reforms of the
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inter-war1 period have opened theoretically to the women all
careers.But the restoration of the Practices Act meant that wo¬
men were discharged wholesale from the industrial posts for whie]
they were fit in war time.The oppening of new careers chiefly in
the professions affected only a small part of women. The statis¬
tical data do not shoyany considerable changes in the "branch
structure or positions held during the inter-war period.Moreover
the educational statistics / decline of women?-students/ give a
hint ofctcertain disillusion about the possibilities of pa^oper
)
career^ for educated woman.
i
£he analysis of the economic position of female labour would
seem to show : I/women were concentrated in worse paid branches,
2/they were not admitted to many industrial better paid occupa-
tions, 3/women were occupying independent or better paid dobs in
a far less than proportional'/to their number degree,4/women were
paid lower wages for the same work in comparison with men, 5/the ■
protective legislation tended to assure to women lighter condi¬
tions of work serving at the same time as an excuse for Unequal
pay,6/there was a marriage bar in most occupations legal or as
a matter of fact. t
Thus,the following conclusions can be drawn inx respect to
the gainfully occupied women ,
I/The legal equalisation of the women in the inter-war period
was not carried out fully in the respect of the right to work.
2/The legal equalisation did not bring automatically an eco¬
nomic equalisation, women being still newcomers, and having to figt
-2D8 -
powerful vested interests of men.
3/The position of gainfully occupied women was influenced
very much "by the institution of the family and social function 2
of the housewife. The society / and the women themselves/ were
still undecided how, if at all, to work out a solution for women '
gainfully occupied and possessing a family. '
4/There were some tendencies opposed to the work of








The I9I4-I9I8 war has influenced the social structure and
way of life as well as the legal and political framework of
every European country.
But its influence was most marked in respect to those Eu¬
ropean countries which owing to that war either regained their
political independence or had undergone such profound territo¬
rial and political changes as to "be quite diffetent states in
comparison with their pre-war status.
Poland was one of the few European countries combining the
features of both cases.The war has made possible for Poland to
recover her independence.At the same time the independence
meant putting together in one political and social unit three
parts of Poland living for more than a hundred years under thre
different political regimes,in three different social struc¬
tures.
1/
On the other hand the I9I4-I9I8 way was waged by Germans
economically on the Polish soil in a different way than in othe'
countries.The Germans decided to treat Poland as a source of
raw materials and agricultural products.They exploited the eco¬
nomic resources of newly occupied part»of Poland in a drastic
way,destroying on purpose her industries.
I/.It ought be remembered that in a relatively early phase of
the war Russians v/ere forced to retreat and almost whole of Po¬
land was under the German-Austrian occupation.
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Thus, the women were not called to the industrial work,"but {
had to toil on the soil,/often in Germany/ while the urban po- j
pulation had to face an acute unemployment problem together j
with the starvation caused by the wholesale robbery of the J
agricultural output. j
Therefore the war did not cause the influx of women in the
industrial occupations.But the war-time conditions of perso¬
nal hardship particularly the absence of male bread-earners in
families and loss of usual means of subsistence have forced ma-
/
ny Polish women to undertake new and previously unknown occupa-,
tions,mostly as independent small traders, enterpreneurs or evei j
1/
in handicraft.
Such a situation was by no means unknown to Polish women ,
as it had often arisen during a period of political persecu¬
tions.But it was bound to foster a spirit of independence amonj
Polish women and to strenghten the opinions of the society on •
the emancipation of women.
The purely political factors were perhaps of more important
ee.
ce.Polish women had taken a vivid part in the struggles for in-
2/
dependence. Practically each section of Polish military under¬
ground organisation of that time had its male and female mem¬
bers,both exposed to the same dangers.
I/.T^ere v/ere so many such cases,particularly among the urban
population on the formerly Russian part,that they can form a
characteristic and important social phenomenon of thst time.
2/.It is worth mentioning that during I9I4-I9I8 war military
units composed of Polish women had taken part in fighting.In
I9I8-I92D such units had distinguished themselves many times
fighting as normal infantry units. .
Thus,on the recovery of independence Polish society was
fully convinced about the necessity of granting to the Polish j?
. women equal rights. . j
The realisation of this tendency was made technically ea-
sier by the fact that after the recovery of independence it
was necessary to review all laws,issued by the occupying Powers
and to build up a new political structure of the Polish State.
The basis of such a structure was to be given, according to the
continental customs, in a constitution.
The constitutional provisions of 1919 as well as the Con- .j
stitution voted by the Polish Diet in I92I,both granted to the 1
women fully equal status with that of men.
Summarising briefly the influence of the 1914-18 war on the i
situation ±n of Polish women it is possible to put forward the
following statements r
*
I/There was little influence directly regarding the occupa-'
tional structure of Polish women's labour.
2/The political results of this war particularly the re¬
vival of an independent Polish State made it possible to^ut
into legal forms the true social tendencies and opinions.This
possibility resulted immediately in the abolishment of any sex
disqualification.Thus,the legal obstacles were taken away.
Chapter 1%,General analysis of actual data.
V
Any analysisXbased on statistical data is bound to meet
Of" p**•>
very considerable if not unsurmountable difficulties.First of
all it is necessary to mention that man?;- statistics concerning
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Poland,particularly off a more detailed character are not availa¬
ble at present.
On the othemhand the peculiar political conditions of this
part of Europe where Poland is situated, caused also many gaps
in statistical records.Only few,general data /estimated/ can be '
available in respect to the territory of the Polish State for
the years,preceding I9I8,as previously there were no separate
statistics for Poland,her administrative division /statistical .
one /being that of the three occupying States.
The prolonged war-time conditions have made the first Polish '
census of population in 1921 not as detailed as it would be.
At the same time there was one mpre factor making the statis
tical records particularly difficult to be made and to be ana¬
lysed. This was the particular structure of an agricultural counr-
"fcry.
*
More than 60$ of the population consisted chiefly of small
agricultural holders and their families,working independently
in family -units and therefore very difficult to any recording,aixj
there were not available such auxiliary statistical sources as
social insurance records of enterprises,records of bigger firms
etc.This factor will to be accounted in its several aspects ma¬
ny times.Now it- is sufficient only to indicate its existence.
The general population data are contained in the table 27.
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Table 27.
A. The total number of females and their pro-portion to?ithe men,
/number of males -100 A
females per 1921 1931
100 males 106.9 106.9
females in 14.1 16.5
mill.
surplus 1.0 1.0
B.Birth per 1/ 2/
1000 of population 34.7 27.6
C.The percentage of working women in respect to ? I.the total .





The total number of women was therefore greater than that of >,
'! '
men,the surplus being stable in the inter-censal period of I92I-'1
!', -
1931 and amounting to circa I million of women.The birth rate
i ;
showed a constant tendency to decrease.
I
The percentage of gainfully occupied women is strikingly (
i
high in both respects - women constituted almost half of the |
,1
total gainfully occupied population and more than half of their '
total number was gainfully occupied in 1931. '
In order to understand better these figures it seems nece¬
ssary to point out what was ;just said about the agricultural !
occupation.PiBst of all it.is interesting to remark the diffe-
rence between the numerical relations in urban and rural areas.
I/.Average for 1931 - 1935
2/.Average for 1936 - 1938
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Table 28












Age of population /in years /
0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69




Males 100,0 50,5 26,1 18,6 19,0 13,0 9,0 6,8 4,9 2,5
FemalesIOO,0 52,3 23,8 17,8 19,5 13,6 9,7 7,3 5,3 2,9
Urban 100,0 56,7 20,3 17,3 20,8 15,2 10,7 7,8 5,2 2,6
Rural 100,0 49,6 26,6 18,8 18,7 12,6 8,8 6,8 5,1 2,7
Females per 100 males
Poland 106,9 110,7 97,5 102, C 100,6 113,8 114,7 114,2 116, 2U. 23,|
Urban 112,8 117,5 97,1 105,4 119, 8 119,8 116,8 116,1 I22,8llV<.
Rural 104,7 107,9 97,6100,8105,9 109,8 113,7 113,1 111,313-l£,l
It is interesting to note that in the rural areas the number
of males and females were far "better "balanced than in the-urban
areas.As to this difference talcing place and increasing in the
grown-up groups of ages it is possible to deduce that there we¬
re two causes of that r first - the greater stress put on the ma
left urban population and greater mortality which is indicated by
the sharp increase of females surplus in last age groups,second
- the migration of "supernumerary" single girls from the villa¬
ges to the towns.This latter cause is confirmed by every-day ob¬
servations.
Incidentally, the division between the urban and rural areas




and other occupations as more than 80% of the rural population
are engaged in the agriculture while less than 1% of the urban j
population did belong to the agricultural occupations.
Because of this difference as well as because of other
essential economic and social differences in agricultural occu¬
pation it seems advisable to carry out the first general divi¬
sion and sex composition on such basis.
Table 29. i
Active population of Poland in agriculture and other occupation
according to sex.
Agriculture r 1921 1931
1.Gainfully occupied 5.119 8.114
females in thous.
2.% of total gain.occup. 49,9 49,9
population in agricul¬
tural group
3.% of total number of 83,0 83,0
females gain.occupied
Other occupations r
I.Gainfully occupied • 1.066 • 1.673
females in thous.
2»% of total gain.occup. 29,2 31,4
population in agricult
tural group
3.% of total number of 17,0 17,0
females gain.occupied
Total :
1. Total number of women 6.185 10.283
2.
2.%> of women in total , 45,0 46,0
gain, occup.population 1/
3.% of working women in 44,0 62,5
total number of women
It is to be seen clearly from this table that the share of
women in the agriculture differed sharply from that in the othei
I/The increase is chiefly due to the methods of the census of
1931 being better adapted to the structure of agriculture.
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occupations.Every second labourer in agriculture was a woman,
while in the other occupations there was one woman in every thr^
workers. On the other hand agriculture was the prevailing, occu¬
pation, as more than four fifths of gainfully occupied women we6
re working in agriculture. The general percentage for active and
passive population was circa 60.6%,while for active population
amounted to 59.5%. The economic position of gainfully occupied
women is generally described by the table 30. >
Table 50.
Occupational structure of population of Poland./in %%/.
Census of Independent Salaried Wage Helping Other un- '
1921 workers earners members defined 1
of family ,
Males/100/ 38.2 . 4.1 28.4 26.4 ' 2.9
1
Females/100/ 9.7 1.9 18.3 66.8 3.3 1
Census of Indepen. Hired la- salaried wage helping other
1931/excl. agric/ bour earners members undef. !
Males/100/ 25.8 65.'0 12.1 52.5 2.9 6.3 ,,
Females/100/ 16.7 63.5 II.8 50.5 7.9 II. 9 I
The agricultural group was separately treated in 1931 as for
the sake of accuracy it was necessary to eliminate the occupa¬
tional structure and to put its statistics on different basis.
Their way of compilation as we11 as the results obtained will .
be discussed later in the chapter on agricultural occupations.
Here it is sufficient to mention that the percentage of in¬
dependent women in the total number of women occupied in agri¬
culture amounted to 6.2% while the corresponding figures for
men was 35.4%.
As it concerns the age group the female labour was on ave-
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ge younger. The group of under 19 was stronger in comparison with
men, the principal group of 20-29 "being almost the same as for
the men,while the following groups showed constant decease / in
percentages/.This decrease was more prominent than in the case
of men,"but the difference was not .marked.
The percentage of women "fegxng having an independent position
was comparatively smaller than that of men.The difference was
most noticeable in agriculture the percentage of women "being ;
almost six times smaller than thatuof men. The causes of it will
"be discussed later.In respect to other occupations the differen-•
ce was not so marked as there was one independent man for eve¬
ry four gainfully occupied men, one independent woman "being for
every six women.This discrepancy is still smaller while conside¬
ring the groups of independent and helping members of family to¬
gether with which seems /Justified to a large extent.
*
from these general population data the following conclusions
can "be drawn :
1/ There was a fairly constant surplus of women, fluctuating
around I million.The surplus was far smaller than proportionate¬
ly for rural population.
2/ The total number og gainfully occupied women showed an in¬
crease both in absolute numbers and in percentage in respect to
the total number of women.
3/The percentage of gainfully occupied women in respect to the
total number of gainfully occupied population increased conside¬
rably.
4/The .percentage of women in the class of independent pppulatk*
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varied abruptly for agricultural occupations in comparison with,
the other group. For the latter it amounted to two thirds of the
percentage which hs would "be if the proportion for male group
were kept.
§ 2.General occupational distribution of women.
While describing the percentage of women in the gainfully
occupied population /table 29/ agriculture was put separately
from other Occupations.Its prevainling importance for the female
labour was shown beyond any doubts,thus the first general divi¬
sion into two groups must be carried out :I/ agriculture /83.0%/\
2/other occupations /I7.0$/.
■"ext sst step would be to see what is the occupational di- j
I
I
stribution in the second group - other occupations, and whether
the female laboufc showed any peculiarities in its distribution. '





Occupational distribution in 1931 by principal groups : !
1.Agriculture,fishing,mining.
2.Manufacturing industries.
3.Services /commerce,finance,transport,personal service etc/,
/in brackets corresponding numbers for active & passive populat.
I II III
1.Total gainfully occup.population 75.3$ 11.8$ 12.9$
/60.6$/ /I9. 4$/ /20.0$/
2. " " " males 71.4$ 15.2$ 13.4$
3. " " "females 84.0$ 5.1$ 10.9$
4.$ of females in a given group 49.9$ 21.8$ 40.5$
The difficulty in assessing correctly the occupational- struc
ture of Poland's population is considerable.The agricultural
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occupation shows a peculiar feature of working family members i
which to a large extent makes the data of general distribution
of active population not correct "by weighing heavily in favour
.1
of agriculture.Therefore it seems advisable to hear in mind the j
distribution of both active and passive population,as better
illustrating the espective economic importance of occupational
classes. i
Ahe table 32 contains the data of female occupations in the
t
second group i.e. all occupations agriculture excluded.
,Jrhe most important, numerically at least, are groups of manu¬
facturing industries,domestic service and commercial occupations
accounting for about 73^5, almost three quarters of the total. Then
come the groups of public services,education and health.
'Jable 52.
The distribution of gainfully occupied women by occupational
groups /I93I census/.
Thou3. % of total fe- % of total fe
male labour male labour i
a given group
I.Hortinhlture, fishe¬ 10 0.6 12.2
ries, silviculture
2.Mining 6 0.3 3.4
3.Manufacturing indust. 513 31. I# 27.4
4. Bommeree, finance, in¬ 297 1(7.8 36.6
surance.
5.Transport & communi¬ 18 I.I 5.3
cations.
6.Public service,so¬ 49 o»to 20.0
cial institutions
7.Education,culture 88X 5.3 48.0
institutions
8.Health & hygiene 79 4.8 53.0
9.Domestic service 399 23.9 96.0
10. From private means 195 II. 6 47.0
II.Undefined occupation 21 1.5 13.0
- IJD© - , . :■
I •. i
i i
They include mostly professions,civil servants,Local Autho- «
rities employees and teachers. Their share amounts to 13%. /'
WntwtvrT. '
Analysis "by occupational groups.
4 . t
§ I.Agriculture. j ;t
1
In the preceding chapter several hints were made and some da-1 •,
L;!
ta brought forward which had to emphasise the role of agricultu- J .. j,
; m 1
v 4 ! !
re played both in Polands economy and in the occupational struc-
!'!
ture of the female labour as well. jj |
But in order to make a right estimate of the significance of ■' ;:H
'
■




task exercised by them in general economy of the country it is (j
1 i i
necessary to bring in mind the principal and outstanding featu- i i> 'i
! -1 *
res of Poland's agricultural structure. £ ;
■
Jroadly speaking these features were : I '




2/The agricultural overpopulation and underemployment. i i
:! "1
$hey are illustrated by two figures : 1/ In 1931 - 76.3% of !! t t
i |."
all the area utilized for agriculture belonged to the holdings ; i ;
> •
under 50ha / circa 90 acres/ and only 18% to the holdings over ; ,
50ha.The breahing-up of bigger estates was prodding,as in 1919- I i;
1938 the land reform had created some 134 thous. of newly formed
t , "
farms and holdings, feiis feature of the agricultural structure ha;i
threfore a constant tendency to become more and more marked.
The more detailed description of Poland's agricultural struc ,
V I
ture is to be found in the table below./33/.
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Ta"ble 33,
Rural holdings according to ±hs area of land utilized for
agriculture.
Describtion Total Land utilized for agriculture in ha.
under 2-5 5-10 10-15 15-50 50and unknown
2 over








236 711 806 398 456 147





Population of holdings in thous.
2998 2553 1039 4351 1050 6S40 13659
Nr.of holdings in %/excluding holdings of unk¬
nown area/
100.0 25.5 38.7 24.8 6.5 .4.0 0.5
The overpopulation of the country in its agricultural secticfl
is clearly seen from comparisonal data of agricultural popula¬
tion on a given area in different countries.
Table 34.














Number of acrive popula¬






The hidden unemploynent in agriculture was estimated at
5-7 millions.
What was the general occupational division in Poland's agri¬
culture? The prevalence of small holdings,cultivated by their
holders,caused that family workers were playing an essential parfc
Table 35 .
ent and hired labour in Poland's
agriculture /I93I census/
Males Females % of females
t labour /in thousands/
teams 7 591 8 104 51.5
earns 2 690 506 ' 16.0
p.l/
nr
orkers 16 1.5 8.5
tcers 902 510 36.0
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i
in the agricultural labour.On the basis of practical knowledge j
of the division of work in an agricultural family and on avera- '
ge holding the census of 1931 has accepted the method of agri¬
cultural teQjns of work on particular holdings. Such teams had
the character of independent economic activity under the direc- )
tion of the head of a team usually an owner of the holding and
a father of the family in one person.
The hired labour in agriculture,mostly used on bigger esta- |
tes was easier to assess^The corresponding data of the 1931 cen¬
sus are in the table 35.
The independent agricultural population formed more than
nine tenths of the whole population active in agriculture.
This proportion was still more outstanding for women,only
5% of the total number of women gainfully occupied in agricul¬
ture belonged to the hired labour.But this 5% have quite diffe-
»
rent meaning in respect to the number of women in other occupa¬
tions. It is a proportion of almost one to three.
On the basis of thfsfctable?it is possible to discern follo¬
wing classes of women working in agriculture : I/hired labour,
2/members of the teams working on - a/small dwarf holdings,b/
medium holdings^bigger holdings,3/ owners of the estates and
their families .
I/The following bases for division were assumed :the dwarf hol¬
ding - a holding not sufficient to keep the owner and his fami¬
ly on a decent standard of living,medium holding - a holding
assuring the upkeep of the owner and his family and being culti¬
vated, as a rule by himself with the help of his family only,bigg
holding - a holding under 120 acres which must be cultivated with
the help of permanent hired labour,estate - a holding of more
than 120 acres.
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|
The conditions of work and the division of labour "between !




There were two categories of hired labour : a/permanent ;
farm-labourers,b/daily farm-labourers.
Permanent farm-labourers were employed first of all by the
ea-states, then by bigger holdings.Their conditions of work and
wages as well were based on the rates established by arbitra¬
tion on the initiative of their Trade Unions. !
I
!
In bigger holdings the permanent farm-labourers of both se- |
xes were usually single and young,with board and lodgings pro- j
vided by the employers. j
The men with family worked on the estates living mostly in




The wages of permanent labpuEBrs consisted of lodgings,some j ,
payment in kind as potatoes and cereals aiid wages in cash.The
daily labourers were often provided with the board during the
seasonal work as potatoes lifting,bigger eastates providing lod- !1
gings as well,and wages in cash. ' j
The table 31 gives comparative data for wages daily labou- j
rers of both sexes.The daily wages of women amounted to 75-80^of ji
the men's wages. There v/as a strict division of labour between
male and female workers,men being,for instance,ploughmen,or mo- '




Wages of daily labourers /per day in zlotys/.
Workpeople 0IL-9vvn Worpeople boarded
TQOQ^ "hAow^/TQcr'Z "KT*
Spring season 1928 1933
Man 3.9 1.7 2.7 1.3-
Woman 2.6 1.3 1.8 o•H
Juvenile 2.4 I.I 1.6 0.8
Man & pair 16.9 8.3 12.6 6.7
of horses
It is necessary to bear in mind that the index of aholesale
prices was in 1933- 59/1928 -100/,that of agricultural prices
- 36.
■2.Dwarf holdings.
It is rather difficult to draw a general limit for dwarf
holdings in respect to their areas.A holding of 4-5 acres of
V
good soil near Warsaw used for intense green vegetables produc¬
tion was far more lucrative than a holding of some 15 acre's of
poor soil situated far away from any marketing centre.But on ave
rage it is near to the truth to say that all holdings under 2ha ; j. j
1 ' 'J
/4-8 acres/ and some 70$ of holdings between 2-5 ha /4.8-12 acre} j
may be considered as dwarf holdings. One can estimate that such I ;
i ' i
holdings numbered circa I 3000 000.About 5 3/4 millions of per-
sons were living on dwarf holdings i.e.almost one third of the ;
total number of the population of all types of holdings./On ave-
rage 4.4 persons per holding/.
Usually the women had to care for smaller children,to do ; 1
() 3<hM 100 000 bUim UMolwfkfc(lUcw) MutiW JtfMUu !t a to- i 1 !
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I
all housework/care for livestock incl./ and to help the men
with the work in the fields. .
, ' .
(uvojUt VJMWMA
The holdings "being/of:E^tfor some additional work as in tran
sportation,road "building, timber cutting,leaving an s*Qnusually
large share in agricultural work for their wfcmenfolk.Or,if the
jobs for women werd easier to get the women had to add such an ]
additional work tomtheir domestic liabilities. j
i
The small trading in vegetables,dairy products ,poultry etc. j
I
was often exercised hy women of this class.It involved a lot of
hard work with rather limited profits.
The economic position of women in this class was by no means
easy. They had to do usually several jobs besides their house¬
work, gaining very little.The consolation for the housewife was f
that she was on her own.
"" Ibe number of this kind of holdings can be estimated at abode
one million,circa 3 million of women living on them.The domestic|
I
tasks absorbed the agricultural women entirely,although it was 1
possible to meet the more enterprising women taking part in tra¬
ding. This type of holding represented a typical division of la-
hour between men and women, these latter having assigned to the
care of livestock /horses excepted/ and poultry plus the auxilia
ry field work as weeding,ate.
^Bigger holdings/They comprised circa 200 thous.holdings and
about 600 thousands women./
On 4 bigger holdings the women had to divide their functions
between them.Usually,the housewife had to concentrate on house- '
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^
workd and some help with more numerous poultry and livestock, the.'
daughters or sisters "being "busy with care of livestock and-gcu-
xiliary field work. j
5. Estatesji.. e.holdings of more than 50ha /I20 acres/area. j
This group was very heterogenous with 150 acres and on a holding1
|
ojjfc. 5000 acres.But one feature was common.As a rule the owner had
to exercise the functions of a manager with the help of his wife
i
The manual work was to "be carried out "by hired labour.The owner
i
and his family were able if they cared to assume in many cases 1
the attitude of a leisured capitalist,although probably this was
rather risky.The economic conditions of agriculture being far
from stable , even rich owners had to tske intense care in the
cultivation and management of their properties.But there was a ,
possibility for the women of family to become a lady of leisure ^
or to study or to take part in the management, where the admlni-
¥
strative skill and genius of arganisation were mostly needed.Nu¬
merically, notwithstanding opinions of many foreign novels and
many, foreign economists the class of large owners was not strong
and the average of an estate rather moderate. There were some 15
thousands of holdings of area more than 50ha /I20 acrees/ occu¬
pying totally 4.6 mill.ha / ii mill, acres/ of the land utilized
for agriculture.Thus,the average size of an estate amounted to
314- ha /770 acres/.The owners and their families numbered less .
than 60 thousands.
§2.Manufacturing industries.
The analysis of women,gainfully occupied in manufacturing •
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industries,is also a task involving considerable difficulties,
and calling for greater care in handling the statistical data.
The^hief difficulty is caused "by the structural peculiarity of
Poland's industries Ehd resulting from it incompleteness of sta¬
tistical records. There are accurate and carefully compiled sta¬
tistical data for medium and large industries.But the situation
becomes less clggr while looking into quite a considerable group
of small enterprises and handicrafts.These two groups must be
therefore treated separately.
First the group of large and medium scale manufacturing in¬
dustries will be discussed.
The age composition of male and female workers in this group
is illustrated by the data of the following table :
Table 57.
Workers employed in the large and medium scale manufacturing
industries of Poland eccording to age /1934/r
Percentage of workers aged median
19 and
less
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60 and
over
age
Men 6.8 32.0 29.8 17.2 CO.o> 4.4 33.3
Women 7.4 45.0 24.9 14.6 6.2 1.9 29.4
Total 7.0 36.5 28.1 16.3 8.6 3.5 32.0
There was a usual tendencyod greasing numbers of older age
groups,the median age of female workers being lower than that of
men for circa 4 years.
The share of women in particular branches is tfe be found in
table 38. The absolute numbers for 1937 were added in order to
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illustrate the proper importance of given branch.
Table 58.
Men, women and Juveniles on the pay-rolls of the large and
medium scale industries /I93I and 1937/*
Industries 1931 1937 1937
men women juven. men women juvenil. women employ]
% % ed in thous. •
Mnfg.industr .61.2 32.8 6.1 63.7 33.1 3.2 205
Stone,glass 71.7 18.4 9.9 75.7 ,19.1 5.2 ■ 14.1
ceramic
Metal 77.7 8.9 13.4 81.6 10.6 7.8 18.1
Electrotech. 157.8 31. I II. I 57.8 36.9 5.2 5.7
Chemical
\
68.6 28.5 2.9 69.3 29.6 I.I 13.2
Textile 43.5 53.5 3.0 45.0 53.6 1.4 82.0
Paper 58.1 56.7 5.2 61.2 36.1 2.7 5.9
Leather 79.2 17.4 3.4 80.9 15.0 4.1
Timber 81.7 12.0 6.3 84.8 12.8 2.4 8.0
Foodstuff 61 .61.1 36.6 2.3 61.2 37.5 1.3 23.5
Clothing 29.2 62.4 8.4 37.2 59.4 3.4 8.5
Building 92.1 2.7 5.2 96.8 1.6 1.6 4.7
Printing & 55.9 31.4 12.7 61.2 32.0 6.8 4.0
allied
The female labour was concentrated chiefly in clothing and
textile industries,where it had a majority.Next to these bran¬
ches come foodstuff,electrotechnical paper printing and chemi¬
cal industries.Leather and ceramic branches are medium in respect
i
to the participation of female labour,while other branches as '
metal, timber and building are showing a relatively small percen¬
tage of women .Numerically most important were textile and food-
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stuffs "branches accounting for about 50% of the total female
labour in this group.
But it is clear that these data concern only a part of
"industrial" women. E. g. the clothing industry which had to pro
duce for the needs of all the country,as the imports were negH
i
gligible,and even for exports had only some fifteen thousands
workers. In reality there were whole towns of tailors and tailo-
resses producing ready made suits and dresses.
Jtierefore many conclusions must be limited in their value as
concerning only larger enterprises.The final statement must be
postponed till the efforts of accounting for the distribution of
women working in smaller worl^hops or as homeworkers.
^"he problem of wages is illustrated by the table 39.
The wages of women amounted on average to 10% of the men's
earnings. The smallest difference was in foodstuff industry whee
re the average for both sexes were almost equal,the largest -
in printing.B.ut it is necessary to emphasise that the rates we¬
re not established distinctly by sex,but rather by kind of job.
The women being usually occupied in less skilled jobs were paid
smaller earnings.This is illustrated not only by the example of
foodstuff industry, where there were relatively few skilled jobs
of technical character,but also by the average earnings of juve-
%
niles. It <i>s interesting to note that the average earnings of
girls were higher than those of boys almost in all branches of
industry.
As it was mentioned before the above data do not comprise
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Average earnings of manual workers in the large and medium
scale manufacturing industries of Upland.
A. Average earnings in zlotys per hour.
Men 7/omen Boys Girls
Total . 0.71 0.50 •. . 0.21 Qo 27
1935 0.70 0.50 0. 21 0.25
1936 0.71 0.50 - 0.21 0. 25
Stone,glass&ceramic 0. 53 ,0.28 ■ 0. 23 0.18
Metal ,0.83 0.41 . . 0. IS • 0.24
Electrotechnical. . . -0.89 0.48 0. 23 0.30
Chemical 0.89 0.46 0.27 0.29
Textile 0. 78 0.57 0.36 0.37
Paper 0. 78 •. 0.40 0. 26 0.22
Leather
. •. 0. 83 . 0.44-. 0. 26 C. 26
Timber 0. 40
*
0. 27 0.18 0.19
Foodstuff I 0. 66 0.61 0. 21 0.20
Clothing 0.72 0. 59 0. 27 0.20
Building 0. 74- 0.50 0. 24- 0. 27
Printing&allied 1.29 0.43 0.19 0.18
B.Percentage of workpeople whose weekly earnings/in zlotys/
amounted to:
less Io- 20- So - • 40 - 50 ■
than 20 30 40 50 60
Io
1936
Iiales 8.2 21.8 26.1 19.2 10*7 5.8
Females 12.8 40.9 33.4- 8.8 2.6 0.9
1958
Hales 6.3 19.3 23.0 20.4- 12.4- 7.4
Females II.7 35.x 34.2 13.6 3.6 1.3







all industrial workers.There are vast numbers of thiem in smaller
enterprises or working as home workers.The importance of this
problem is illustrated by the fact that some 300-400 thousands
of handicraft licences were issued yearly while the small indu¬
strial establishments / VIII category/ attained number of circa
1/
200 thousands in comparison rvith 25 000 of larger enterprises.
As a basis for the estimates the census of 1931 is to be adop¬
ted. The census has taken into account all active population.
For the following years there were,as a rule,available the da¬
ta for workers in larger enterprises.
The table 40 contains the data of 1931 census in respect to
the manufacturing industries.
"These data are showing cl$$cly that the larger enterprises
formed only one of the three principal categories of female in¬
dustrial labour. They accounted for almost one third of women
*
gainfully occupied in manufacturing industries,the otber third
working in smaller enterprises,while the independent women for¬
med almost one fourth of the total.
The situation in particular branches varied widely.For in¬
stance, the most important female branches of textile and clothii^
industries showed a very large difference. In the textile indu¬
stry 60% of the total number of gainfully occupied women were
absorbed by larger enterprises,while in the clothing industry
these latter occupied only some nine thousands of female workers
from the total number of 180 thousands.
I/Industrial establishments employing from 2 to 4 workers were
obliged to secure industrial licences of category VIII up to $911
£3Wlusive,.and since 1932 industrial establishments
from i to 4 workers,incl.proprietors end the members of their fa
mily%
Ta"ble 40.
Women gainfully occupied in manufacturing industries of Poland
/Census of 1931/
A. Number of women/thous./
J* 2. 3, 4. 5# 6*
Tbtal. Inde- Helping Hired Workers % of 5.
pendent members labour in larger in resp.
of family enterpr. to I.
Total 513 118 42 353 165 32
Glass,stone&
ceramic ind. II 0.3 0.4 10.2 8 75
Metal ind. 20 1.0 2. 0 ; 17 7.2 36
Chemical lnd. IS 0.3, 0.4 15.2 9 56
Textile ind. 114.6 4.5 2.1 103 68 60
Paper ind. 6.2 0.2 0.2 5.8 4.5 75
Leather 3.2 0.6 0.5 2.1 0.7 22
Clothing 179 102.8 13.6 63 8.5 5
Foodstuff 50 5.2 18.8 • 25.7 21 42
Building 6. 4 0.6 0.2 4.3 4. 80
Prlnting&allled7.8 0.8 0.5 6.4 4 50
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B«Percentages of Independent and workers inlarger enterprises, '
% of independent % of workers' in lar










Stone,glassSceramic : I.Males • 8.5 43
2. Females 3. o 80
Metal ind. I.Males 25 39
2. Ferales 5 42
Chemical ind. I.Males 7 71
2. Females 1.8 60
Textile ind. I.Males 9.2 43




2. Females 3.2 78
Leather ind. • I.Males 38 19
2. Females 19 33
Timber ind. I. Males 35 21
2. Females 10 58
Foodstuff I.Males 31 22
2.Females 10; 5 82
Clothing I.Males 55 3
2. Females 57 13.5
Building I. Males 38 10
2. Females 9 95
Printlng&allied I.Males 25 33
2.Females 10 62
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The comparison of percentages of independent group and that
of the workers occupied in larger enterprises for both sexes
shows considerable differences.
The group of independent of male sex formed about one third
of the total number of occupied males,while the corresponding
female group amounted to one fourth of female labour.Incidental¬
ly this percentage was influenced strongly by the clothing-in¬
dustry, what was particularly true for the female workers.
The pereentage of workers of larger enterprises in respect
to the total number of hired labour differed to a large extent
for both sexes.
For the men it counted to itess than one fourth,while to the
women it attained almost one half.
There were fluctuations in particular branches,but in all
"granches with the exception of the chemical industry this per-
centage was much higher for women than for men.
§ 3.Domestic service.
'^e domestic service class is composed almost exclusively
Few -sfrvoMty
from women. Setae men^disappear in the mass of four hundred thou¬
sand female servants.This is in accordance with every-day obser¬
vations of the Polish society as the men-servants were almost
unknown being kept by rich households /mostly in the country/,
wjjich were not numerous.But the total number of maid-servants
seems too small to anyone accustomed with the Polish conditions
of home life. Even some comparatively poor homes have been able
to keep maid-servants.Among the middle classes it was the rule.
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"""here are several explanations.First of all - that the statis¬
tical records do not comprise all domestic help.They comprise
probably most of m$id-servants with board and lodging,but a lar¬
ge number of charwomen would be omitted.Naturally the charwomen,
%
making thi$r living from this work were insured and therefore
easily numbered.But there was a large group of part-time char¬
women, chiefly wives of the workers,wfeo escaped in this way any
registration.Many of them were giving a seasonal,but neverthe¬
less much appreciated help with big cleaning, carpet beating, or
washing. The other explanation,perhaps' of more importance, is con¬
cerned with the distribution of servants.Few houses could afford *
tke. laoi^otA^i{<L>
to keep more than one servant.As a rule^/had to give a hand in th*.
house work,particularly in larger families.In this way the do¬
mestic help was far more widespread than one may think looking
strictly at the statistical data.
»
Finally it is necessary to bear in mind that only a part of
the population was involved. The smaller agricultural holders
amounting to more than 50% of population were not taken into
account by statistics.Many ofi them were not able to afford any
maid-servant in proper meaning of this word. If any such house¬
hold had a maid, she was included hsxiiifi in the agricultural wibrk
team,as her duties usually comprised besides the domestic heavier'
work,the help in the care for livestock and poultry.
All these additional factors taken into account the number
of maid-servants diown by the statistics has a quite different
meaning.
The recruiting sources and the conditions of work must now
"be considered.
The maid-servants were chiefly recruiting from the country
girls.There was steady migration of country girls, flowing to the
towns and taking up domestic service as the factory work was
more difficult to obtain, the town girls EagEX "being eager for it
and the employer showing often preference for than. The migra- f
tion was partly temporary,Many of the maid-servants,after making,
some savings returned to their native village.These savings we- ;
re to be their dowry,as most frequently they were engaged to be
married and expect in a few years to earn money sufficient for
furmashing a home of their own.Many of them settled in the town
for §$£ by marrying town man or taking some work in industry or ,
i
*
commerce.Relatively few grew older keeping the occupation of do-
I
mestic service.In such cases they stayed mostly in the same
♦
household becoming often almost members of family.
i
the condition of work differed widely as to the wages,quali-
t.
ty of board and lodging and the general amount of work. The^ de- \
pended mostly on the general financial situation of the employer,;
& well-to-do employer was able to assure better lodging and hig¬
her wages,but at the same time he wanted to get bettg? qualified <
help.Thus,usually the country girl-freshers went to the lower
paid jobs rising slowly after acquiring the necessary practical I
knowledge.The wages varied also largely in dependence of the re¬
gions. In bigger towns,as a rule the wages were higher,on average
the domestic servant for all purposes was drawing in Y/arsaw
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1/
monthly wages fluctuating in dependence on the qualification
and the financial situation of the employer - "between 25 - 50zl.
/L 1-2/ plus board and lodgings. The wa&es of cooks etc. were
usually higher mounting to 60 -80zL./L 2/10 -3/.Financially, the
service was attractive,while comparing the level of wages in in¬
dustrial and commercial occupations.The wages had a constant ten
dency to increase. ;
The duties of a maid-servant varied in dependence of house- ■
hold.In a poorer household the maids had to do all heavair work,,
but was helped by the housewife. If one maid was kept she had an
outside help for heavier work,hE± was fceipsii bx ±ks bsnasswifsx
such as washing,carpet beating,seasonal cleaning etc. j
The domestic servants were insured for health,unemployment ;
I
and retiring pensions under the general social insurences sche¬
mes introduced after the recovery of independence. They had to
pay together with their employers monthly rates varying fi>n de¬
pendence of classes of wages.But & as a rule the employers paid j
all rates.
■"efore 1918 the servants were bound,particularly under the
Russian regime,to keep a service book in v/hich the employers
had to record the dates of beginning and end of employment as
well as to give character.These books were abolished by Polish
authorities.The employers were authorised and obliged to certi¬
fy the dates of beginning and end of employment,while the certi¬
ficates of giving character were only voluntary and it was for¬
bidden to put in them any remarks describing the servant in a
I/There was a custom to pay monthly wages and to release maids
on monthly notice,although legally 14 day notice sufficient.
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negative way.
The status of a domestic servant was therefore very conside¬
rably improved after I9Io.
The influx of candidates from the country was on the level
surpassing the demand /although this concerned only the unexpe-
s trnrcuJ^
rienced demand/.It was mitigated "by the custom of looking in ad¬
vance for some place on behalf of the newcomers by their friends
from the native village,who were working in the town.
Table 41.
Domestic service according to 1931 census /agricultural occu
, pations excluded/. In t&pusands./
Total Males Females
Total 416.3 17.3 " 399
With board 367 12.8 354
& lodging
There were several unions of domestic servants, chiefly of a
christian-democratic character,some of them comparatively rich.
Their principal aim was to provide shelter and foog[ during unen>- j
ploynent periods and in old age. i
§ 4. Commerce and insurance.
This class of occupation provided an important outlet for
female labour.The table 42 contains some general data in this
respect. A most striking feature of these figures is the very
high percentage of independents,mostly shopkeepers and traders. J
*he existence of a very numerous class of small agricultu-
L
ral holders suggest that there were very manv pedlsrs and wande¬
ring traders.To some extent this was true,because many agricul¬
tural housewives had a kind of part-time job in selling pDodu-
ces of their and their neighbours' holdings.But this was done out
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side the statistical records,which "based upon the traders with
the trade as chief occupation.
xable 42.
Commerce and insurance occupational class according to the
I92I--and 1931 censuses.-
/ in thous. and %%/.
I92Icensus total indepen- salaried wage helpfi&g undefi-
number dent workers - earners members ned
of family
Males 375 ' 220 33 38 24 0.5
Females 143 65 17 33 28 0.3





% of femalesIOO 45.2 12.0 23.0 19.6 0.2
1931 census
Males 517 305 38 • 174 60 114
Females 297 121 85 92 26 66





30.4' '% of femal. 100 41.0 28.6 8.7 22.5
in respect to ■
their number ,
The pedlars and similar types of traders have entered only
in a very limited part ta the statistics,the licences obtained
for this category "being "below 10 thousands.
i
t
Thus, there were very many "businesses, conducted "by women. They,
i
were rather small, chiefly one-person retail "businesses as the
hired labour was less numerous than the number of independent i
traders.The helping members of family were surprisingly few in '
numbers.The corresponding numbers were in reality larger,as it
is generally known that most of the traders were helped by their
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wives and children.Usually a wife or daughter exercised the func
tions of a cashier,while o<£$hr members of the family were "busy
as shopjbssistHnts,messengers, etc.
While comparing the inter censal period of I92I-I93I it is
possible to guess that the number of female shopkeepers increa¬
sed fry almost 100^.Their relations to the male traders was also
improved as their percentage in total numbers rose from 23^ to
almost 30^. This proportion is not so bad if one takes into accpru^.
the percentage of women in hired labour,which amounted to 55% in
1921 and 54% in 1931.
'■"■'he women shopkeepers were particularly numerous in some ,
branches which suited them the best.Thus,for instance,most of the!
shops in confections,haberdashery,women's linen and clothing,mi¬
llinery were in female hands,Moreover a very high percentage of
1/
shops dealing with foodstuffs /but not necessarily groceries/ jia
'
•
dairies,baker shops were also owned by women.But the women as
traders were limited practically to the retail trade,wholesale
trade still being carried on by men.
The hired labour i.e.shop-assistants had very varying condi¬
tions of work and salaries or wages.There was a very intricate
division between the shop assistants treated as physical workers
and those enjoying the privilege of brain-workers i.e. salaried
workers.lt depended chiefly fl>n the character of work.The level -a
of salaries and wages varied in dependence of the branches and
I/There was a different commercial specialisation than in Britai .
Many Polish foodstuff shops did not correspond to groceries as
they usually had bread and milk,their range of foodstuffs being
limited.The grocers were as a rule wine and spirit merchants.
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kind of jot),"but not of sex.There were "branches in which tlE wo¬
men shop assistg^ts were preferred x or even only they were ac¬
cepted, as in confectioners and all "branches with articles for
women. In other as e.g. the motor car salons,or men's clothing
the women shop assistants were hardly used.
§ 5.Professional occupations.
The statistical analysis of professional occupations is
made difficult "by the lack of such a separate occupational class
It is necessary therefore to look under several other headings
and "by deduction with the help' of the general knowledge of social
relations in Poland to "bring out the corresponding data.
The following occupations have to "be taken into account as
»
forming the "bulk of professions ? legal profession,medical pro¬
fession, teaching, literature, journalism. The professional engineer
in the British meaning were .non-existant in Poland.
I.Legal profession.
The British division into solicitors and "barristers was un¬
known in Poland.All acbocates were called to the Bar and they
could exercise the.functions of legal advisers,helping in the
contracts,etc.But their role as solicitors was practically limi¬
ted to the legal advice.
In order to "be called to the "bar it was necessary to obtain
a L.L.B. degree,then to work as advocate substitute in the offi¬
ce of an advocate under the supervision of the advocates's Cham¬
ber and after five years to pass a rather difficult examination.
So qualified candidate had to be inscribed on the list of barri-
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sters at a given Court of Appeal.
After 1918 the women were accepted on equal footing with
men to the profession ofadvocates .They had to fight against the
popular disbeljgf in female lawyers. Slowly they were making pro¬
gress. In 1931 there were almost 100 women advocates for circa
5000 of total number.But it is necessary to remember that prac- |
! '
tically women could he called to the "bar only from 1928 as at j! j
r * I
this date the first pioneers were able to qualify/four years of I j
university studies and five years of preactice/ with very few ' '
i I
exceptions of women,who got their degrees in foreign universi- j ]
ties in pre-war time.The number of women advocates tended to in- [
t '
crease quickly in last years. I j
Z/ I •
•uie career in Courts was also open to the women. There was J
no obstacle to a woman to become a judge or public prosecutor. , „
But in practice, the society, was not yet sufficiently accusto- j j
j
med to this idea and there were only a few women-judges ,princi- .}
pally in juvenile courts, although some of them were judging even j
civil law cases.
Medical profession,
generally speaking,in the class of medical professions and
hygiene the number of women was larger than that of men,their
percentage amounting to 55%.The nursing influenced decisively
this percentage.
There are three groups to be discussed separately : I/fJhysi-
cians and surgeons,2/nursing and midwifery,3/dispensing chemists
i
1/ One would bear in mind that in Poland the courts were orga¬
nised on usual continental lines,courts of all instances being
composed from professional judges.
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i '
i i
and laboratories of medical analyses. j
1.Physicians and surgeons,general practitioners etc. ' f
In 1931 there were circa 8000 medical practitioners, of whom
nearly two and half, thousands were women. This number gives a ve- ,•
I
ry considerable percentage of women attaining 29%. j ■
Thus,nearly one third of the medical practitioners belonged j '
1 '
to female sex. This strong percentage can be explained by twofold J'
influences.First of all women in medical professions were esta-
i/ .
"blisked from pre-war time and have proved to the puolic their
x I
skill.Cpnsiderable part taken by them in social activities among
2
poorer classes,often of unoficial character,helped them to gain '
confidence too. Secondly,the Polish women were showing a peeferen-j
ce for women-doctors,particularly in cases of female ailments,
I




This branch of the medical profession was almost exclusively
in the hands of women with few exceptions of male nurses/specia¬
lly in mental hospitals for men. During the inter-war period a es
considerable effort was done to assure the proper training and
professional level of nueses.A State school for nurses was esta¬
blished, the pupils with leaving certificate,having to undergo '
two years training.There were in 1931 some twenty thousands wo¬
men working in hospitals,etc and more over several thousands wor
king independentI7/.
I/E.g. At 13 International Congress on health and Demography/
Brussels 1903/ a Polish doctor Mme Joteyko laid stress on the 115
need for a medical examination prior to the choice of an employ¬
ment,being thus a pioneer in this field.
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3.Dispensing chemists and laboratories for medical analyses.
i
This occupation accessible to women after 1918 became very '
popular gaining in popularity among women every year. In 1931
there were almost 50$ women /some three thousands / in the to¬
tal number in this professions.Almost 20$ of owners of labora-
w
tories and dispensing chamists's shops were women too. I
i
^Teaching. |!
'fhe standards of qualification for teaching in schools we- f
re set up by the State regulations. There were ncfrestrictions of j
a sex character. The teaching profession was chiefly of a public }
character as the private schools were not numerous.This can be r
r
illustrated by the fact that only 3$ of children were in priva¬
te primary schools. In the secondary education the private school^
for girls were more numerous^hlmost 60$ ofpupils attended pri- j
vate schools,the corresponding percentage for boys being less
than 25$.So,the percentage of women-teachers,working in the pri¬
vate schools was proportionately higher, than that of men.Usually
«
the women did not teach in boys' secondary schools,while in the
girls schools the women teachers were prefaced.As a rule there
was a headmistress in a girls ' schools.
Ahe private tutors, shown by statistics as independent were
not numerous, their number amounting to some 8 thousands.
5"Literature and journalism.
■""here were no restrictions in respect to the women in these
occupations.The percentage of women in statistical heading "
press-publishers" shows that there were about 25$ women in total
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1/
number of occupied. This percentage was the same for independent.
§ 6.Civil Service and other branches of Public Administration
and salaried workers /teachers included./.
xhe abolition of any sex disqualification at the recovery of
independence has affecled also the conditions in Polish Civil Ser
vice and all branches of Public Administration,Local Authori¬
ties inclusive.
In order to have a prupgE correct perspective of the pro¬
blem it is necessary to emphasise that there were several sepa-
s fo-tw
rate branches and State enterprises, each having their own char-ae
tar.For instance,the Polish Post,telegraph and Telephone Compa¬
ny, or Polish State Railways were separate State enterprises with'
their own Statutes their own scales of salaries system of gra¬
des, entrance qualifications,promotion systems etc.
the teachers working in the State schools and forming more
than four fifths of the total number of teachers were under the
Board Qf Education. They had too their own service regulation and
scales of salaries.But almost all these branches were organised r
on the same basis. So,the scales of salari es,may have different
names and different graduation,but as a whole they were fitting
to the general scale of salaries for Civil Service. Certain re¬
gulations could be excludifie for a given branch or State enter¬
prise as for Instance the conventional fines for railway offi¬
cial,but the principles of them as admission to the service,Sis-•
ciplinary measures,pensions,were practically the same.Therefore,
the discussion of the Civil Service conditions is valid in 90/
for all branches of Public Administration.
1/See the data about women-students.
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I '
Each Department recruited the candidates for itself. There /•
were three classes of civil servants,corresponding to the Bri- '
tish clerical, executive andacjministrative class and three edu - ;I
cational standards set for each class. The possession of an uni- ' '
i
■
versity degree was essential for the administrative class.
i11
After a paid probation period ffx 1-2 years the candidate had j-
to pass an examination and if successful was able to "become an !
established civil servant. A part of the personnel were on the !.■<




There were no sex restrictions in admission to any "branches J
. !
r
or postsi, with the exception of the Army and Police Corps. In ' /
this latter there were special detachments of female police.
A woman -candidate was accepted on probation and then if
she passed successfully the examinations prescribed for a given
class she was given the same grade as a man candidate and the
same salary.But difficulties arose in the following course of the. .
career. Men v/ere occupying practically all higher posts and as
t • I
superiors v/ere not inclined to favour v/omen. ThereforS woman .I !
were promoted more slowly than men and only a few of them attai- •
ned higher posts. '
There v/as no principle of segregation: for instance,the
2/
chief establishment officer in the Ministry of Justice v/as a
m
woman. In the coeducational schools/chiefly State primary schools/,
the head could "be a woman with a mixed staff of male and female
i
I/In 1931 they numbered six hundred plus some 5oo police clerks. .
2/?or the civil servants only. :
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teachers.In the Court office the chief clerk was often a woman
supervising the mixed staff. Some kind of ?/ork was thought to he •/
particularly fitting for women while other jobs were thought un- ,
suitable.For instance the typists were almost exclusively women,
the station-masters were chiefly men,hut there were also a feq
women-s"teytionmasters. " j
Thus, it can he briefly said that the wanen had full equal i
footing in theory wfcth men in the Public Administration,but in
practice they filled mostly Slower and less paid posts. j
1/
According to the heading "Public Service" there were 49.,
thousand women against 245 thousand men.The data for separate -
classes together with the State Railways and Post Office /inclu-r
ded in Transport and Communications/ are in the table 43.
liable 43. /
Women in Public Administration /I93I census/.





Civil service 8.1 21.8 /25/
Local Authorities 7.1 14.3 /I8.0/
3/
Courts and judicial administration 2.6 16,0/18.0/
• i
Post Office 9.0 29.0 /62.o/
Railways 5.4 3.0 /8.5/
l/T>'is position concerns the nuns.
2/The percentage figures in brackets give the percentage of wo¬
men in the total number of the salaried v/orkers in a given Kis,
class.
3/.Mostly office personnel as secretaries,clerks,typists.
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The percentage figures in "brackets give the percentage of
women in the total number of the salaried workers in a given y.
t
class.Generally the women were mostly in the salaried personnel I'
class.This is particularly well illustrated by the example of
the,Post Office where women almost exclusively worked in the of-.
f
fices. Incidentally the Post Office had also the largest percen- ' !;
In respect to ^teachers women were in a clear majority.In
I937/1938 there were 41,239 female teachers in the State primary i
schools out of some 77 thousand i. e. 54% of the tdal. j
The conditions of work of the women employed in the Public :
Admnini strati on and the character of the employment corresponded'
vate enterprises. Because of this affinity it seems advisable to'
discuss now this section of working women.
retiring pensions.Thus,the data of the Social Insurance Institu- j
te can illustrate the problem with a very high degree of accura¬
cy.
The table 44 contains data about monthly earnings and age \
*
I
composition of the s&aried workers.
The age composition shows usual predominance of younger
groups of age in female labour with corresponding sharper drop
in older groups.
I/.An explanation of this term is to be found in the chapter
about legal position.
labour in its office staff,
. I
The bulk of salaried workers were compulsorily insured for
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The average monthly earnings of females were as a rule lo¬
wer than those of men. The difference w$§ rising with the groups •
r
of age. It is interesting to note that the maximum average ear -
nings were those of 5o-54 age group for men and 40-44 for women.
The second part of the table is dealing with the division
of all salaried workers into classes of earnings.While comparing*
the percentages of corresponding classes of males and females
i
it is possible to notfece,tbht more than the half of women were
in the lowest two of six classes. There were only one third of
men in these classes. The third class /mediuny' was almost balan¬
ced. The discrepancy between male and feftrale workers was more ;
and more marked with each higher class.The general situation is •
well characterised by the medians of earnings of males and fe -
males. These medians are as 225:152.
The next table concerns the average monthly earnings of
salaried workers in dependence of their education,both accor -
ding to the level of education and division of work.
There is usual general difference in disfavour of women.
The average earnings of women vary in dependence of their .educa--
tional standards.The fluctuations mostly correspond to those in
men's earnings,but there is always a gap between averages.Thus,
the education helped women to get better paid jobs,but in a
far smaller degree than men. The best illustration is perhaps
to be foung in comparing the average earnings of salaried wor¬
kers with primary education and those with university degerees.
The men£ s averages for the latter were more than twice as
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Table 44. •
Monthly earnings of salaried workers insured for retiring pen¬
sions in Poland in the Social Insurance Institute./I934/. r
A. Average earnings "by age grouos.
Age group s Male s
% of the to- average ears,
tal number of nings in si.
insured males
Females
% of the to- average
tal number ofearnings
ins. females in zl. C-
151- 19 1.6 80®4 5.3 75.3
l
20-24 10.5 . 133.2 25.2 116. 4





30 - 34 18.9 295.8 18.4 210.0 7
35 - 39 15.1 . 332.6 II. 5 235.1 ie
40 -44 II. 3 372.6 6.3 252.4 tv
45 - 49 8.6 383.7 4.2 245.6 -
50 - 54 6.1 390.7 2.3 246.0
I
55 - 59 4.2 383.0 1.4 240.1 r
i
60 - 64 2.2 " 368.9 0.6 - 231.8
65&over 0.3 264.5 0.1 211. 2
1 4.
B.Percentage of s&3Laried workers whose monthly earnings
i
amounted to:
under 120 - ISO — 560 —
I2o ISO 360 480














Aged 24&less 54.4 28.9 15.6 0.7 0.3 0.1 112 ["■
. i
" 25 - 39 16.8 20.2 40.2 10.5 8.9 3.4 225
t 4
i "
" 40 &overI2.9 10.5 30.8 13.6 18.6 13.6 333 I
i
Females 36.1 26.0 31.2 4.3 2.0 0.4 152
\
Aged 24&less 63.3 25.5 10.9 0.2 0.1 0.0 97
1
P
" 25 - 39 26.7 27.7 38.6 4.9 1.9 0.2 170
#
" 4-0dover 19.3, 20.4 42.2 10.1 6.4 1.6 213
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To^le 45. '
Level of education 1930 1935
division of work males females males females
average monthly earnings in si.
Total 396 251 ■ • 344 214 ■
According to level of education
Primary 294 • ' 202 250 173
General secondary unfin. 525 *' 234" 274 205
" " -completed. .. 405 254 515 217
Vocational,lower level..358 231 310 229
"
; secondary level. 579.. 233 r '■ 513 197
6f which.r comercia.372 211 • ,334 •. ■ 182
technical.440 . 216 352 •. 179
According to divisions of work
Agriculture 521 264 276 181
Industry 466 ' 270 . 440 ■ 245
Commodity trade. 560 213 526 186
Banking etc 436 * 270 408 .258
Communication & transp..347 258 281 224
Health service 416 250 375 . 217
Schooling & education...352- 265. 268 216
1/
State and locol-govt.
aornistrati on 321 255 258 188
1/ Excluding permanent employees
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that
high as/for the primary education/580 and 250 correspondingly/. 1
For women difference was far less marked amounting to some 5o%<,
r
/284 and 173/. Incidentally in the primary education group the ',
i
average female earnings amounted to 61% of the male's while in
the highest group they were only up to 50%.
These data confirm the everyday observation about women oc— j j
'
i |
cupying lower and less paid posts. 'i
§ 7. The educational problem.
Poland had to build up her educational system from the mo- J
•t
dest heritage left by the occupying PowB33j8hich did not show any h
particular care for the education of the Polish nation.Under the
Russian regime the administration took even the strong counter-
i
measures against the educational efforts of the society,illite- '
racy seeming to be the best shield for the Tzarist regie®. Secon¬
dary and higher education were also discouraged under the Rus -
• ,
si an „and German regimes.
After the recovery of independence ,compulsory primary f
education was introduced /up to age of 14/ for both sexes.
The primary schools were free and coeducational,the State provi-':
j!
ding teachers,the Local Authorities -the school buildings. j
Secondary schools were owned by the State, the Local Autho- ''
rities or were private. Few of them were coeducational.Just a
few 7/ears before the outbreak of the present war an essential
reform of the secondary education took place.Secondary schools
were divided into two parts: 1/ the secondary school ending for
a
pupil' of 16 with lower leaving certificate giving practically
all privileges of the former certificates without entrance to
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the universities; 2/ the lyceum with two years course with the
±hs Higher leaving certificate which authorised entrance to Univ
1/
versity studies in a given department or group of departments.
• t
The general idea was to foster the vocational and jpeciali-
sed education as many secondary schools,lyceums inclusive,were
adapted to it.
There were no differences in the standard^ and curriculums
I
"between the private and State schools as these former were un - | ,
!
der the supervision of the Board of Education. The same equality I;
of standards existed in the schools for "boys and girls.But as
J
the coeducational schools were not numerous,the education of j
f '1
girls was "bound %.o "be affected "by the number of schools set up !
. «
for girls as well as "by their types and character. This was par¬
ticularly important in respect to the vocational schools. The im¬
portance of this question is illustrated "by the table 46.
Table 46.
The percentage Of girls in the secondary education of Poland !
/X937 - 1938/.
I.Percentage of girls in different types of schools.
% of girls in the total State owned Self-Govern- Private All
number of pupils: schools ment schools schools
A. In general secondary
schools 32.0 46.0 63.0 43.5
B. In lyceums .28.2 42.0 55.5 596
C. In vocational schools
/trade/
35.0 55.-0 53.0 47.5
I/If not all subjects demanded by a given University department
were included in the leaving certificate a candidate was bound
to pass an additional examination.
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II.Percentage of "boys and girls in particular departments of
vocational schools.
Boys Girls
1. Agriculture 2.8 0.5
2. Industry and handicraft 49.0 41.3
3.Commerce and administration 36.8 45.5
4. Transport and communications 10.1 0.2
5.Land surveying,melioration I.I 0.0
6.Housewifery,personal service 0.2 9.8
7.Health service - 2.7
100.0 100.0
The State provided smaller facilities for the girls in the .
general secondary education thatf for the "boys,"but the need for
such an education was felt strongly "by the society, as it was
willing to provide for the girld far more expensive private
secondary schools. Incidentally, the sfete secondary schools had
the "best reputation as concerns the educational standard. The
"boarding schools were very few and practically without great im¬
portance in the educational system.
In respect to the vocational schools the position of girls i
was slightly "better.Moreover,the Local Authorities stepped in
to a greater extent. As a whole,the number of girls-pupils in
vocational schools was almost equal to that of "boys.
The distribution of pupils among the particular departments
of vocational schools shows rather typical differences. The ha:
"bulk of pupils of "both sexes was concentrated in industrial and
commercial schools,"boys showing preponderance in industry, girls
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■i
in commerce,while the number of girls in the transport section
was almost negligible,the same "being true for "boys in personal 1
service,domestic science and health service sections.
Higher education i.e. University training problem is illus¬
trated by the table 47. ,
This table gives the number of female students* its di.stri- jj
Table 47.
Women - University students in 1935 - 1938 in Poland.
I. Total number of students. .*
A. Pull time students: 1935/1936 1936/1937 1937/38
Men 33 961 34 490 33 527
Women 12 470 12 925 13 296 .
% of women in the total 26.9 27.2 28.2 ,
B. Newcomers:
Men • 9 673 10 268 10 I2o
Women 3 627 4 218 4 504
% of women in the total 27.2 29.X 31.0
•?II. Number of women-students in -particular departments.
Men Women % of women :
Medicine 3 029 843 21.9
Dentistry 156 325 68.0
Pure science 2 252 2 192 49.5
Agriculture I 835 623 25.6
Engineering,architecture,che- 5 165 403 7.4
mistry,mining
Philosophy /Faculty of Arts/ 5 102 6 109 55.0
Humanistic dep./Faculty of Arts/ 859 3 977 58.0
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bution among various departments together with the data for ij
men for the sahe of comparison. j
'!
The first point to notice concerns the total number of fe- !j
i ■
male students: it was smaller than that of male students,hut
the percentage $4 women was quite considerable. Moreover,it sho-n,
«
. 'i1
wed a tendency to increase* Incidentally, the number of male ;j
students was i>n the decrease during the last few years before :)
the war'while it was quite the reverse case for women. "j
j
The percentage distribution of women-students among the
4
deparrbments reflects to a large, extent the occupational distri- "j
■ v
bution. The faculties training future teachers /pure science,
arts/ show a majority of women,the technical departments having 1,1
:'' !
a smallest percentage of women.
There are still two interesting, phenomena . First is the
preponderance of women in dentistry.lt seems justified to state
»
that women were most successful in their invasion in respect
to this department."ripy had a lasting majority of more tharm
two thirds. The second - is the|.ncrease of women studying archi¬
tecture. In I937/CI938 for the total number of 126 newcomers 39
were women i.e. 31 % which seems an unusually high percentage
for a technical department. j
!
As a whole it seems justified to state tk&t women were not !
particularly handicapped in Poland's educational system.
• Chapter xi • The legal position of working women
The recovery of independence made possible for the Polish ]'
society to carry out the legal reforms which were thought to ;
)
fit the general social opinions. j
'!
Some of the first reforms as it was mentioned before con - ;
cerned the legal status of Polish women.First the temporary con-J
stitutional »p»visions of I9I9,then the Polish Constitution of i
i
1921 accepted the principle of rights of women fully equal to
1/ ' li
those of men.








In 1921 practically most of discriminating provisions in
respect of women in pgjnrx&g civil law were abolished, any more
important discriminations in the laws of occupying Powers have
disappeared.
Thus,in laws of marriage and divorce as well as in those
*
concerning property relations the women were put on equal footing
with men. There were a few exceptions left>because the five sys-t 1
terns of civil laws of occupying States were to be welded iiuto a
new one* a tremendous work to be undertaken by a ppecial body,
so-called Codification Committee.
1/ Art.12 stated,that the voting rights has any Polish citizen
without regard to sex*ater coming to the age of 21.
Art.96 provided that all citizens are equal before the law.
The second Constitution of 1935 has stated shortly:"The Fo -
lish State is the common wealth of all its citizens",repeating
in art.33 that the voting rights have citizens irrespective of
sex.
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I
jhere \vere no differences "between the single women and men 3j
in respect to married women ,they had fall rights to dispose of j
their property if acquired or earned "by them after the marriage.»j
The property owned "by them in the moment of concluding marria¬
ge had to "be under the management of a husband who had usufrufct
of it,if otherwise not stated.But the wife had rights to con¬
clude pre-marriage contract depriving the husband of any privi¬
leges and influence in respect to her property. The alimony and
inheritance laws accepted as a rule the egression of a spouse, .
without discerning between husband and wife.
'xlhus it may be said,that generally women had full equality
in respect to political and civil rights.
f
As it concerns their rights to work and their legal position ,
while in work women enjoyed the same rights as men with some ad- ;
ditional provisions /mostly so-called protective legislation/ ;
in their favour. -
1
In order to make easier the description of women's legal po- »
x
)
sition in their economic activities one can carry out the follo-
i
i
wing division : I/professions,2/public services,3/salaried wor- j
kers,4/manual workers.
I/.Professions.
Very little can be said on this point as there were discri¬
minatory regulations in any profession against women.-begally all
professions were open to them after 1918.
2/.Public Services.
Little can be added about the legal regulations concerning
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,
the recruitment,promotions and salaried of the Civii Service.52m1
There were nojlegal discriminations against women-civil servants. '
The Act of 17 Febr. 1922 dealing with the Civil Service placed no ;
!''
restriction on the admission and promotion of women.Admission 1
of women to judicial appointment /which is strictly speaking ij
i t
outside the Civil Service sphere /was explicitly established by J
; i




Conditions of admission and promotions were also the same
for both sexes in the administration of the public enterprises,
as State Railways,Post Office,State monppolies,State banks etc. '
' !
Ahere was no segregation principle and there was o$ly one i
*.
scale of salaries with no sex distinctions.The Official Sala-
ries Act of Dec. 28,1933 confirmed this principle fixing the sa- ••
laries with reference to grades only. |
♦ >
r
The married women were permitted to work in public services. |
In December 1935 the Government prepared a decree concerning |
unemployment with a view mpre especially to the dismissal of ma-
i
rried women-officials.The Women 's Associations lodged protests !;
I !
with the Government against the proposed restrictions on the j-
rights of married woman and the decree was not promulgated. j;
The Civil Service Pension Act of 1923 makes no distinction bet- •
ween the sexes as regards the right to individual pensions.
The Act of 17 Febr.1922 provided that leave taken owirng to con¬
finement should be treated as legitimate leave of absence,no
person absent on such grounds should be penalised in respect eit)^
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of pay or of arw other right or privilege. The lengijj^of mater- !
j
mity leave was fixed as for other female workers /fixed "by the j
Act of 2 July 1921/ to six weeks "before and six weeks after the j
confinement. The woman on such a leave was drawing a full salary. '
3/. Salaried workers.
It is one of the peculiarities of Poland's legal system
that t^ere was introduced "by order a kind of obligatory labpur
contract. The conditions of such a contract were laid down sepa¬
rately in two Acts one for salaried workers i.e.the non-manual
> :
or brain workers,the second for manual workers.These Acts crea¬
ted a legal framework for all contracts and no one contract
could include any conditions less profitable for the employee.
Such conditions v/ere invalid. Such a legal enfi^fent of minimum |
Labour Contract was perhaps caused "fry the relatively weakness of
Trade Unions whose action was very restricted before 1918 and
* {
by the tendency to equalise the conditions of work. !
The "^ecree of the President of the Republic of March 28th, I
" " i
1928,relating to a contract for the employment of intellectual
J
workers,regulated the conditions of work of all non-manual wor- I
i
i
kers with rut any sex distinction.The period of notice y/as three ;
!
months to date from the first day of the following month.The sa-\
laries were to be on monthly rates,paid in cash.After one year
of work the non-manual worker was entitled to one month leave
with pay. No notice could be given during holidays v/ith pay or a •
period of illness /not exceeding three months/.
All paid manual workers were insured under the Insurance for
"V
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Intellectual Workers Scheme.Parent was made over a period of
6-9 months and amounted to 25-35% of the s&lary with a family jj
1
t
allowance of 10% for each dependent member of family. The contri-j,
bution was 2% of salaEy,40-60$ of tJjjLs contribution paid "by the j' \
employer. J | j
There were no sex distinctions,"both in benefit and in con¬
tributions. The insurance for retiring pensions in The Social
Insurance Institute was based on similar principles*the top be¬
nefit being 720 zl. per month/circa L 7 per week/.
The sickness and Maternity Insurance s4teme was common for
both non-manual and manual workers with percentage principle
and without sex distinction.Maternity insurance benefit consis¬
ted in free medical assistance,pre-natal clinic and maternity (
I
t
hospital inclusive. The female worker was getting during the !
confinemait leave eight weeks' salary..
Manual workers.
The Decree of President of the Republic of March 28th,1928
relating to a contract for the employment of manual workers,dlso
did not contain any sex discrimination.
The perig! of notice was two weeks from the following pay
day. The holidays with pay had to last 8 days after one year,15





The eight-hour standard was applicable in Poland to all . i
V |workers with the exception of agricultural workers. Special regu-.* I
lations for over-time were issued by. the Factory-Inspectorate.
I/Hours of work of agricultural workers were established on the
basis of agreements between their trade unions and employers' ■
organisation in dependence of the local conditions and under
the arbitration of Labour Inspectors.
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'^-here was a "break of at least of one hour in every six hours of j
work, the work on Suhdays "being in principle forbidden. These ge¬
neral rules applied to wolffian too. !
Maternity -protection#. !'•
!i
Moreover there was maternity protection mentioned under the hea- i
ding of non-manual workers.Expectant mothers, especially after j
six months of pregnancy,were taken off certain kinds of work,for
.instance looking after machines in spinning etc. All factories
and workshops employing 100 or more women had to possess a creche
for infants and give all nursing mothers two' half-hourly breaks
in the working day to feed their children.These breaks were coun- |
ted .as part of the working day. Instead of creches there were Wei- ;
hfare Centres for mothers and children inmany pil&ces .There,each
T
mother received a complete layette before the birth of her child.
The children were under constant care of the Centre's nurses.All 1
the facilities were supplied free of charge.
Social Insurances.
Health insurance,unemployneit insurance were on similar bases
as for non-manual workers i.e« on pernentage basis and without
sex distinction.Under legislation in force,the State General
Compulsory Accident Insurance Scheme ensured and accident peri-e
sion to manual sas well as non manual workers, incapacitated by
industrial accident,the pension amounting up to 66$ of the ave - ,
rage earnings. In fatal cases dependents were entitled to pensions
usually some 3o$ of the earnings of the bread winner.Contribu -
tions were solely borne by employer. :
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11
Special protective legislation for women. ,",
'
■ i
Besides the provisions concerning the protection of maternity . ,j
' i i
there were several other provisions,aiming to assure to the wor-: .
1 !
i '
king women additional protection. •* '•• • •
'
' /
Working hours for women: The night rest period for women must I|'1
', !
amount to not less than II consecutive hours and enclose a pea?i<3, ■ '
j.l •
riod between 8 pm. and 6 am, or Between 10 pm. and 8 pm. i
I
Y/orh forbidden for women. There is a complete Ban on under - ■' "i
ground work,the carrying of heavy weights and working as dockers
j
at port.Women are forbidden to work wbe?e they would come in con!
tact with poisonous chemicals such as white lead,mercury,arsenic
% i
etc.The list of occupations which are not allowed to women is ;
i
very extensive.
Supervision and enforcement. To safeguard the interests of women
and young workers, special Labour Inspection was created.'xhe Gene
ral Inspectorate 6f Labour employed a woman inspector,who was
the Director of this section of the Ministry of Labour/within
the |eng?al Inspectorate/,entrusted with this wofk.Local women
inspectors were actively engaged in dealing with all matters '
concenringii women and young workers in their district and were
especially responsible for supervising the enforcement of legis¬
lation regarding maternity pDotection and the emp^dynent of chil¬
dren and young persons.
"I
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Chapter )^~jj . Summary and conclusions.
I
Owing to the recovery of independence in 1918 the Polish so- ;
I
ciety was able at least to carry out the legal reforms implying ! 1
j j
its real opinions and social tendencies. The full emancipation j.j <•
t ;
of women in every respect was one of the first steps taken "by 1 ]
i1
Poland. ' * !
In theory there were no differemces between women and men Y-,
k
after reforms of the I9I8-I92I period.But the equalisation in le- ' i
gal rights is a first step only in the emancipation of .women. (
The social fabric remaining the same i.e. based on the family i ' j
unit,the economic structure undergoing only slow and painful I .
transformations,the women's chances were not particularly promi- -
l
sing. In order tx> grasp the proper meaning of undergoing changes ;
and the insults achieved it is necessary to bear in mind two es-
sential factors: Pirst - the formation of a new State appara -
tus together with the economic reconstruction and ■unification, 'i
; i
the second - the part played in Poland's social and economic ±x- •
Structure by small agricultural holders,usually the most conser-; ;
vative section of the society.These two factors were to a large ■ i
extent influencing the problem in somewhat contrary ways. i j
The mere fact of organising a new public administration im- i
' I
plied the recruitment of large numbers of employees who never De-• j
fore were in such jobs.This circumstance favoured greatly the in-"]
flux of women. Similarly many new branches of economic activity
were only starting without traditional obstacles of an adapted
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division into female and male jobs etc.
The social insurances schemes were to "be introduced under
already accepted principle of sex equality.
Thus,generally this first factor helped the women'Sjfemanci-
pation.
It was counteracted initially "by the fact that relatively
few women were sufficiently prepared to profit from the newly
created possibilities to work.For instance;the influx of v/omen
into different "branches of public administration was conside¬
rable,"but very few of them were qualified to any but auxiliary
clerical work.
plus, at the very beginning the women occupied the lowest
clerical posts and in this way helped to reinforce general uruai-
lligness of male superiors to appoint women to the higher exe¬
cutive posts.
xhe second factor - the strenpi of small agricultural hol¬
ders was bound to influence the society at least by the numeri¬
cal importance.The society'fey can not be unaffected as a whole
by the way of living and social fabric of a group forming about
half of its total number.
Thus,it seems advisable to look more closely into the so¬
cial structure of this section of the society.
Incidentally women gainfully occupied in agriculture amoun¬
ted to 4I5^of the total number and only 1% of them were hired
labourers.




is to "be assumed as a t7/pical form "both of production and social' •
life. The family as a social unit was therefore "bached "by economi
form of activity,The owner of a holding was usually a man, a fa- >
ther of a family. The relatively small size of an average holding !
i'
did not allow to develop a family into a social unit "beyond fa- | '
! '
ther,mother and their children. Occasionally, some single grow-up '■
r ! I
"brothers or sisters were working on the same holding, some soli- k
i
,
tary old relatives spending their last years on a kind of custo- .< ■,
v '
mary old age pension,not foreseen in^oiy social insurance insti¬
tute.But as a rule no more than one couple was to stay on one
holding. Naturally in many cases the holdings were divided among
the children.Usually tie testator tried at least to leave the "bull
of his property to one of the sons,who had to pay off first of
I n
all "brothers then sisters. J;
xhe legal reform of a hundred years earlier introduced the !
equal hereditary rights for all children and "both sexes . Neverth l
i
theless Polish peasants with a stubborness usual to the pea- ( !
bay
saht race .-consisted in keeping economic sense against legal and j
social conditions of life.This stoong tendency to keep a holding j
( •
as an economically going concern,sufficient to keep a family,re¬




^he rule of one holding for a couple caused also the divi- j
sion of labour between man and woman.An agricultural housewife " j
not only was a housewife in the strict meaning of this word,but j'
i




occupations that some malicious tongues could call her a princi-' .
pal worker with some help in heavy work from the part of the
male.But her heavy work was to he repaid hy economic independent.
4
ce,hy feeling that she was increasing the wealth of the family. •
the particular esteem showed hy Slav communities towards mother- j
hood,combined with the economic importance of an agricultural i
.. i
housewife resulted in an assignment to a man and a woman diffe- c '
i
rent economic functions, their social standing having diffeifcent
f 1
meaning,hut on average of equal importance. j
1
But it is necessyry to remember that the real agricultural
structure of Poland was under constant pressure hy the increase I
of population.The inter-war period witnessed the closing of one j
of the oldest and most- efficient safety waives -the migration.
The|vearly increase of some 300.000 thousands of agricultural po-. ■ !
I
pulation tended to make the problem of over-population more and
more acute.Neither the further dividing of existing holdings nor
the breaking -up of larger estates could find the solution. Thus !
the surplus of economically unnecessary population /in given i, '
conditions/ was to lead a very difficult life on dwj&f holdings, ! i
resulting from excessive division by heritage, or to leave the
villages for the xedixk towns.But the industralisation of Poland J
2/ !
did not keep pace with the surplus formed.Nevertheless there was \
__ | .
I/.These estates occupying as it was pointed only 15% of arable '
area,were physically insufficient for even a temporary putting
of the agricultural structure on a sound basis.
2/lt seems necessary to remind that during XIX century,a century
of industrial development of Europe Poland divided between three "
regimes of Prussia,Austria and Russia was kept by purpose in the
state of economic backwardness.After the recovery of independence 1
in 1918 Poland had to wage war in its defendence up to 1921 and j
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another important factor to "be mentioned.The 1914 -1918 war
caused great human losses not only "by direct war vaction,but also
"by large scale evacuations of human labour undertaking "by re¬
treating Russian armies.Many holdings owners perished leaving
their womenfolk. The period after 1918 witnessed therefore a ra-
ther unusual phenomenon of numerous women - independent holding
owners. About half a million 6f such wornen- farmers in comparison ;
with the total number of some three millions of the holders has
an importance even of a general character. Such a woman-farmer
was in any way equal to a man.
'x'here was constant although insufficient shifting of popula- (
tion from the chantry to the towns.Both these circumstances in- t
! >
fluenced the economic pressure in the village and forced many
women to look for some work outside agriculture.Hence,the influx
of women into the small tra.de with agricultural products. On the
other hand the easiest way of emigration to the towns was by the
entrance into domestic service.This outlet was open only to the •
young girls,who often never returned to their native villages.
In both cases such women acquired ah independent economic status
outside the economic family unit.
As it concerns the gainfully occupied women from the non-
agricultutal population there were not such rather stiff limits
for their economic activity.
then by her own means to carry out the reconstruction ,war deva- „
stations being particularly heavy.
The possibility of improving her economic structure has appeared
only after 1925,interrupted in 1930 by the economic crisis,parti.
cularly prolonged for an agricultural country.The rfforts of in-
dustralisation were hampered mpreover by ?.ack of capital equip¬




xhe family - holding economic unit was naturally non existen'
in non-agricultural population.The legal equality abolished for¬
mal obstacles.But there were several other factors,both social
and economic^hampering women. The forms of production in industry ' ■
were not particularly favourable. The larger and medium scale in- 1
dustrial enterprises were organised in the usual way and their
!
forms did not constitute any particular obstacle. On the othe hanc1'
the laclt of strict Trade Unions regulations about the division
of' work,relatively little developed apprenticeship with other j '
types of enterprises.The handicraft was still strong and there
were strong remnants of the guild system. The members of guilds |
were rather conservative and unwilling to admit women as full ^ "
right artisans.lt is true that they had not the legal right of j'
discrimination but they had were able to do so as a matter of . '
1/ !
fact. The rigid apprenticeship system helped them greatly. The in-
*
te^war period witnessed the swift decline of these organisations
in importance owing to the rather small factories or workrooms ,'i
in opposition to the typical handicraft -unit.The social legisla- j '
1.
tion changed the old guild organisation into more modern Handi¬
craft-Chambers a far looser form,more resembling an average Co- i'
mmercia.1 Chamber. Further the social legislation did it best to •
I
abolish the former system of apprenticeship by defending the in¬
terests of apprentices.Various social charges and restrictions |j
I
caused that the institution of apprentices lost its former profi-
i
1 ,
tableness to the artisans.These latter living in a-free economy
t/ Incidental^, even in the past the guilds admitted women but j
rather exceptionally as widows or orphan daughters of their mem¬
bers, who left only female succesors.
under the competition of modern industrial enterprises were not .
able to afford any educational grants and tended to reduce the
number of apprentices.This was a goal of social polic?/ and which
made also easier the infiltration of this section of the labour !
>*
market by wornen.Nevertheless the women were handicapped by the | J
lack of mechanical appliances and division of labour in such ij
11
old-fashioned units of production. 1
i I
I
xhe small enterprises wSre more favourable lacking the con- , .
JL
servative rigidness of handicraft and iooking for the cheapest
labour.But together with the comparatively poor technical equip¬
ment many of them had still another hampering feature. Such small
enterprises often were using either the home work or the family
help. How, the position of family help ?;as as a rule a very loo¬
sely defined economic position. Often she had to give a hand in •
the intervals from her housevafery job.Mostly she had no wages^
her work being unoficial.Her situation in such cases resembled
I
very much to that of the wife of a small agricultural owner.On
the other hand the small enterprises not needing large capital
and technical experience offered to energetic women many oppor¬
tunities for an independent career.
That they profited from such occasions was easy to perceive
from the statistical data.
In commerce the situation resembled that of small industrial
enterprises. The chief obstacle was lack of capital, insufficinnt
former experience and distrusjfuli attitude of male traders in
larger scale business.
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$h® difficulties of the lack of experience and unwilling
attitude from the part of men occupying key positions were ham¬
pering considerably women in Public Administration and in .the
professions.Although theoretically enjoying the equal rights
v/ithprut sex discrimination in salaries and admissions,women were
paid less and filled lower posts as a matter of policy.
t
The unemployment which was a common phenomenon in the inter-
war period hampered also the influx of v/omen.
But on the other hand the forcibly unemployed male bread¬
winners often caused the female members of family to go to work
when it was easier to find a job ih the female occupations.Cha¬
rring and washing, small retail trade done by v/omen helped to ca¬
rry/- on many unemployed or underemployed families of agricultural
or industrial workers.Among the salaried people numerous women
v/ere also family supporters.lt was possible because there was no
marriage bar. At- the same time th£.se,eircumstaiaces helped to make
working v/omen more popular in the society and made it impossible
to introduce the marriage bar even during the worst unemployment
period.
During' the inter-war period the v/omen have t®* made a consi¬
derable progress in respect of their economic position.They have
flowed in considerable numbers into any educational institutions
acquiring the necessary training for future work.V/hat v/as still
more important,by entering new professions,filling up new-posts,
slowly,labouriously they were making headway against the general
1/
distrust and disbelief in women's competence.
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i
■fr'rom. this summary together with the discussed data discussed .
the following conclusions may "be drawn :
I/Legally women"were equal to men.
2/lt is necessary to consider separately economic activities ' •
of Polish women in agriculture and other occupations.
3/ln agriculture the part played "by women was as important
1 !
as that of men. There was no possibility of attain^ strict equa- ''
lity with men in ag given agricultural and social structure,wo-
men having different social and economic status,not necessarily <'
lower from that of men.
4/In agriculture women enjoyed a considerable degree of eco- I
nomic independence owing to the widespread ownership of holdings.'
I
5/In other occupations women's part was considerable. j:
I/Such an attitude of the society is easier to understand when
one tahes into account that before 1914 Poles had to live under
the influence of Russian and German conceptions of women's sphe¬
re. So, they had no occasion to see any practical application of
these political and social principles in the economic field,ex¬
cept in the underground movemeents or at least in semi-legal
agricultural conservative division of labour.Thus,only after 1918
women were able to begin a more effective race for equal chances.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Part III. Comparison and final conclusions.
ChapterJQiiGeneral introductory remarks.
§ 1 Arrangement of the comparison.
After describing the economic position of women in Great
Britain and Poland respectively it is necessary to carry out the
comparison and to draw the conclusions from the apparent diffe¬
rences and analogies.
As in every comparison of a set of economic phenomenons ne¬
cessarily "based upon different social frameworks this one must "be
carried out with great care in order to avoid misunderstandings,
"because of the different "background.At the same time it is worth
while to make an effort to discount those differences which are
perhaps only of superficial importance,the real meaning of thiggs
"being the same.
How such a comparison is to "be made?
First of all some essential differences in the social and
economic framework of the two countries are involved as for in¬
stance ,the agricultural character of Poland.
^en the general population data of "both countries must "be
"brought forward and compared in order to observe if there are any
essential differences in numbers or general composition.
It can be safely assumed that in the more detailed analysis
the non-agricultural occupations would have to be treated separa¬
tely from agriculture.So,the further step is to compare the posi¬
tion of working women in these two groups of occupation separa-,
tely.
~$efore discussing the typical problems arising from the incur
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si on of independent women into the modem economic fabric the
legal framework has to be compared. Its knowledge will help to
assess the chances of career and general position of women in
the society.
+hen the aforementioned problems will have to be discussed j
and on such a basis final conclusions will be drawn. i
In short,the following arrangement of the comparison is
adopted :
1.General differences of social and economic framework.
2. Comparison of general data.
3. Comparative analysis of non-agricultural occupation.
4.Agriculture.
5. Legal framework.
6. Foremost problems of female labour.
7. Final conclusions. .
§ < Principal differences of social and economic framework.
The elucidation of differences of social and economic fra¬
mework of two countries is a subject in itself.It involves wast
documentation both of an historical and statistical kind and
could easily outgrow the subject of the thesis.It is therefore
necessary to limit oneself to the enumeration of the most impor¬
tant differences from the point of viev/ of the female labour
only. Naturally, such an enumeration cannot be full,being rather
of an exemplary than an exhaustive character.
Some most important differences are quite obvious to every¬
one, some were mentioned before in previous parts.
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Putting apart a spectacular difference of political importance -
and place innthe world politics the foremost social difference ,
is perhaps the general way of growth of particular social and 1
political institutions and way of life during some hundred yearsi.!
1 I
In Britain there was a display of political and social forces. j I
t
t
which caused a slow hut steady tranformation of the social and ■ jj
political structure.Y/omen were moving forward gradually,having
i
I
possibility to preach their ideas openly, to convince public opi-■<
nion /even in some rather unusual ways/ owing to the wonderful
democratic spirit,permuting the British society in all its stra¬
ta, notwithstanding the conservative attitude of some sections. '
Nov/,Polish society,divided between three occupant Pov/ers,
coui&d not find the free expression of its opinions nor put them
i
into practice. "x. j.
^These opinions,the tendencies of reforms were accumulating '
in underground movements,witbput the proper criterion of an open1
discussion,having moreover little chance,if any to undergo prac¬




that of a sudden uprise and expansion,while many beliefs, cheri- !|
shed by citizens,were to be confronted v/ith the severe test of
I'
practice.
Thup, there v/as bound to be ,at the begining of the inter-v/ar -
i'
period,a very considerable discrepancy between the economic and
legal framework,built up under the rule of Occupying Powers du¬
ring more than hundred "years.This discrepancy could not exist
in Britain,as any social opinions of sufficient strength have
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)
found their way to' the practical application,to some, extent at
least. . 1
In the economic structure the most important difference is |
that "between an industrial and agricultural country.But such a !
"i ■
general statement must have further qualifications in order to ■' j>
acquire proper meaning.Britain feats passEfe an old and leading i
industrial and trading country. She has passed a long way of in- !
dustrial development,her labour forces having fought successfu-
, I ;
lly both in the policital and the economic field.This involves j
particular occupational structure adjusted to that of manufactu-'
' i'
ring industries and trade with the background of well ogganised jl
labour.
Poland was deprived of proper influence on her economic li- j
1 i
fe,distorted by the political partition of Polish territory amonj j.
three States,v/hich had aims of their own.Her structure as an
»
agricultural country was characterised chiefly by the prevailing
j, »
part played by small free holdings and the overpopulation.This j
Involved the tendency to look for some oullet /chiefly indus- , J
trial towns/ from the part of the surplus of the agricultural ,i
population. At the same time the fact that such a large propor-
I
I
tion was composed from small agricultural owners rendered the . 11
! f
agricultural structure rather difficult to change and involved 1
t
a considerable stiffness of economic and social conditions for j I'
this part of population /i.g. women also /. j -
§ 3 Comparison of general data. [ '*
1
'•'■'he first question, which occurs now, concerns the general
number of women in both countries, or rather their relative nunbei
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in respect to the men, and surplus left. • •
In 1931 for 100 males there were circa 109,1 females in -"ril ',
£ain, this proportion having tendency to "be stabilised at 108.0
at the end of the inter-war period. For Poland the same figure '
is 106.9.But ,while looking at respective figures for urban and '
rural areas they show a serious difference.In urban areas of ]





In Poland inhabitants-of rural areas ca^be safely ascribed j
in some 90-95% to the agricultural occupations,those of urban
i
areas being in non-agricultural, while in Britain the population J
i '
living from agriculture formed circa 10% of the total.It looks f i
\ . j
therefore as if the surplus of women tended to become more no- 1 -
!! t
ticeable among the hon-agricultural population.Incidentally, the ! jI j
coaaparativelv stronger surplus of women among Poland's urban i
: ; I
t
population /II2.8,that for Britain - 109.0/ can be explained to j
-! !
some extent bv larger migration of women to the towns.Moreover ! ' i
' l! !
this surplus was strongest for the groups of age 20-59,/same j j
119.5 for towns and 105.9 for rural areas/ and for women over , ,
i/ , ;
60. j ,
But broadly speaking, in both countries such a surplus of wo-1. '
t
existed,for Britain amounting to 1.9 million, for Poland to
• iI Million. 1 !
1/ Women of 60-69 139.8/urban/
III.3/rural/ j





Coraparisonal general data for I93I./From censuses of popui
lation/
* .
Great Britain Poland J
I.Females per 100 males 109.0 106.9 j
I
2.Surplus of females : .
a/in %% to the totil number
of population 4.3 3.1 )
b/in millions 1.8 1.0
. >*i&rk*wy •'
3.% of (women in respect to:
a/the tcfcal number of gainfully
occupied population
^ 29.76 46.0 J
b/the total number of jropeSia 26.9 62.5
The comparison of the percentages of gainfully occupied wo--1
men for Britain and Poland gives a startling result. Y/hile in r
Britain working women formed less than one third of the tcfel,
were
Pol©syh working wanen Tssjaig yearly half of the total number.
Still more striking is the difference in proportions of working
women to their total number,Proportionately,Polish working wo - ti
men were more than two times numerous.
Then ,the general occupational distribution has to be loo-
kid at./Table 49/..
At first glance the well known difference in occupations It
I
between an industrial and agricultural country is easily noticed;.'
j I
.But the data for female labour are far more interesting. In | j
Poland the prevalence of agricultural occupations among the wo- , ^
■ i
men is more outstanding than for men. In Britain atuation is
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the
quite/reverse. While looking at the share of women in particu -
Tahle 49.
Occupational distribution "by principal groups for Britain and
Poland/1931/.
I.Agriculture.2.Manufacturing industries.3,Services/commerce, I
finance, transport,personal service etc./. / %% /. j
A.Great Britain. B. Poland. I. 2. 3.
A B A B A B !
I. Total gainfully occ. 12.2 75.3 38.8 II. 8 49. o 12.9 1
population
II. Total,gainf. occ.raa.les. 17.1 71.4 39.4 15.2 43.5 13.4
III. Total gainf. occ. f
females 1.5 84.0 38.2 5.1 60.3 10.9
IV. % of females in a giv
ven group 3.4 49.9 28.0 21.8 37.2 40.5 ,
lar groups it is easily observed that the largest discrepancy
Between Britishh and Polish data concerns the agricultural group |f
[ ' j 4
v/hile for two others groups the data are near each other.
So the peculiar and prevalent part played By agrucultuEB
in Poland's female labour is once more confirmed, as well as re- . j




ChapterXIV Comparative analysis of non-agricultural occupations!
;■
While discussing the problem of non-agdcultural occupations one i
circumstance must be borne in mind. In Britain more than nine | •
tenths of working women are comprised by this class,in Poland - j
less than one fifth#.This proportion illustrates the specific
i
(
gravity of phenomenon from the numerical point of viep. The word
"numerical" v/as inserted on purpose and great stress has to be
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laid upon it in respect to Polish particular relations.The nu- "
merichh proportion did not correspond either to the economic po¬
tential or to the dynamics of social and economic debelopmoit. i
i
Women in the non-agricultural occupations were full-time wor -
i
i
leers,which was not always true in respect to the other part. I
i
They were used in the secondary and tertiary production,which j
i
according to modern economists means a far higher average pro -
ductivity per worker than per agricultural worker particularly '*
in the regions, suffering from a hidden unemployment or under -
employment.
r
On the other hand,there was a constant shifting of populat
tion,even more outstanding among women than men,from the agricul '
tural to other occupations. Thus,the group of non-agricultural
occapiat ions was a group with a future, a group rising "both in num
hers and in importance.But all these factors*although increasing
the importance of the non-agricultural group,well above the sh
sheer percen1$g$« of I7^o, can not alter the fact that this group j
was nevertheless in the minority and its conditions hy no means




After these reservations let the proper comparison he tack-,
i
led. !
First of all the share of women in the total labour in
this group is to he established/ see table 52./ '
It is a striking fact that while in the total number of
gainfully occuppiied population Poland shows a far higher percen¬






Percentage of women in the total number of gainfully occupied
population in non-agricultural classes.
I. Great Britain Poland J
1./9 of women in total number 29.2 46.0 j
of gainf. occ.population 1




tage is almost the same for "both countries. '
With regard to the occupational distribution,the general
comparative data are seen in table 53. .
Table 53. ,:
Percentage distribution of female labour.
Great Britain Poland
1.Manufacturing industries 37.0 31.0
2.Domestic service 33.9 23.9
3. Commerce, finance, insurance II. 2 17.8
fhe principal three classes are the san e$relatively more |!
female labour being gmuped in manufacturing industries and do- ;
mestic setvice in Bi^tain. '
Manufacturing industries.
Manufacturing industries accounted for almost two fifths
of the female labour in Britain, and slightly less than for one
third fny Poland. The percent^ e of women in the total labour
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occupied in these industries was almost the sane in "both coun- ..
tries./Betv/een one third and one fourth of the total/.
The principal female "branches were also the same in Britain
and in Poland. The same leading part was played "by the textile 1
industry, followed "by clothing and foodstuff industries,while j j
at the opposite pole stood metal,"building and other male indus- • j
)
tries. In "both countries too, the same "branches* occupying most of ;
female labour, showed the greatest percentage of women in respei), .
t 1





This class of occupation was numerically importnnt for boil , ,
countries 4although for Poland less than for Britain. V/omen pla¬
yed a prevailing part,"but far more male servants were in Bri - r [
III
tain /20% of the total/ than in Poland /4&/. It seems interesti ;.!
•1 t
ting to calculate whiut was the proportion of domestic servants J
|,
to the population. Assuming that in Poland some 40fo of• popula- j
tion /active and passive/were non-agricultural - one servant i j
i f <
was for 51 persons in this group. In Britain the elimination j
* 1 * ,
of servants occupied at non-agricultural houses is very diffi- ,j -
cult.But on the other hand,the agricultural occupations play
')
relatively small part and therefore the total proportion can b>
, t 1
I '




Commerce, finance and, insurance.
xhis class,numerically more important for Poland than for
Britain, shows a strikingly huge percentage of independent/see
table 54/.
Table 54.
Commerce,finance and insurance occupations.





In both countries women were mostly concentrated in health
j
services and teaching. In teaching ,women accounted for circa j:
50% with the even larger percentage in primary education,gradu- ! _
• \
, i
ally diminishing in higher types of schools.
In health services*the nursing profession was practically
j
monoplisdd by women in Britain and Poland as well. ''
In the so-called liberal professions,the foremost from the <
feminine point of view was the medical profession,Polish women ! ;
having far larger share in the total number of doctors than nri- ' .
V : :
tish. Almost one third of all Polish doctors were women,while
for Britain the same propotion was slightly more than one tenths
I/.Strictly speaking:for Poland percentage of women-doctors was








% of women in !
respect to the '
male&female la- ,






The legal s-ppfession Involves some difficulties in compa - i
rison "because of its division in "barristers and solicitors,un-
i •
known in Poland,where only advocates were known exercising the
functions of "barristers and some functions of solicitors.But, !
generally on the basis of the data below it seems justified to j'>
state that women in Poland's legal yptbfession were relatively
t '
t
more numerous than in Britain.
i
There were some 100 women among 5000 Polish advocates, whi4» .j
le 133 women for 19000 of British solicitors and 213 women
for more than 22ooo judges*magistrates>b2tfTLsters and solicitors
were in Great BritaiH.
In technical professions the comparison in a sti^fghtfor - ^
ward way is impossible "because of the non-existence in Poland
■wu, i
of the professional engineers in/£^ritsh meaning of this word. j(
nevertheless,the number of^female students taking technical
courses in higher education/university standard/ can illustrate
fairly accurately the importance of the female share in techni- ]
I
cal occupations .There werc7.4?5 of women among technical studert,1 •
in Poland1 and 1.8% in Britain. J <
Civil Service. j
The lack of more detailed data for Poland does not permit i
J
of carrying out an accurate comparison "between the female la-
hour in Civil Service of the two nountries,particularly fDDm
the point of view of the average earnings and position.But with
the help of the gena?aL knowledge of the situation of Polish wo- ' '"
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men in the Civil aervice it is possible to form the approximate
idea of their position.
Notwithstanding the different regulations in Britain and in
Poland in respect to the Civil °ervice i.e. the lack of any legal'
discrimination against women Civil "ervants in Poland - the si-
i
tuation was much the same in both countries in respect to the j
posts held and lower average earnings. 1
"pie proportion of women in the Civil Services of both coun-
2/
tries was nearly the same with some superiority of Britain. 1
i
Agriculture.
While comparing the agricultural occupations it is necessa¬
ry to bear in mind both the differences arising from numerical
importance asw v/ell as from the agricultural structure and ways
of economic exploitation of the soil in both countries.
First of all-numbers. In Britain there was a mere handful of I
|I
women gainfully occupied in agriculture - some 70-80 thousands. 1
Even taking into account the helping members of family, the typi- ,
cal and important item in the balance of agricultural labour,this'
m
number was far below two hundred thousand.And what about the oth<!
familiar item - an agricultural housewife,whose domestic work h
has usually such a mixed character as making impossible to dis¬
cern her housewifery from her part as helping member of family
in agricultural production? Here the answer is to be found in th<
number of holdings,which is in ^ritain below half a million.It
seems justified to make important deduction from this nuriDer on
behalf of a certain number of holdings not necessarily of agricul
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tural character than to add to it.
The corresponding figures for Poland.
Hired female lahour in agriculture amounted to circa half a mi- i
llion.Y/omen - members of the agricultural teams numbered some
eight millions. Of those eight millions - half a million were
I
heads of teams i. e.independent agricultural holders. i
As there were almost three millions of male heads of teams, '
the number of agricultural housewives / on holdings/ can be safe-,
i
ly estimated at about two and half millions.
So,there are about six hundred thousands of British women
i
/including housewives/ engaged full or part-time in agricultural
production against some i&jght and half million of Polish women.
This discrepancy quite naturally resultiflg from the different j
economic character of the two countries,is further emphasised by
t
the particular features of Poland s agricultural structure.These
features are clearly and easily deduced from tiro figures given
1/
above :comparatively small number of hired labour and very many |
holdings.This implied quite a different way of life and work. j
i
I
As a rule the Polish agricultural female worker toiled on '
her own as a Scottish crofter as opposit^to the Sritish farming 1
relying to a very large entent on hired labour. Such a peculiari¬
ty has manifold consequencies.lt makes women usually work harder
under an incentive of multiplying her and her family's property.
They are not covered by any social legislation,regulating hours
I/.The proportion of hired labourers with their families to the
members of teams /as a rule a members of owiiee's family / was
as I : 7.
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of work or wages. On the other hand they develop a sturdy feeling
of social stability and independence^ although their property va.-'
ries and depends often very much on the agricultural value of ; •
the holding,its soil etc.On the whole Polish women working in
agriculture "because of their numbers and "because of the mentio¬
ned peculiarity of Polands agricultural structure were not able^
to change their conditions of work and standard of life without
very deep changes in agricultural structure of the country, depen




At first, the comparison in the legal sphere is simple. There
are no gaps in data,no ambiguity in interpreting the importance jj]
i ' ,
{ :
of this or that factor.But,there is still one factor to "be rec- j'
koned with. It is the date a1^ what the legal position has to "be :
taken into account. If somebody had undertaken to compare the le- J
i
gal position of British and Polish women,let us say in 1923,he
would have been surprised by the results.Polish women had strict-
political
ly the same rights as men,particularly in respect to the voting j
rights,while British women were restricted by age limit of 30 !
years or other conditions unknown in respect to men. In the sphe- i I
re of inheritance there was very strong discrimination in En-
♦
glish law in digavour of women,while Polish lav; dropped any sex
discrimination in this respect a lopg time previousely.
But the date of 1930,for instance would give a different re¬
sult. The sex discrimination being dropped by British laws too,it •
would be difficult to detect at first glance any important diffe-
rences. In "both, countries women had full political rights, could
| .
dispose of their property as men. In "both countries also the wo§
i
man had to take the name and nationality of her husband, a fact
which was met with criticism from some sections of the society.
Xhere were naturally differences arising from the different •
legal systems of the two countries,differences not necessarily
of a discriminative character,"but having influence on women's
i
position.Two of them are worth mentioning. In -"ritain the unified "j
i
form of civil register marriage was intriduced,putting on an
equal footing all women and men in their relations in this res¬
pect. In Poland with the exception of the western provinces the
civil marriage form was for most of the population synonymous
with the religious marital ceremony, the priest exercising the
functions of State registrar.This led to complications,particu- |,j
larly in cases of mixed marriages. . ]
• I
The other legal institution worth mentioning is the so-callec '
legitima pars in Polish inheritance laws.Because of the legiti- j
i
ma pars the testator was not able to deprive of inheritance his j
spouse,children and parents,the law fixing what part of his for-1
tune could be disposed with by will.This limitation made usually
a wife and daughter less dependent on the goodwill of the testa¬
tor.
In respect to the working women the "'ritish prohibition of
entering any branches of Civil Service other than Home Civil Ser¬
vice did not exist in foland,perhaps because of the lack of co¬
lonies.
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The protective legislation of working women did exist in
"both countries.But this much discussed question will "be dealt
with separately
As a whole it seems justified to state that legally the po- ;
sition of women was much the same in "both countries.
'i -
Chapterxy.Foremost problems of female labour. '
In the previous chapter some general aspects of the econo¬
mic structure of female labour were compared.But there are seve-•'!
ral problems of female labour very much discussed and very popu- i! I
I .
lar practically in every country where female labout is used in
< ' i
a modern way. :■
'x'hese problems being very much alive, it seems interesting to
confront the position of working women in both countries exact- i
lv from the pasxfisn &f woxking seamen point of view of their re-
lative importance at the present time.Without exhausting the list.
i
the following question may be accepted as the principal problems
of female labour : •
1/ Was women's work outside home really desirable ?
2/ Work of married women /family question,housing,domestic help/.
pations,education/.
4/Equal pay for equal work /protective legislation/.
I/.Desirability of women's work outside home.
The statistical data of working women,the sheer fact of their
work in numbers since the Industrial Kevolution,more than one
V>
hundred Aiears ago seems to be pnnnf sufficient proof, justifying
i .
start and chances of career /access to particular occu-
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women£§ work outside the home the horns.But during the inter-war !
period the right of women to work, its social and economic saunr '
ness were challenged by many quarters, even some counter-measure; :
"being applied.
Hies striving for independence, thefa full use of inborn and j,
developed faculties of women and all other movements can be ta- !.
ken as granted.
But, in addition to these arguments there is in existence
another factor - a slow,but steady increase of surplus of wo- |
1/
men among the town population. Such a surplus of women besides j
the tendency of loosing of family bounds, or rather limiting fa-
mily circle tonparents and children simply forced supernumerary :
women towork. That was true for Britain and that was true for |
Poland's urban population too. Incidentally,it would be most unu- 'j
i
sual for an average Polish peasants if somebody tried to apply :
the principle pf women's true sphere strctly to the agricultural
work. It would mean to exclude women from functions assigned to
them by a thousands years of tradition.Moreover it would prove
disastrous economically - a small holding being not able to
efford hired labour,while the labpur of the male head of the fom
ly could not suffice for proper cultivation.The constant shiftin
of population to urban areas from the c untry,where the women's
part in production was normal and firmly rooted,had its influen-
I/.Perhaps this tendency is of transitory character and will di-
sapear when wommn will acquire fall ecruality, losing all rest of
privileges of a sheltered position,afforded to the midlle class
women by XIX cent. •
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ce on the society's attitude.Moreover either they were not able
to find a living there,or they longed for more independence.In
"both cases their aim was to work.The tradition of a leisured
lady type was lees spread in Poland,than in Britain.
But, as was mentioned "before,during the inter-war period two
essential challenges against the women's work appeared.
First of them was unemployment. The simplest way of relie¬
ving strain of unemployment up in the lahpur market seemed to ma¬
ny minds to "be the reduction of supply "be sending women "back
home.This economic factor combined with the conservative social
idea of woman's true sphere.It was hacked hy a desire to check
the decrease of the "birth rate, how, the unemployment and the de¬
crease of the "birth rate were observed in Great Britain as well
as in Poland. But the alatter was not still a problem in Poland,
the actual birth rate being ptill very high,although it gave a
warning bell. The unemployment was acute in both bountries.But
while in Britain it was possible to discuss the industrial unera-
ployment as a problem of disequilibrium of the labour market -
in Poland the industrial •unemployment was a Very fractional as¬
pect of a far larger jarobi em - the overpopulation of the country
in its agricultural structure.
The driving off of women from agricultural production being
unreal the female labour in industry was therefore not a decisi¬
ve factor.
Thus,these two challenges'were playing a weaker part in Po¬
land than in Britain.
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i
Quite naturally these "backwards tendencies towards female ,
f
labour had to exercise their influence.on the weaker spots. So, 1
it was not possible to find how a single woman could do wi&frout
her living,but it was easy to say that a married woman could re¬
ly upon her husband's earnings only. The branches of industry
using traditionally female labour were not inclined to switch off'
to male workers. So. women had to be convinced that new openings.
i
new, more profitable careers were not suitable for them.
The checking of the falling of the birth rate had to be ca- |
rried out through the family - so a married woman had to be dis¬
couraged from working outside the home. Tjjiese tendencies r/ere re¬
flected thus in other problems,particularly in the problem of
work of married women, and in the problem of equal opportunity. The-^
will be discussed there.
Work of married women.
Jpie right of work of married women became a very much discus
ssed and controversial topic of the inter-war period.
It is difficult to discuss this matter with a clear cut yes
or no.It is also difficult to dedine the attitude of the society
as well as the economic importance of the labour of marriednwo-
men working outside the home.If they work in the factory they
surel?/ neglect their household duties bringing up of children etc
even when doing their bestil
7,hat then is the resultant of such forces acting in opposite
directions ?
At first it seems necessary to establish the real and potcn-
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t ,
tial numbers of working married women as a whole in particular . ■
"branches.
The table 55 contains comparative percentages for "both
countries.
Table 55.
Percentages of married women in female labour of Great Britain
and Poland, calculated on the basis of the census of population ,[
**"* """ m— ————. mm. a**MWa"a*""",na* mm» tarn I
in 1931./Agriculture excluded./
Great Britain Poland
fo of % of married % of % of f* of # of
single women widows single married widovs
women women women :
1. Total 77.2 15.9 6.9 57.5 20.2 21.8




ring indus- 72.8 23.1 4.1 55.5 27.2 16.4
tries
4. Commerce & 76.5 14.8 8.7 37.0 36.2 26.8
insurance
5. Transports 85.0 8.2 6.8 58.0 25.0 16. 5
communications
The single working women prevailed in both countries ,but
their percentage was far higher in Britain thai in Poland.After ;
omitting domestic service,a typical occupation fro single women
this discrepancy grows even larger.For three-quarter of single
women in total for Britain there was slightly less than a half
of single wonun in the female labour in Poland. But the diffr-e^e
rence in percentages of married women was smaller thian one
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would expect,20-25$ of married women in the female labour "being
the percentage in Poland and 16-19$ in Eritain.
So,the difference in percentages of single women was dief- , -
y
ly made up by larger percentages of working widomain Poland. • -
!
Working married women v/ere chiefly grouped in manufacturing in- I ■
dustries and comnugefbe. Poland showed higher percentage in the i
commercial group /almost 1/3 of the total/,Britain - in that.of '
"i 1
5
manufacturing industries. ! 1
A
There are additional difficulties ariding fDcm the work of
a married w^men in comparison with a single one.Prfst there is
the relation of her work to the household duties and children. 3
,
\
Is she able to bring up children properly and exercise the usu- ;
♦ \
al duties of a housewife? Even if she manages to do so,whether H j
. 1
the burden is not too heavy on a long run and whether it can be j
I
accepted as sa normal and desirable situation ? '
The second question is strictly connected with the unemp'&oy^j 1
ment and the level of wages. Is a married woman entitled to work.,
f
: t
her husband having another job,while there are many men unemplo- :
yed ? Both these questions are interconnected with so many prob¬
lems that it seems impossible to solve them by the way of short • ,
1
answer* ■ •
In respect to the first question - one ought to emphasise j
I/. This can be explained , among others,by the poverty of Poland's '
society in comparison with that of Britain and difficulty in se- ■





the influence of ±3sh mother on the proper home atmosphere and
children's education. 'J-'his influence is a factor, the importance
of which in the life of individuals and of the nation can not
"be denied.
Even leaviiLg aside the problem of unmarried mothers or mar-
V %
ried women deserted "by their husbands - it seems doubtful if
such a question could he solved satisfactorily by a mechanical
regulation,prohibiting women with children to work outside the ,
home.
%
In the first pllice it could provoke qiu/te an opposite re¬
sult - a woman could be unwilling to have children,or delaying
this for several years till pfiehaps it would "be too late at all.
Moreover,it v/ould be unjust for a woman*who by her work
would have attained some position and would price her work much.
Incidentally,the boarding schools#the different additional
*
occupations for children and youths in training them iii the ser¬
vice for the community, and for the State and by the Sfcfcfcfc ,
modern mass amusements etc. tend to diminish the influence of
the home atmosphere.
On the other hand the bearing of children being of the ut¬
most importance for the modern State with its taaedency of decli¬
ning birth rate,2)t seems justified to help the newly wed couples
in setting up house and particularly in starting a family.
Yougg couples often have to abstain from having children
because of no chances of increased earnings in the near future
the actual earnings of the husband being unsufificient for sup -
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port of the family.Better wages would solve this difficulty.
It is possible also to envisage family allowance.A citizen
, who "by more than usual privations "brings up children, who are
then taken "by the State and for the State's sake seems entitled
to he helped in his task in order to make his financial situa -
tion less unfavourable in comparison with others without such
obligations.
In respect to the unemployment it seems unjust to tend to
diminish unemployment by depriving married wpmen of the right
to work.The unemployment problem can not be solved in this way,
it far surpasses such a <w)«ans.For women such restrictions mean
the lack of continuity of their careers,often hamper them in
concluding marriages/ quite the ppposite in the case of men/
and make the feel inferior in comparison with the male part of
»
the society. .
Notwithstanding the unemployment,in both countries married
women were working.Only in Britain there were several cases of
formal or actual prohibitions gainst the work of married women.
Incidentally,they concerns^ such jobs,as Civii Service and tea¬
ching, which could be carried out by married women easier than
in other cases left unrestricted.No restrictions of this kind
were in Poland.Moreover,the attitude of the society was diffe¬
rent. It was accepted as a matter of fiact that im many cases the
earnings of a young man could not be sufficient for the upkeep
of the family.The young couple refused to wait for the promotior
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i
of the man and settled their home on the "basis of the work of
"both .This was caused "by the general poverty of the society,re- •
from iron
sultingYrelatively low wages,and a very acute housing problem.
The most important item in a new family "budget was rent, as new-
ly wed couples had little chance to get a house or flat'subjec- 1
ted to ted-rto tenant's rights.Moreover a very important factor
was in this case a different attitude of the Polish woman accep¬
ting readily the double "burden of housewife and worker outside
;i
the home.As was mentioned "before she was helped in many cases "by I
the more accesible help of domestic service.
So,the right to work of married women in Poland was more firm
ly and fully established than in Britain,to. a large extent be¬
cause of the economic necessity. i
Its substitution,the family allowance was tried in several '
cases,but in both countries was yet accepted as a principle. ;
Enual start and equal chances of career.
The problem of equal start involves the equal access to all
occupations being linked with, the problem of equal chances of
career by educational facilities.moreover on the latter problem
the protective legislation p$jjs a prominent part.
Broadly speaking,the legal position of women in both coun¬
tries was almost the same with the scales slightly in favour of
Polish women?^(fter 1918 the barriers to all professions and occu¬
pations were pulled down in Poland while in Britain it was done
with some delay ,as in the case of organisation of professional
engineers some exceptions still being kept.But the most important
l/As,for instance,the exclusion from judicial posts,some bran¬
ches of civil Service,non extant in Poland.
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handicap of British female labour was the apprenticeship system ;
with anti-female discrimination devised "by British Trade Unions.
In this vra'" almost two-fifths of female labour /i.e.women workin
in industry/ were excluded from many more profitable occupations
and jobs.There was not such a strictly defined arrangement in
Poland, but the customary way in many industrial bransh.es,also ' -
backed by Trade Unions,to some extent was yielding "much the !
)
same result.
Here the most important factor of women's discrimination is
at work : the attitude of the society,or at least-of thfes part
of the society which had at that moment a final say. «
!Jhe society still has not yet grown accustomed to the women
filling posts on an equal footing with men and unofficial discri>:
mination was carried out in both countries.lt was like a kind of
conspiracy ,very peculiar, spontaneous and unorganised, of men !
who disliked to men in superior positions. Such an attitude handi-,
capped women seriously,being difficult to overcome,because it
i
could not be done by an Act of Parliament.But, on the other hand <
it was possible to soften it by slow and patient penetration. '
While fvponkin# about the orpinl nbnrt it In nnconnnfv l#a
in'-'i M "h f-'f-ovbl'it-t'il 'I'1 n ni -UK r- i . <' i a a [ 1 ' 11 •• •' •• M
easyer to start any career,in many cases being a conditio sine ;
qua non as for instance ,in the medical profession.The handicap
in teclinical education by exclusion from apprenticeship in Bri- '
tain was mentioned above. It wa.s even more acute a case for Bri¬
tish women,as in Poland in. several cases the technical vocation
nal schools open to women proved a workable substitute at leaot
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t
of a pi oneeasing character. 1
The ij^Ttitution of public schools for "boys was another
1/ i
handicap in Britain without proper correspondence in Poland.
It is true thht the Polish State provided less facilities in i
f
secondary education for girls,hut it was balanced out' by ar - j
rangenents San private schooling. }
Very interesting is the comparison of the p<rrportions of
female students in both countries.The percentage of female stu¬
dents in Britain was almost stable and even on the decline,
while in PDl&ndnit was steadily rising.Perhaps Polish parents J
4
did not yet have time to notice that the University training j
"t
for a girl was not an exceptionally sound investment.Perhaps I
also Polish girls,starting en masse later than their British
sisters,had not yet time to grow dissappointed in this respect.
The chances of carEer were in Poland theoretically equal
in the most perfect way.In Britain there were several excep -
tions.But the reality differed sharply from the theory in both '
M
1
countries.The best example is offered perhaps by the Civil ^er-',
vice. In Britain two scales of salaries*existence of different
grades showed a discriminative policy against women-civil ser-
and less numerous
vants.At the same time the slower/promotions were also a j
matter of common knowledge. In Poland woman - civil servants
had strictly the same status as men. But the actual practice (
was much the san e cu-v 6-ri.tcuv\, '
1/ The same is true in respect to some famous medical schools,
refusing to train women,such an institution non extant in Po¬
land.
■I
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women,as a rule,were in lower grades,slower promoted and there¬
fore in fact less paid.But the lack of legal discrimination ma¬
de to some extent their position oeasier.First,in many cases,
I
particularly in lower grades,the?/- really were treated in the sa-!
I
me way as men. j
generally,it seems possible to state that the unwilling at- |
titude of the society to women in more responsible posts or stiD:
"male" occupations proved effective in both countries with, or
without discriminating provisions.
Equal pay for equal worlc. j
The chief motive of recruiting women workers was their cheap=
.
ness.This implied that they substituted dearer,male labour and
were paid less for the same work.All statements about worse i
qualifications,smaller efficiency etc.can not change the funda¬
mental fact that the willingness of employers to engage women xa:
•> I
workers was caused by the good bargain for employers by using j
female labour.It seems absurd to imagine a typical laisser-faire
emplOTrer moved by sentimental reasons in his economic activity .
Thus,discrimination in pay was at the roots of female labour
as a matter of fact arrangement.lt had subsisted fully till the
inter-war period.The difference in wages between male and female'
workers was to some extent theoretically/although in a rather
doubtful way / balanced by the protective legislation, affording
less arduous conditions of work and certain privileges to fe¬
male workers.But at the same time protective legislation affor¬
ded also a very popular argument on behalf of the wages discrimi-
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nation and the preference in some occasions for male employees,,
shown "by the employers,usually men of conservative opinions. !
Hie sex discrimination in wages was to "be found in "both
1
countries as well as the protective legislation,even the argu-
i
ments of the emploprs "being the same.Only the forms of appli¬
cation and the extent differed. 1
l
In Britain a strict rule of separate scales of wages or sa¬
laries for "both sexes was adopted. In any case of fixing pa^ "by
Tpade Boards or "by official- salaries or by arrangements with
T^ade Unions the sex discrimination was applied.Moreover the
discrimination was extended.on insurance benefits and flat 'rates
of contribution of insured.This was based on a theoretical as¬
sumption that a man was an effective or potential family bread- i
1/
winner, a working woman being a single one.
In Poland,the sex discrimination was carried out rather in j
i
the way of actual arrangements. If the kind of work differed de- i
|
finitely according to sex as for instance in agriculture,the ra-:
tes fixed in agreements with Trade Unions followed such a diffe¬
rence. But when the work was the same,there was not formal discri
mination,practically womenjbeing paid less by accepting lower
grades,lower posts,lower rates of wages etc.This tendency,com¬
bined with the aforementioned unwillingness to appoint women for;
»
;
more responsible posts is well illustrated by the average ear¬
nings of insured women,v/hich were far lower in comparison with
I/. It must be taken into account that on the whole men and women
do different work.
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those of men with the same educational and vocational standard*,
But on the whole women seemed to he better off without formal
discrimination. For instance ,the mass of female State teachers
unpaid the same salaries as their male colleagues,the average ;
wages of juvenile female workers were the same,or in,some 6ccu-.
pations higher than these of boys. The strictly equal insurance
rates and benefits influenced the position of Polish working I
women both in a material and psychological -way giving her fue¬
ling of equality and affording the same security as for men
I
Chapter XYlConclusions. 1
Conclusions which may be possibly drawn from the comparati- !
I
<
ve analysis of economic position of working women in Britain and
Poland are distihctly divided into two groups r The first con¬
cerns the comparative position of women in two countries and has
to give and answer to the question in which country and in what
*
respects this position was better.The second group deals with
conclusions of a general character based on the comparison of 1
I
twoncountries of different economic structure. {
i
• ' 1
The comparative position of working women in Britain
and Poland.
T'aking the working women of each country en bloc one must ;
make allowance for the different level of national income.The ■ 1
higher national income,total and per head of population, if the ;
distribution of incomes is not particularly distorted by some
social and economic peculiarities,is bovind to influence favoura-?
bly the position of working women as a whole. This influence is
expressed not only by a higher average quantity of goods availa-
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ble to the consumer,but also "toy the general arrangements of pu¬
blic utilities,by larger incomes of Public Administration.
.For instance,the housing problem so important from the fa-
mily's point of view, could, be tackled, on a far larger scale and.
with a far better success by British Local Authorities with-.tax
incomes i&any times larger than in Poland. :
But there is another difficulty of assessment, arising from j
the offen mentioned agricultural character of Poland. It is a .|
hopeless to find out who was better off - a wife of a small
agricultural holder in Poland , or a female town worker in Bri¬
tain. Surely, a ~ritish woman had more urban amenities,lacking
instead the attractions of the independent position of a Polish"
agricultural housev/ife.That these attractions were appreciated ^
the best prflof is given by many cases of emigrants to towns who




Therefore, the attention has to be paid rather to the posi-
tion of women in other occupations.
t
xhe principal aspects of the position of working women were 1
dise&ssed in respect to both countries and the results of this '
discuscion can be put together as follows :
I.General structure of female labour.
General data for working women as their percentage in res¬
pect to the total number of women,that of gainfully occupied po¬
pulation,were more or less the same for both countries.The distri
bution of female labour among particular occupations hod also
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much resemblance.
2. Legal position.
In both countries women acquired the same legal status as j
men, few exceptions 'being also the same. In the sphere of labour
some legal sex discriminations still preserved in .Britain were
2/
unknown in Poland,because of their economic character they will;
be described later under the appropriate headings. j
Protective legislationYin iioth countries. j
5.Access to the occupations. ■ '
In both countries expressed prohibitions were removed with (
i
few exceptions in Britain.But in both countries the practice !
!
still differed from the theory.The unwilling attitude of the so¬
ciety , the leading part played in economic sphere by men,reluc- j
tant to admit new competitors^lack of sufficiently numerous ex¬
perienced and qualified .women hampered practically women in
pioneering penetration into new o'ccuoations. This was more promi-i
|
nent in "ritain as is shown by the case of apprenticeship to !
trades.
4.The equal chances of career. ,
The formal obstacles being negligible,the principal handi¬
cap was caused by the reluctant attitude of the society towards!
women's work in the more responsible and better paid jobs.This ;
i
is time for both countries.In the professions Polish woman had ;
a larger share,but were less successful in political careers.
5.V/ork of married women.
_ qs_ile21e_ji tj; i_tude of the soic'iety in_ the two countries diffe-
I/. For instance surname and nationality of husband taken by
wife. 2/e. g. the different benefits in social insurances.
red. In Poland, the right to work of married woinen was accepted
and sustained "both for economic and social reasons. In Britain -
in some cases strict prohibitions were applied.
6.Emial pay for equal worlc.
|t[enfalso the position in± two countries differed,perhaps
not so mush in the practical results as in the method of attain
ment.
In Britain the wages were fixed for women at lower rates
even if the work was the same as for instance in teaching.In
Poland the lower average earnings of women resulted from the
actual discrimination,owing to which women filled less paid
posts.which was also taking place in Britain. j
Summarizing the economic position of working, woiaen in Great {
^ritain and ii^Poland in a .few words it seems [justified to state,!
that in "both countries working women were much worse off than ;
• |
1
men,that the discrimination was rather a matter of actual policy
"but in Britain it was "backed to some extent "by open arrangement
and provisions^what made it more difficult for women to improve
their position,that women in Great Britain advanced more in po-
1/
litical careers ,while in Poland they were doing better to so-'
me extent in the professions.
II.General conclusions.
I. The above conclusions show the striking difference be- •
'tween the two countries in comparing the general data of female
I/. Tliere was not yet a woman - member of Cabinet in Poland du¬
ring inter-war period.
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labour gives way to the striking similarity when agriculture
is excluded.
It is possible therefore to form an opinion that the fema¬
le labour and its structure depends more upon favourable condi¬
tions created by the state of the technical means of production
and economic organisation,the legal and social emancipation of
women helping rather the improvement of conditions of work and
career.
2.The emancipation of women is only the first step towards
creating equal conditions of work and 'careers for working wornen. j
The reluctant attitude of the society,the vested interests of \
\
male labour prove to be a formidable check in face of which the
legal principles remain pure theory.
3. The development of female labour,based on favourable econo- ;
mic conditions has advanced quicker than the change in social
fabric,without reciprocal adjustment.This circumstance was at
the roots of several problems often acute but of rather a tran- j
sitory character such as equal opportunity. and chances of a ca¬
reer, equal pay for equal work,work of married women.
The efforts to find a proper, solution of such problems would
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